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     Chapter 1  

 CULTURAL IDENTITIES, MIGRATION, AND 
HERITAGE IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPE  : 

  AN INTRODUCTION    

   LAIA COLOMER and ANNA CATALANI    

  THIS VOLUME CONSISTS of seven chapters and one afterword by leading and up- and- 
coming academics who work on cultural identity and heritage. Signi icant research has 
already been done in the ield of heritage studies highlighting, for example, meanings, 
experiences, and discourses in heritage, history, and nationalism, diaspora and migra-
tion, and cosmopolitanism and globalization.  1   The aim of this volume is to expand on this 
by analyzing the role of cultural heritage and by especially focusing on the intersection 
between identity, memory, mobilities, and sociocultural agency. 

 Underpinned by neoliberal orthodoxies, today’s matters— such as population lows, 
economic dynamics, environmental changes, and media politics— are becoming world-
wide concerns that can no longer be managed and addressed solely within a national 
context. In order to avoid perpetuating postcolonial inequalities and unsustainable 
environmental circumstances, these issues require a “ glocal ” approach, that is to say, 
both a global and a local modus operandi. This glocal perspective offers new scenarios 
with regards to cultural representations, cultural heritage, and identity formation. 
Most nation- state discourses, indeed, no longer offer people a clear guide to under-
standing who belongs together and in what way they relate to each other.  2   A lack of 
solid narratives about social belonging drives groups and individuals either to look for 
security in traditional cultural discourses of identity (that only reinforce old narratives 
of “we,” “home/ homeland,” and “the other”)  3   or to explore new forms of cultural identity 
in solidarity (that in turn generate other forms of togetherness and engagement in the 
community). Both discourses and new forms of cultural identity, though, are not neces-
sarily de ined by citizenship, passports, or geographical origins and hence are more luid 
in their characterization, shaping, and understanding.  4   

 According to the Of ice of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR), the world is facing the highest level of displacement ever experienced, with 
an unprecedented 65.3 million people forced from their homes because of war, internal 

  1     For an overview of the most relevant works produced in these ields in the past decades, see 
Anheier and Isar,  Heritage, Memory and Identity ; Waterton and Watson,  Palgrave Handbook ; 
Fairclough, Jameson, and Scho ield,  Heritage Reader ; Logan, Nic Craith, and Kockel,  A Companion ; 
Labrador and Silberman,  Oxford Handbook.   
  2     Schierup, Hansen, and Castles,  Migration, Citizenship .  
  3     Betz, “Against Globalization.”  
  4     Castells, “Globalisation and Identity.”  
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con licts, environmental crises, or poor economies. Amongst these, 21.3 million are 
refugees; the rest are economic migrants and internally displaced persons.  5   During the 
past four years, Europe has also been affected by such mass movements, with refugees 
and displaced people coming from Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. Since then, these 
mass movements have become known as the “2015 refugee crises.” However, this is only 
one example of the large- scale displacements that are nowadays taking place across the 
globe and that are creating, in a postcolonial context, new forms of cultural creolization 
or hybridization.  6   Compared with previous displacements and the resulting sociocultural 
interactions, these new encounters are marked and in luenced by the effects of global-
ization and hence it is important to brie ly de ine our understanding of globalization in 
contemporary Europe. 

 Globalization, it can be argued, is currently de ined by trans- planetary and supra- 
territorial connectivities, understood as social and cultural links between people located 
anywhere across the globe.  7   These connectivities operate next to and are mixed with those 
based on physical proximity (e.g., neighbourhood and local community).  8   Consequently 
people’s cultural identities are created and negotiated not only in local contexts, but also 
within the international scene, by retaining links with other cultures or societies of origins 
(e.g., in the case of migrants and diasporic groups)  9   and through the means of digital and 
social media. Hence, it is possible to say that more people than before live in spaces/ 
places that are not exclusively nation- bound but that are both local  and  global arenas. 
Papastergiadis  10   uses the phrase “deterritorialisation of culture” to refer to the ways in 
which cultural formation is no longer linked to physical proximity to a given cultural 
centre. Instead the term de ines people’s capacity to demarcate their cultural identity and 
community belonging in different sociocultural landscapes— or “global ethnoscapes.”  11   
Within this scenario, migrants (both forced and not) are not just the subjects of poli-
cies of integration, neither are they simply a workforce in, debatably, welcoming soci-
eties. They are sociocultural contributors who take action, make decisions, and create 
social relations both in the country of origin and in the country of settlement.  12   These 
interactions generate new forms of cultural creolization and have direct consequences 
on the ways in which cultural heritage is de ined and gains signi icance amongst groups, 
both local and glocal.  13   This book aims to explore exactly this ongoing challenge and the 
resulting discourses about cultural heritage and identity in contemporary Europe. 

 Europe and its cultural heritage, it is fair to say, have changed markedly in compar-
ison to a decade ago. Today’s cultural, economic, and historical changes are also having 

  5     UNHCR, “Figures at a Glance.”  
  6     Bhahba, “The Third Space”; Pieterse,  Globalization and Culture .  
  7     Tomlinson, “Globalization and Cultural Identity.”  
  8     Scholte,  Globalization.   
  9     Glick Schiller, “A Global Perspective”; Vertovec,  Transnationalism .  
  10     Papastergiadis,  Turbulence of Migration.   
  11     Appadurai,  Modernity at Large .  
  12     Glick Schiller, “Explanatory Frameworks.”  
  13     Colomer, “Heritage on the Move.”  
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an impact on the understanding and shaping of European heritage.  14   Additionally, in line 
with the globalization effect, the once- familiar “European cultural dimension” has been 
transforming from de ined nations and clear, national cultural identities to a cultural 
mosaic, where entangled traditions, narratives, and identities are rede ining a new cul-
tural landscape.  15   Key catalysts have been, as we have said, the migratory movements, 
whether voluntary (e.g., work, affective liaisons, family reuni ications, studies, retire-
ment, social freedom, and career trajectory) or forced (e.g., war, climate change, polit-
ical/ gender persecution). However, it is important to specify that although migration 
has been traditionally understood as merely performed by people from outside Europe, 
reaching European shores due to economic reasons con lict, within this volume, we intend 
to widen this notion and include all kinds of mobilities occurring and transforming our 
understanding of the humanity living in Europe. This is because alongside Senegalese, 
Ecuadorian, Iraqi, Pakistan, Chinese, and Turkish immigration, Europe displays impor-
tant ethnic variations at the level of internal migration, with a clear geographical gra-
dient with high mobility in Northern and Western Europe but lower mobility in Southern 
and Eastern Europe.  16   Internal European Union (EU) migration responds to housing 
markets, inancial deregulation, economic growth, the labour market, health facilities, 
and higher education exchange facilities, and includes an increasing number of young 
adults, retired citizens, intercultural families, and single women. 

 Based on these re lections, our starting point is that the human geography of Europe 
today is much more complex and radically different to the one of even a decade ago: it 
is made by a number of geographies and ethnicities, which generate and negotiate the 
merging of new identities and cultural narratives, differently from those assumed by 
the traditional socio- ontology of methodological nationalism.  17   Therefore this volume 
aims to explore closely these new expressions and negotiations of cultural identities, 
focusing on the uses and signi icance of European cultural heritage today, as well as the 
discourses generated about it. The core questions the contributors address dwell on cul-
tural identities in transformation and in relation to heritage (or its absence) but also on 
the ways in which cultural organizations and heritage sites become meeting points for 
discussions, creative exchanges, and development between the different cultures shaping 
Europe today. Speci ically, the authors question how new cultural identities are challen-
ging the notions and signi icance of cultural heritage during the era of forced migration 
and mass movements; they consider the ways in which the current authorized heritage 
discourses in Europe are changing because of migration and globalization as well as the 
extent heritage sites and museums that can become effective meeting points for socio-
cultural dialogues between locals and newcomers. Finally, this volume’s authors have 
also been exploring the ways in which heritage sites can be creative platforms for her-
itage discourses, better “tuned” to today’s European multicultural pro ile and thereby 
better re lecting current European reality. 

  14     Harrison,  Heritage ; Smith,  Uses of Heritage .  
  15     Delanty, “Entangled Memories.”  
  16     Bernard, “Cohort Measures of Internal Migration.”  
  17     Beck, “The Cosmopolitan State.”  
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  Outline of the Chapters 

 This book its within a fast- growing body of research and academic literature examining 
the complex phenomena of migration and cultural heritage.  18   It aims to make, though, a 
unique contribution to the topic by focusing on the different and interlaced narratives of 
cultural heritage, identity, migration, and mobility, and by contextualizing them within the 
multifaceted context of contemporary Europe. Past and recent work on the subject area has 
mainly considered how cultural institutions have approached and represented migration in 
Europe, and how mobility has been challenging the society and contribution of museums 
and heritage sites towards the understanding of migratory experiences.  19   Furthermore, 
research on museum displays has shown how exhibitions dealing with migration have 
included primarily benign representations of migrants and their material culture. Although 
such displays have aimed to engage, through participatory approaches, with the migrant 
minorities, they remain Western- centred interpretations, whereby migrants and refugees 
are seemingly presented as people in need of humanitarian intervention and support. 
Additionally, a growing body of literature has also been looking at museums and their social 
responsibility in relation to minority groups and with regards to prejudice, equality, social 
justice, and citizenship.  20   Such work has highlighted the need “to differentiate between per-
formative activism and operational activism,” with the former being a just a “show” rather 
than a real engagement with the people represented.  21   

 The chapters included in this volume build on this work and question further the 
changes that heritage, as a concept, as a practice, and as a performance,  22   is going through 
due to the cultural clashes and/ or opportunities for cultural regeneration (of individuals 
and groups) created by mobilities and migrations in contemporary Europe. It questions, 
through different case studies and perspectives, the role that individuals, as the hosts of 
the welcoming country or as the newcomers, have in shaping heritage in contemporary 
Europe.  23   Cultural heritage here is understood as an action, as a process through which cul-
tural identities are revealed, questioned, negotiated, and (re)created, rather than acting 
only as a mirror of past identities. The chapters included in this volume thus explore this 
unfolding situation, taking a wide understanding of cultural heritage, stemming from 
museum studies, memory studies, public archaeology, and ethnography and dealing 
with a variety of contingent issues, such as education, museum performance, affect, and 
care, intangible heritage and the idea of absence, musical heritage, religious practices  

  18     Levin,  Global Mobilities ; Gouri é vidis,  Museums and Migration ; Whitehead, Lloyd, Eckersley, 
and Mason,  Museums, Migration and Identity ; Innocenti,  Cultural Networks ; Ang, “Unsettling the 
National”; Amescua, “Anthropology of Intangible Cultural Heritage and Migration.”  
  19     Macdonald,  Museum, National, Postnational ; Bounia, Nikiforidou, Nikonanou, and Matossian, 
 Voices from the Museum ; Hegardt,  Museum Beyond.   
  20     Sandell and Nightingale,  Museums, Equality and Social Justice ; Message,  Museums and Racism ; 
Labadi,  Museums, Immigrants, and Social Justice.   
  21     From a conversation between Alisdair Hudson and Bernadette Lynch, quoted in Lynch, “‘I’m 
gonna do something.’ Moving beyond Talk in the Museum.”  
  22     Haldrup and B æ renholdt, “Heritage as Performance.”  
  23     Nettleford, “Migration, Transmission and Maintenance.”  
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in a globalized world, and human– thing entanglements. These inter-  and cross- 
disciplinary perspectives complement each other and show the necessity of a diversity 
of approaches, as a key methodology, to understand the complexity of today’s cultural 
heritage and identity in Europe, particularly with respect to mobility and globalization. 

 This volume comprises seven chapters, whose authors are all female academics 
from different disciplines, different European countries, and at different stages of their 
careers. While this was not intentional, it is a welcome coincidence in the current social 
and cultural climate. The book starts with an exploration of the relationship between 
intangible cultural heritage and cultural identities in Europe, from the point of view of 
refugees and forced migrants. In her chapter, Anna Catalani dwells on the notion of the 
absence of intangible cultural heritage during displacement. Catalani considers the bino-
mial absence– presence of heritage as a staged process, starting from the assumption 
that human beings experience absence as an emotional, temporary rupture with their 
cultural traditions. This rupture develops through three phases: from an initial lack of 
intangible heritage (which means “putting aside” the known cultural traditions to focus 
on the journey); to an “absent presence” of heritage, where cultural heritage becomes 
the object of longing, through selected memories; to a re- acknowledged presence of her-
itage, through a rede inition of cultural traditions in the new context. This latter phase 
takes place only when the temporary disconnection between displaced individuals and 
their heritage has been elaborated and the felt absence of intangible heritage can become 
a catalyst for positive personal and collective changes as well as for identity rede inition. 

 Alison Jeffers returns to issues on the complexity of refugee artists’ identity and how 
this complexity could be explored in museum performances. In her contribution, she 
looks at the complexities of being a “refugee artist” in a heritage setting and at the emer-
ging potential value of conceptualizing heritage and identity as contingent. Theatre per-
formance, though, is here being acted out within museum institutions, thereby using 
colonial cultural heritage “deposited” in British museums, as a means of both challen-
ging and destabilizing contingent identities, either of the refugees and “their heritage” in 
the museums or those of their audience as members of a local community. Performing 
a multiplicity of heritages is a way of narrating the multiplicity of identities, of both ref-
ugee artists and local audiences, and of the heritage they engage with, in today’s postco-
lonial institutions/ refugee “crisis.” 

 Alexandra Bounia’s chapter further explores issues of heritage and the so- called ref-
ugee crisis in Europe, this time focusing on the social responsibility of museums as activist 
institutions. Following the work of Schellenbacher and Message, Bounia considers the 
ways in which museums can respond to the traumatic and complicated phenomenon of 
migration, by going beyond their role as “social mirrors” of past events (e.g., narratives 
of the migration/ refugee phenomena) and instead becoming creators of new cultural 
agendas and agencies, like combating social injustices and becoming promoters of new 
social community relations in terms of solidarity, responsibility, trust, and human rights. 
For that, she draws on the feminist political theory of the “ethics of care.” This ethics of 
care provides an interesting lens through which to analyze works Greek museums under-
took in 2016 in order to develop relationships of care between people touched by the 
refugee “crisis,” and re lect on how these institutions could move towards rede ining their 
role as agents of care in an age of mobility, globalization, and neoliberalism. 
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 School education probably focuses more on the ethics of care of future citizens than 
on exclusively transmitting knowledge. Maria Feliu- Torruella, Paloma Gonz á lez- Marc é n, 
and Clara Masriera- Esquerra’s chapter explores heritage education as a key political tool 
for civic values fostering tolerance, social integration, and citizenship between pupils 
and families of different cultural backgrounds and origins, using critical issues of cul-
tural heritage such as diversity, cultural rights, and peaceful and democratic coexistence. 
Accordingly, heritage here is not something that we inherit from the past to be appre-
ciated and enjoyed, but an expression of rights and values that must be acknowledged, 
negotiated, and reappropriated, democratically, today. Agency- oriented heritage projects, 
developed in schools like the examples introduced by these authors, can become a crit-
ical practice for citizenship education in Europe by exploring questions of what kind of 
society we want in the future rather than narrating where we come from culturally. 

 Issues of identity, roots, and routes are explored in detail by Cristina Clopot and 
Laia Colomer: the former from a diaspora and religious perspective; the latter exploring 
notions of homing and belonging. Clopot analyzes the heritage narratives of Russian Old 
Believers of Romania as a process to resist change in the age of globalization and trans-
migration. Colomer analyzes narratives of affect towards travelling salvaged objects 
amongst different type of migrants. Both, though, focus on the apparent contradiction 
between places and lows as key elements in identity processes amongst today’s old and 
new Europeans. Clopot’s focal points are “ethnic group” cultures, their efforts towards 
heritage preservation (even though the group is disseminated throughout Europe), 
and how these narratives re lect or refract a European ethos on localism, nationalism, 
multiculturalism, and cosmopolitanism (e.g., whether they are “united in diversity”). 
Colomer’s chapter, instead, spotlights the entanglement between migrants and those 
objects selected on purpose to be companions in mobility, and therefore how they act 
as embodied emotional memories of past, present, and future lives. Throughout this 
exploration Colomer seeks to de ine the ways in which such relationships can provide 
new forms of museum display that exhibit the material culture accompanying mobile 
subjects. 

 Finally, Amanda Brandellero’s chapter examines the staging of folk music as a perfect 
metaphor of intercultural processes occurring in Europe. The chapter draws from the 
experience of programmers and performers of world music festivals in Europe. Their 
activity engages directly with the diversity of musical genres and cultural expressions, its 
consuming tendencies, and the resulting creolization in musical creativity. Brandellero 
argues that their practice as music promoters, producers, and practitioners is an active 
exploration both of music as a meaningful practice of intangible heritage— against 
the backdrop of today’s European cultural diversity— and of the ways in which this 
active process of musical production results in recognizing, legitimating, constructing, 
dissenting, and discarding different cultural identities inside Europe. 

 Both cultural heritage and cultural identity are characterized by a broad range of 
meanings ascribed to them. This is because their dynamic nature is part of a constant 
process of collective and individual creation, negotiation, and creolization. This book 
explores these dimensions in Europe, taking into account powerful forces of mobility in 
today’s globalized world. While this book is not a complete compendium of the ongoing, 
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changing, and multiple heritage discourses in Europe on cultural heritage and identity, 
it aims to grasp some of their essential aspects. Hence, by acknowledging that any expe-
rience of movement produces novel forms of belonging and identity, while stimulating 
shifts in the understanding of cultural heritage, this volume intends to trigger critical 
re lections on different, ongoing discourses developing right now in Europe about heri-
tage and identity. Such discourses shape and contribute in different ways to the human 
geography of an inclusive Europe.     
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    Chapter 2  

 NARRATIVES OF RESILIENT HERITAGE 
AND THE “CAPACITY TO ASPIRE” 

DURING DISPLACEMENT    

   ANNA CATALANI    

   Introduction 

 THIS CHAPTER IS concerned with the notions of and the relationship between intan-
gible cultural heritage and cultural identity, in relation to displaced individuals, and 
in the context of contemporary Europe. The starting point is that people’s movements 
have at their heart the encounter between newcomers and local communities. These 
encounters translate into situated stories and new cultural discourses about resilience, 
which, in the longer term, are likely to contribute to the formation of a shared European 
heritage.  1   However, amongst newcomers, and especially those who, like refugees, expe-
rience displacement, the idea of heritage is particularly problematic, due to personal 
struggles with cultural and physical belonging. In order to be part, eventually, of a body 
of shared cultural practices, the heritage of displaced individuals needs irst to “die” so 
that it can be revalued and rearticulated through an osmotic and yet aspirational pro-
cess, generated by its perceived absence. Therefore, this chapter aims to consider exactly 
this, by addressing the following questions: Can we speak, at all, of an absence of (intan-
gible) heritage during displacement? If heritage does (not) die, how is it then revalued 
and rede ined during displacement? What cultural discourses are developing around the 
idea of “heritage” during forced migration? 

 In order to answer these questions, this chapter has been organized into four sections. 
In the irst section, I consider the notions of displaced people and intangible cultural 
heritage (during displacement), the latter understood as a non- ixed concept subject 
to constant reinterpretations. In the second section, I explore the pairing “absence— 
presence” and I de ine it as a phased, emotional rupture with cultural traditions and 
heritage practices. The third section focuses on the “capacity to aspire,” as de ined by 
Arjun Appadurai,  2   and on the ways in which it triggers amongst displaced individuals, 
through a perceived absence of heritage, the aspiration to revaluate and rearticulate 
their cultural traditions. In the inal section, I present some critical re lections on “resil-
ient heritage,” that is to say those forms of intangible heritage that survive trauma, which 

  1     McDowell, “Heritage, Memory and Identity”; Halbwachs,  On Collective Memory.   
  2     Appadurai,  Future as Cultural Fact.   
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are reshaped through selective remembering  3   and which foster a sense of cultural worth 
and belonging, especially in the earlier stages of resettlement.  4    

  People in Displacement 

 In March 2017, I took part in an event organized by the Rethink Rebuild Society, a charity 
organization aiming to improve the lives of refugees, asylum seekers, and immigrants, 
in particular but not exclusively Syrians in the United Kingdom. The event (titled “Living 
Library— A Refugee in Manchester”) was held at the Longsight Library and Learning 
Centre in Manchester and its purpose was to allow members of the public to meet, for 
about ifteen minutes, ten different people who were either refugees or who had worked 
in some capacity (either as artists or as social workers) with refugees. Through short 
chats, the public was given the opportunity to hear about precarious journeys and the 
resulting displacement, and to be inspired by personal stories of resilience and to re lect, 
together with their interlocutors, on these stories. One of the “participants” was a young 
refugee from the Republic of Congo. During my brief interaction with him, I was inter-
ested to ind out his story and at the same time I was keen to understand what “heritage” 
meant to him, both before his ordeal and in his current situation. His reply, however, was 
not what I expected: he plainly explained that there is no heritage for a refugee. Heritage 
(the idea or the understanding of it) and any memory associated with it had died the 
moment he became a refugee. Although this was the view of one individual— and it is 
not possible to extend it unanimously to the broader refugee community— it made me 
both think about the meaning of heritage itself in relation to displacement and question 
whether heritage can really disappear in the context of forced movements. Already in 
ordinary circumstances, we cannot speak of a “ ixed” idea of heritage, but rather of a 
changeable process which re lects the relationship we have with the past, even a recent 
one.  5   Heritage, hence, can be an ephemeral and even dissonant “entity” which is dif icult, 
in speci ic circumstances, to acknowledge, de ine, or agree about.  6   For instance, its luc-
tuating nature is accentuated during displacement, when its embodied cultural practices, 
meanings, and symbols are continuously reframed, altered, and sometimes misunder-
stood due to the journey’s unpredictability and the multiple cultural interactions. 

 My interlocutor’s comment also triggered re lections on the “if” and “why” heri-
tage should matter when someone is displaced. Undoubtedly, the unsettling feeling of 
being forced to leave home is not conducive to rejoicing. Thus, heritage is subject to 
continuous revaluation and renegotiation, especially when different cultures are forced 
to interact and ultimately clash. Current work on displacement in Europe has in fact 
shown that the initial response of host communities to refugees and (forced) migrants 

  3     Harrison, “Forgetting to Remember, Remembering to Forget.”  
  4     Halilovich,  Places of Pain.   
  5     Smith,  Uses of Heritage ; Harrison and Rose, “Intangible Heritage”; Harrison,  Heritage. Critical 
Approaches.   
  6     Smith, “The ‘Doing’ of Heritage: Heritage as Performance.”  
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is characterized by social tensions, cultural misunderstanding, and, sadly, by a rise in 
ideological extremism.  7   This makes it dif icult to appreciate the heritage (especially in 
its intangible forms) of displaced individuals as well as their possible contributions to 
the hosting country, while it intensi ies their distress and concerns.  8   Besides being phys-
ical situations, displacement and forced migration are emotional states. As refugees and 
forced migrants leave their homes, undertake painful journeys, and attempt to resettle 
in another country, they ind themselves crossing physical, emotional, and cultural 
borders. Being “displaced” means to be tolerated guests in a new context. It means to 
have limited opportunities as legitimate residents and not being fully able to freely share 
ideas, values, and traditions.  9   The status of “guests” restricts what might have been pos-
sible and natural in the country of origin: it exposes displaced individuals to unpredict-
able everyday situations, whilst they attempt to rede ine their lives and reassert their 
identities. Above all, the condition of displacement heightens the longing for familiar 
people, idioms, objects, and habits and exposes the painful absence of the known and 
familiar.  10   Forced migrants and displaced individuals are almost “imprisoned” in an in- 
between condition, which continuously shifts between the yearning for a known reality, 
the necessity to it in the hosting country, and a melancholic awareness of the absence of 
“their things,” places, people, rituals, and, ultimately, of their own identities.  11    

  Binomial Absence– Presence as a Three- Stage Process 

 When speaking, in general terms, about “absence” (e.g., the absence of something or 
someone), the feeling of “lacking” comes in various forms, all of which have an impact 
on people’s lives and on their perception of the self. As human beings, rather than 
comprehending “absence” only through the lack of materiality, we experience it, irst 
and foremost, as an emotional rupture with something or someone.  12   This rupture 
causes a loss of coherence with what matters:  13   things, settings, or other people become 
less meaningful when their absence is experienced. This is primarily because absence 
is a feeling that “exists through relations” that give matter to absence itself— like, for 
instance, when the absence of a loved one can shape the whole atmosphere of a room or 
an event.  14   Hence it is possible to say that absence is oxymoronic in nature: the subject of 

  7     Lucassen, “Peeling an Onion.”  
  8     Carling and Collins, “Aspiration, Desire and Drivers of Migration”; see also Chatelard,  Intangible 
Cultural Heritage of Displaced Syrians ; Nguyen,  The Displaced .  
  9     This lack of opportunities and connection with local communities is aggravated by a lack of ade-
quate language skills, especially at the beginning of the “resettlement.”  
  10     Chatelard,  Intangible Cultural Heritage of Displaced Syrians , 19.  
  11     McDowell, “Heritage, Memory and Identity.”  
  12     Hetherington, “Secondhandedness,” 159; Meyer, “Placing and Tracing Absence,” 103.  
  13     Frers, “Confronting Absence.” See also Moran and Disney, “It’s a Horrible, Horrible ‘Feeling’”; 
Degnen, “‘Knowing,’ Absence, and Presence.”  
  14     Meyer, “Placing and Tracing Absence”; Felder, Duineveld, and van Assche, “Absence/ Presence.”  
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an absence (for instance, intangible cultural heritage as cultural practices during forced 
migration) can still be present in some ways (through memories and stories shared 
by members of the same group) and yet absent in others (through a lack of material 
culture associated with it or an impossibility to perform the rituals in a new context). 
Furthermore, absence is highly performative: as an “embodied phenomenon,” it relies on 
meaningful, physical interactions between individuals and the absent object, person, or 
idea. As Frers explains, “based on their corporal relation to the world around them, indi-
viduals ill the hole left by absences by drawing on their own particular embodied mem-
ories and habits […] embedded in social structures and connected to places.”  15   These 
habits, or rather the lack of them, as recurring experiences, determine the awareness 
of what is missing and the need to ill the void through personal memories and reenact-
ment of what has been missing.  16   

 Taking into account these points and with regards to intangible cultural heritage 
during displacement, it is not helpful to conjecture about an absence of heritage but 
rather discuss the binomial “absence– presence,” which I understand as a temporary 
and yet evolving emotional three- stage rupture between displaced individuals and their 
intangible cultural heritage.  17   Within this context, the adjective “temporary” indicates 
that during displacement the absence– presence of intangible cultural heritage follows 
almost a phased transformation, leading eventually to a fully acknowledged presence 
of intangible heritage. The phased transformation takes place, at the same time, with 
personal elaborations about displacement, geographical resettlement, and the rede ini-
tion of identity in the “there” and “then.” Speci ically, the absence– presence of intan-
gible heritage evolves in the following way: from a pragmatic lack of heritage (especially 
in the initial phase of migration), when displaced individuals have to “put aside” their 
known realities and traditions and focus on the challenges of the journey; to an “absent 
presence” of heritage, where, although cultural heritage is still subordinated to the day- 
to- day taking up of resettlement information, it starts to became the object of longing 
(as, most likely, in the case of the Congolese refugee I met), through the selection of 
memories  18   about cultural traditions; to, inally, the reacknowledged and reinstated 
presence of such heritage, which consents a reconsideration, rede inition, and, in some 
cases, adaptation of such cultural traditions to the new context and as resilient links with 
the past. This latter phase (the “reacknowledgement of the presence”) takes place when 

  15     Frers, “Confronting Absence,” 287.  
  16     Harrison, “Beyond ‘Natural’ and ‘Cultural’ Heritage,” 264.  
  17     Primarily as traditional practices and traditions.  
  18     In this chapter, I understand selective memories and remembering as an intentional act through 
which refugees and displaced individuals choose to forget those episodes of their past that may be 
too destabilizing, in favour of remembering those that can counter the narrative of the trauma of 
displacement. See Muzaini, “On the Matter of Forgetting and Memory Returns”; Lacroix and Fiddian- 
Qasmiyeh, “Refugee and Diaspora Memories”; Erll,  Memory in Culture ; Connerton, “Seven Types 
of Forgetting”; and Delanty, “Entangled Memories.” With regards to the positive effect of autobio-
graphical narratives, see McLean, Pasupathi, and Pals, “Selves Creating Stories Creating Selves.”  
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the temporary disconnection between refugees and their heritage has become evident 
and it has been elaborated: hence the process of reconnecting with traditions can begin 
and also sets the basis for a shared heritage. 

 This chapter focuses on the second and inal phases of this process, that is to say 
the evolution from an absent presence of heritage to a present resilient heritage. With 
regards to the latter point, note that the process of remembering “is not a [mere] matter 
of retrieving but [rather] of reshaping in a new mechanism of selection”:  19   it is a selec-
tive process through which the memories of past cultural traditions become associated 
primarily with a sense of personal worth and can help displaced individuals to positively 
rede ine their identity and validate their heritage in the hosting context. Therefore, the 
absent presence of intangible heritage during displacement becomes almost the ideal, 
powerful condition that triggers positive personal revaluations, cultural reinstatement, 
and aspirations for social transformations, activated in the inal phase of this binomial 
relationship.  

  The Capacity to Aspire and Intangible Cultural Heritage 

 In  The Future as Cultural Fact , Arjun Appadurai explores the idea of the capacity to 
aspire, an ability embedded and nurtured in the past and yet focused on future ideas 
and possibilities. He explains: “the future is ours to design, if we are attuned to the 
right risks, the right speculations and the right understanding of the material world 
we both inherit and shape.”  20   According to Appadurai, indeed, individuals’ imagination 
and resourcefulness are future- oriented cultural attitudes, necessary to raise from dis-
advantageous situations and create better futures. Although his focus is on India (and 
speci ically on the conditions of the poor living in Mumbai slums), his argument is very 
much applicable to any context, whereby disadvantaged groups, like refugees, have to 
ind the cultural resources to contest and positively alter their social and human con-

dition numerous times and in multiple cultural and geographical contexts.  21   Hence, in 
relation to displacement, the interconnection between intangible cultural heritage, its 
absent presence, and the capacity to aspire offers a helpful framework to carry out crit-
ical and new re lections on the reasons why cultural heritage matters during hardship 
and how its revaluation could happen amongst displaced individuals because of its 
absent presence. 

 Work has been done on the capacity to aspire in relation to migration (primarily on 
the children of migrants) and the heritage sector (with regards to heritage tourism).  22   

  19     Felder, Duineveld, and van Assche, “Absence/ Presence,” 6; Degnen, “‘Knowing,’ Absence, and 
Presence.”  
  20     Appadurai,  Future as Cultural Fact , 3.  
  21     Carling and Collins, “Aspiration, Desire and the Drivers of Migration”; Nguyen,  The Displaced .  
  22     Miceli, “The Capacity to Aspire of Children Immigrants”; Zetterstrom- Sharp, “Heritage as 
Future- Making.”  
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However, here I refocus and extend the argument to displacement within Europe and 
with reference to the cultural heritage practices of refugees and forced migrants as 
displaced individuals.  23   The felt absence of intangible cultural heritage is a trigger that 
elicits personal future and cultural aspirations amongst displaced individuals. This 
happens through the reaf irmation, in the host country, of cultural traditions and her-
itage practices, which are thus both acknowledged and valued as resources fostering 
social and cultural cohesion and well- being. Such reaf irmation, however, can take place 
only through the individual and conscious reconsideration of “why” intangible cultural 
heritage matters and “how” it matters during displacement, so that it is possible to over-
come the ordeal of forced movement and resettlement. Intangible cultural heritage and 
traditions matter to displaced groups and individuals; irstly because they are rational-
ized as mementoes and traces of their old selves, in the phase of displacement when 
sporadic glimpses of the past reemerge through the comforting memories of everyday 
gestures and meaningful rituals. Additionally, during the phase of the “absent presence,” 
cultural traditions are perceived as goals and targets for a better future: by remembering 
and reintroducing them in their new everydayness, forced migrants and refugees have 
the hope to contest and alter their unfavourable conditions. As a consequence, cultural 
and heritage traditions become aspirational needs, personal wants, and individual and 
group expectations for a better future. 

 Therefore, I suggest that where these cultural traditions are rearticulated (because of 
an absent presence of heritage), this is done through narratives of resilience. While these 
narratives, in the longer term, could determine the creation of a shared heritage in Europe 
(or shared elements of such heritage), in the short and more immediate term, they can 
foster a sense of personal cultural worth and belonging. In the next section of this chapter, 
I consider resilient heritage as the result of narratives of hardship, identity, and remem-
bering traditions.  

  Resilient Heritage: Narratives of Hardship, Identity, and 
Remembering Traditions 

 Between March 2016 and November 2017, I was in contact with a number of refugees 
and displaced individuals through charities (Rebuild Rethink Society, Manchester; 
Refugees Support Network, Manchester) and cultural associations (Syria Art Gallery, 
Nice), based both in the United Kingdom and France. Although it proved rather chal-
lenging to liaise with potential participants, I was able to carry out a set of twelve semi- 
structured interviews, aiming to understand whether displaced individuals would 
perceive the absence of heritage and to identify the meanings and purposes of heri-
tage during displacement.  24   While I tried to reach out to the wider refugee community, 

  23     Ashworth, “Heritage and Local Development.”  
  24     The project is ongoing, as it is my intention to expand the sample of interviewees to refugees 
and forced migrants from countries other than Syria. Overall twelve interviews (face to face, online, 
and via email, depending on the availability, location, and language skills of the interviewees) have 
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without favouring any ethnic group or nationality in particular, it is important to point 
out that most of the participants in this study were Syrian. This is because the Syrian 
refugee community is large and better known across Europe, and hence it is easier to 
approach.  25   The age of the interviewees ranged from twenty- one to ifty- eight years 
old, with ten of them being female and two male.  26   Through the interviews, two distinct 
and yet entangled themes (overcoming hardship through heritage, and remembering 
traditions) emerged. I explore these in the following section. 

  Overcoming Hardship through Heritage 

 All interviews started with a question addressing the ways in which participants would 
de ine their current status. This was mainly to understand whether, consciously or uncon-
sciously, the “othering,” the impersonal classi ication of “refugee” had been adopted by 
the individuals to justify their status and their (cultural) identity in the new country. 
The responses were polarized: on the one hand, participants gave a clear explanation of 
their professional identity and geographical origin (e.g., “I am a doctor originally from 
Syria”; “I am an artist from Syria and I came here four years ago”), and by doing so, they 
put an emphasis on their social role and cultural individuality. On the other hand, some 
of the interviewees simply replied by stating their displaced status (e.g., “I am a ref-
ugee”), hence subordinating any other cultural feature to the label of the “refugee” and 
to the loss of a personal, distinctive self. However, both types of responses shared heart-
felt re lections on the hardship of their journey, on a physical and emotional level. The 
journey had catapulted them into a personal situation, cultural context, and social status 
where they did not want to be. This meant that all interviewees, although in different 
stages of their displacement, felt the need both to justify themselves for being refugees 
(the stereotyped “others”) and to reiterate that they were in the hosting country not by 
their own will but because of external causes. As P4 said: “I am a refugee. Actually, I am 
a refugee only because I/ we, are forced out of our own places; it is not optional for us to 
be here, it is not that we are here for leisure.” Similarly, P9 voiced the feeling of having to 
justify their presence in the new context but also pointed out the importance of memo-
ries in the process of identity rede inition during displacement:  27  

been conducted so far. The interviewees were recruited via charities and cultural organizations, 
where one of the members of staff acted as the contact/ liaison. Most of the refugees interviewed 
suffered from some mental problems, hence it was often necessary to carry out the interviews via 
email or with the support of a local translator. Their names were anonymized and coded as P (for 
Participant) followed by their interview sequence number (from 1 to 12).  
  25     Manchester is a “solidarity city,” which means that it is part of the initiative on the management 
of the refugee crisis launched in the framework of the EUROCITIES network in 2012. Solidarity 
cities are committed to solidarity in the ield of refugee reception and integration ( https:// 
solidaritycities.eu/ about ).  
  26     One of the interviewees was Afghani and one was Congolese.  
  27     Meyer, “Placing and Tracing Absence.”  
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  [When you are a refugee,] you become a burden, someone that they have to place some-
where: we used to be teachers [and] artists in our towns and now suddenly we have 
become no one. So you feel lost and you miss your family, friends, and things that you 
know, but then you remember your story, who you were before the journey, and you start 
to tell [it to] other people, and to share what you know, your religion, your costumes, your 
skills, so you show that you have a rich culture to offer.   

 All participants explained that feeling “unwanted” heightened their sense of longing for 
their cultural heritage, especially in the initial stage of their “resettlement,” and a shared 
de inition of heritage was identi ied: the interviewees de ined heritage as “everyday 
rituals, religious ceremonies, and cultural traditions [which should be] celebrate[d]  in 
the right ways” (P8). It was somehow present, although not visible, throughout their 
personal and physical journey: they carried it with them as traditional practices, which 
gave them a sense of pride and the strength necessary to overcome the dif iculties 
they faced:

  [Heritage] reminds us where are we from. […] I am now away from my country and from 
the war and I can be whatever I want to be, but the thing is, the way I grew up and how 
I used to live I believe is nice, so I am going to represent and protect what is right (P7).   

 When asked about the possibility of heritage being absent when people are displaced, 
participants unanimously clari ied that an absence is felt only in relation to the inability 
to practise their traditions “as they should have been.” This triggers a feeling of nos-
talgia for and an awareness of the richness of their cultural practices. Furthermore, 
through the interviews it emerged that cultural heritage practices are appreciated for 
their resilient quality: such traditions survive and “transcend wars and violence”  28   (P2) 
and are comforting resources through which they can ill the emotional voids caused 
by displacement. At the same time, cultural traditions are key elements for developing 
new meaningful connections in the host country, both with other refugee communi-
ties and with locals.  29   This con irms what Louise Ryan points out in terms of migrant 
groups and the ability to build, through cultural resources, new relationships that 
support them through their hardship.  30   Actually, by sharing, both with other displaced 
individuals and with local communities, their experiences and cultural traditions, 
forced migrants and refugees feel able to develop social and cultural bridges which 
not only foster a sense of belonging but also allow for a revaluation and appreciation 
of cultural practices like they used to be “when life was normal” (P1).  31   Hence, heri-
tage traditions and practices may become a sort of intangible place to remember the 
trauma of displacement, but also to regenerate and nourish individual and cultural 
resilience.  

  28     Tangible heritage seems to be associated primarily with archaeological sites.  
  29     Simich, Beiser, and Mawani, “Social Support and Signi icant of Shared Experience.”  
  30     Ryan, “Migrant’s Social Networks and Weak Ties.”  
  31     Halilovich,  Places of Pain.   
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  Remembering Traditions 

 Throughout the discussions, the interviewees revealed tragic and dif icult personal 
stories. One topic of discussion revolved around the ways in which cultural traditions 
may have helped throughout the ordeals of journey and resettlement. Regarding this, 
most of the participants answered by saying that the “good memories” associated 
with their family ceremonies and rituals, and with the life left behind, gave them hope, 
strength, and willingness to persevere in the dif icult moments. Through a selection of 
past, positive anecdotes associated with their cultural practices, interviewees explained 
that they found consolation, while in the new country/ context, in remembering certain 
episodes or (sensory) elements of their way of living pre- migration— like the smell of the 
coffee that they used to drink with neighbours, family, and friends or the soothing noc-
turnal sounds of the cities before the war. Moreover, all of the interviewees pointed out 
that past episodes cannot be disentangled from their current condition, notwithstanding 
the dissonances: “my current story is composed of past and present,” P12 explained, “so 
all parts of my story are important and it’s like a chain. All the links are important and 
make up this chain and who I am now.” 

 Marco Gemignani notes that refugees “look for solutions and comfort for their 
current […] issues by remembering the ‘cleaner water’ of the pre- war times. Those 
memories extend beyond longing. They are sources of identity that tell them who they 
were and who they can be.”  32   Indeed, all my interlocutors showed a strong connection 
between remembering cultural traditions, the need to communicate their identity while 
displaced, and a sense of belonging. P11, a Syrian PhD student based in Northampton, 
United Kingdom, used to be a well- known artist back in her hometown, and when asked 
about her memories in relation to heritage, she explained:

  I believe that the memories of my past and of traditions make us; we are built on our 
history. So memories make me the way I am like now, here: my personality, my history, 
how we grew up, how we learnt things, like respecting the older people, taking care of the 
neighbours, mercy for the younger, all those things.   

 Similarly, P6, a student from Afghanistan who arrived on his own in the United Kingdom 
when he was only sixteen years old, commented on how much the memories of his cul-
tural traditions helped and motivated him during the journey from his country to the 
United Kingdom:

  We should remember our traditions; they are our way of living, [and] they make our 
identities even if, when we cross the borders, we have nothing. Even though they [the 
traditions] are in the past, they will motivate you. For example, when I travelled to come 
here, I was in a lorry. I did not know anybody, I had nothing with me, [and] I did not even 
have any more my phone, but during the travel, I thought of my traditions, I thought of 
the  nikha  and how beautiful it is and that I want to marry according to my tradition. I felt 
proud of my religion and my culture. This motivated me to continue, even if I was really 

  32     Gemignani, “The Past if Past,” 146.  
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sad. One day, when the war ends, I will go back to my country and I will educate people 
there about our culture and traditions.  33     

 The retelling of past events and the remembering of family ceremonies and the asso-
ciated mundane sounds and smells are all part of a communicative memory of an 
unof icial heritage.  34   This unof icial heritage is concerned with cultural identities and 
sense of belonging, which refugees and forced migrants rede ine every day and revalue 
throughout an iterative process.  35   However, these participants’ responses show that 
“no memory is ever purely individual and always shaped by collective contexts”:  36   it is 
inscribed into situated memories of past contexts, events, and people. These memo-
ries are always constructed and shaped by communal recognitions of (cultural) values, 
which constitute “who we really are” and which help to overcome hardship and the per-
ceived absence of the selves.  37     

  Concluding Thoughts 

 For displaced individuals, forced movements are not only about the physical and emo-
tional journey, but also about the ways in which their cultural traditions can travel 
with them. Regarding this, Julia Creet has observed that “movement is what produces 
memory,” which then changes the idea of the self, of others, of new and old places, and 
of the past.  38   During movements, a corpus of memories is, in fact, generated through 
the selective process of recollection. This process stems from the perceived absence (or 
what I call the “absent presence”) of the familiar, an interruption of existing connections 
between people and their cultural heritage, which allows for an acknowledgment of 
missed traditions and the need to rede ine them. The disruption of these connections 
means, irst of all, that displaced individuals experience a loss of coherent relationships 
with what they used to know and what they used to practise as heritage before the 
imposed changes. Additionally, the feeling of disruption is exacerbated by the impos-
sibility of carrying out such activities as they should be. This is not only because of the 
lack of people who understand and share the same values, materiality, and ultimately 
the same cultural heritage, but also because of the lack of a stable context which allows 

  33     The  nikha  is a religious Islamic marriage ceremony. This interviewee was Afghani.  
  34     Assman and Czaplicka, “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity”; Halbwachs,  On Collective 
Memory .  
  35     Robertson, “Introduction: Heritage from Below.”  
  36     Erll, “Cultural Memory Studies,” 5.  
  37     Erll,  Memory in Culture .  
  38     Creet speaks of a triple role of memory (identity forming, therapeutic, and community 
forming): for refugees, credible narrative memory is the key to refuge and migration. See Creet, 
“Introduction,” 11– 13.  
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individuals to feel safe and accepted and able to perform their heritage practices in their 
“true form.” 

 However, this study has shown that displaced individuals tend to use the memories 
of cultural heritage, embodied into their everyday traditions, in an active and iterative 
way: cultural heritage traditions have been the means to overcome dif icult moments 
and are useful to positively rede ine their identities and culture in the hosting con-
text. Through selected narratives of resilience about their traditional past practices, 
refugees, at least in the early phase of resettlement, move away from the absence of 
connections, from the endured suffering, and engage in an active and positive embrace 
of their past and cultural heritage. Their strength, now, as survivors, is in the positive 
memories and stories of what they used to do— as religious ceremonies, celebrations, 
mundane rituals— and of who they used to be— as legitimate individuals belonging to 
a rich culture. 

 Their heritage, as displaced individuals, is therefore a “resilient” one: it has the ability 
and capacity to recover quickly and frequently from the adversity of displacement. It is 
constantly reproduced, revalued, and readapted even in non- stable contexts and harsh 
circumstances by individuals and groups. It is a heritage that “draws on the ordinary 
and the quotidian, [and that] is underscored by embodied practices.”  39   However, at the 
same time, it is a heritage “made in the shadows,”  40   away from the of icial and perhaps 
praising discourses of integration and multiculturalism. Resilient heritage is a key com-
ponent of an acknowledged performative collective consciousness which links the past 
and the present in places where the distance with “home” is great. Furthermore, through 
the capacity to aspire, an almost primordial instinct that consents to ind a balance 
between despair and utopia, resilient heritage nurtures a concrete awareness of cultural 
contributions to the host society and the possibility to recreate a feeling of belonging 
and pride in the self. 

 Through the acknowledgement of disrupted connections, this study has aimed to 
contribute to the understanding of an alternative framework of interpretation for intan-
gible cultural heritage, conceived as cultural practices and traditions, within the context 
of displacement and displaced individuals. The study has focused on refugees based in 
Europe and their perception and de inition of heritage during forced migration. It has 
identi ied a general, emerging discourse about the resilient nature of heritage, that is to 
say a heritage constantly produced, revalued, and adapted even in non- stable contexts 
and harsh circumstances. This has also stressed the importance of the awareness of 
the absent presence of heritage: a re lective phase within displacement that can help 
displaced individuals to identify values and memories and that can help them to give 
meaning to the present, as well as to reposition their cultural identities within the 
domains of cultural pride and of the capacity to aspire.     

  39     Robertson, “Introduction: Heritage from Below,” 2.  
  40     Robertson, “Introduction: Heritage from Below,” 7.  
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   Abstract   Migration facilitates collective and individual encounters, which contribute 
to the formation of a new heritage, in both tangible and intangible forms. However, 
amongst forced migrants and more speci ically amongst refugees— the focus of this 
chapter— heritage needs to “die” irst, before being recreated, rede ined, and embedded 
into new shared cultural practices. This generates a rupture in memory and a perceived 
sense of absence with regards to heritage. Yet it is exactly this perceived sense of absence 
that can foster, within displaced people, the intention to revaluate and rearticulate their 
everyday cultural traditions. Using Appadurai’s notion of the “capacity to aspire,” this 
chapter discusses the idea of “resilient heritage,” that is to say those forms of intangible 
heritage that survive trauma, which are reshaped through selective remembering and 
which nurture a sense of cultural worth and belonging especially in the earlier stages of 
resettlement.     
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    Chapter 3  

 MUSEUM THEATRE, REFUGEE ARTISTS, 
CONTINGENT IDENTITIES, AND HERITAGE    

   ALISON JEFFERS    

  A MUSICIAN IN elaborate costume begins drumming an urgent rhythm as a large group 
of adults and children are ushered from the noisy foyer of Manchester Museum, leaving 
behind children’s art workshops, the bustle of the caf é , and the gift shop. A storyteller in 
what looks like traditional Arab costume draws us upstairs saying, “Do you hear that? Do 
you hear that music, everyone? It means it’s time. Come. We have to move, move quickly. 
The soldiers will be here any minute. Come with me if you want to be safe. Follow the 
music.”  1   At the top of the stairs, we ind ourselves in the Museum’s Manchester Gallery 
dominated by the giant skeleton of Maharaja, an Asian elephant that lived in Manchester’s 
Belle Vue Zoo for ten years in the late 1800s. Positioning himself beside the skeleton, the 
storyteller explains that the ruler’s soldiers have

  chased us here, all the way to this United Kingdom, to England, to Manchester, to this 
Manchester Museum, because they want to stop the music. Because in my kingdom, this 
special music is forbidden. It’s been hidden away for a thousand years. And forbidden, 
because it brings ancient magic back into the world. The ancient magic could bring 
hidden stories to life, the truth behind what we think we see. It conjures up the hidden 
world of the past— like this place does. In this museum the people from the past talk to 
all of us, through dresses and fabrics and earrings and weapons and combs and necklaces 
and ishing rods.   

 We are drawn into the next gallery by singing, ululation, and the rhythms of music 
performed by a live band fronted by an exuberant and engaging female singer. The story-
teller explains that it’s music from the Congo: “the music they would play every Saturday 
night, magic that would bring family and friends together.” Performing in the entrance 
to the Living Cultures Gallery, the band is positioned in front of a huge glass case which 
displays wooden masks and carvings of human igures, some only six inches tall and 
some almost life size; the accompanying information informs the viewer that these were 
made in the nineteenth century by people in Kongo, Nigeria, and Ogoniland. On each side 
of the large central case stand eight dancers, wearing traditional Congolese clothing, 
gently moving to the music. 

 As the music fades, we are led into the Ancient Worlds Gallery. Here we encounter 
Ishtar, an ancient Babylonian goddess of love, beauty, and war who tells us that she 
has been robbed of her jewellery and belongings by museums and galleries in Europe. 
Pointing to a large stone slab on the wall, she recognizes it as part of her palace. “How did 

  1     Martin et al.,  Flying Carpets . All quotations from the play are from this unpublished script.  
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it end up here? I don’t remember giving it to you.” She appears to read from the descrip-
tion beside the slab— “Europeans excavated sites all over the world and took the dis-
coveries back to their own countries”— before turning to the audience and saying, “No 
wonder you have become rich.” She tells us that she is being chased by bodyguards who 
want to take her back to the Louvre in Paris, having been warned by Mona Lisa that they 
will “capture me in a piece of frame and put me on display forever so they make money.” 

 The character of Ishtar lees from the space, drawing us towards the Living Worlds 
Gallery, where we watch the inal scene of a woman trying desperately to communi-
cate with authorities in the United Kingdom about her council tax. In a moment of real-
ization, she reveals that she always wanted to be a dancer, but “Dancing is a sin in my 
country. Dancing is a crime in my country. The only time I could dance was under the 
sound of lashes on my body. Dance from the depth of pain.” Using words illuminated 
in neon around the gallery, she says, “In a few brief minutes, another person’s life can 
become your own. Woman, dancer, child, mother, brother, the world, cities, countries, 
wildlife, migrant, refugee, stranger, human.” Finally, turning to the audience, she says, 
“But imagine I could dance with you freely— so come now, come dance with me, let me 
take you to my galaxy,” at which point she distributes small pieces of silver fabric among 
the audience and invites them to join her as the music of the sitar closes the scene and 
the performance ends on a celebratory note with music and dancing. 

 This chapter uses the example just described, a performance called  Flying Carpets , 
“created and performed by refugee artists,” to investigate questions of heritage, identity, 
migration, and performance.  2    Flying Carpets  was part of Journeys Festival International 
(JFI), which aims to explore “refugee experiences through great art.”  3   The artists in 
question were Firoozeh Fozouni, Serge Tebu, Emmanuela Yogolelo, Fereshteh Mozaffari, 
Mahboobeh Rajabi, Abas ElJanabi, and Arian Sadr, working with writer and director 
Cheryl Martin and Community Arts North West (CAN) in Manchester as creative pro-
ducers. Yogolelo, Mozaffari, and Rajabi had been commissioned by CAN to each create 
a short performance piece as part of the “Manchester Museum Takeover” event, and 
these were woven into an overall narrative and promenade performance by playwright 
Cheryl Martin.  4   

  2     ArtReach 2017. It is important that the terminology used to talk about this work, and the people 
who produce it, fairly and accurately describes the work and the artists without perpetuating 
inequalities and reinforcing power relationships. The phrase “refugee artist” is often used as a 
shorthand (and I have used it as such for this chapter), but many artists do not feel comfortable 
with it. In the  Flying Carpets  project, CAN attempted to avoid the term wherever possible, using 
“artists from refugee ‘heritages’” instead. In more recent projects, CAN has used the expression 
“international artists,” which they have found to be more positive, giving a greater sense of status 
and power to the artists involved (personal email to the author, Katherine Rogers, Exodus creative 
producer, CAN, August 29, 2018).  
  3     ArtReach 2017.  
  4     A promenade performance involves the audience moving to different locations to follow the 
action of the performance.  
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 Based on observations of this piece in performance, access to the written script, sub-
sequent visits to the performance site, and interviews with Mozaffari and Rajabi (two 
of the commissioned artists), I investigate some of the complexities of being a “refugee 
artist” in a heritage setting and the potential value that emerges of conceptualizing her-
itage and identity as contingent, used here to suggest the conditional, the accidental, 
the shifting. For refugees, this could imply a heritage that is “incidental” or “an indi-
rect cultural byproduct, which is not intentional or cherished.”  5   In the state of becoming 
“a refugee,” an unwelcome personal, political, and social identity has been thrust upon 
unwilling citizens by war, hunger, torture, and violence or threat of violence. Legally, 
asylum seekers need to gain refugee status to stay in the “host country,” and I have 
described this elsewhere as “bureaucratic performance,” one of the paradoxes of ref-
ugee identity whereby asylum seekers “are forced to work hard to create an identity 
for which they have no desire but which they passionately desire at the same time.”  6   
In this chapter, I pursue this idea further by investigating the ways that refugee artists 
are mobilizing aspects of contingent identity in a heritage setting to challenge ideas of 
assuming a “refugee identity” at the same time as potentially destabilizing the identities 
of their audiences. I then use these ideas to re lect on current thinking and practice in 
museums and other heritage sites. 

 My proposition is that contingent identities can be utilized to the advantage of 
the migratory subject as well as for the bene it of the communities in which they ind 
themselves. I carry out this argument by suggesting that theatre in museum settings 
has the capacity to highlight the  work  heritage does through embodying  articulations  
of identity. Theatre and performance in museums not only considers theories of heri-
tage and identity but build on them, amplifying and extending them through attention 
to practice. Contingent and processual aspects of heritage are illuminated by theatre 
and performance where heritage is seen as “a process […] that reveals a multiplicity of 
narratives (or indeed sometimes conceals them).”  7   In the case of  Flying Carpets , inno-
vative theatre forms combine with radical museum practice to call attention not just to 
complex questions about identity and heritage among the refugee subjects, but also to 
demonstrate the capacity to challenge the assumed “stable” identities of the audience in 
challenging ways. In the following section, I set the stage by examining museum perfor-
mance against a broad background of critical thinking about heritage and identity. I then 
discuss the idea of contingent identity using theories from theatre and cultural studies 
which emphasize questions of appearance and disappearance, visual instabilities and 
ghosts. Finally, I conclude by revisiting the example outlined earlier in this chapter to 
bring these sets of ideas together through thinking with Emma Waterton and Laurajane 
Smith about the importance of contingency in relation to the apparent stabilities of 
identity, heritage, and community.  8   

  5     McCarthy, “Incidental Heritage,” 60.  
  6     Jeffers,  Refugees, Theatre and Crisis , 37.  
  7     Jackson and Kidd,  Performing Heritage , 2.  
  8     Waterton and Smith, “Recognition and Misrecognition.”  
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  The “Work” of Critical Heritage Studies and the “Articulation” 
of Museum Performance 

 Recent critical studies emphasize heritage as a cultural product and a political resource 
“fundamental to constructs of identity.”  9   Identity is understood here as a “multifaceted 
phenomenon that embraces a range of human attributes” which imply that “the sense of 
belonging to place […] is fundamental to identity.”  10   This is, of course, highly relevant when 
thinking about heritage in relation to refugees who are inherently displaced as much as to 
ideas about the communities that interact with museums more generally. Brian Graham, 
GJ Ashworth and JE Tunbridge recognize that in the late twentieth and early twenty- irst 
centuries, “mass migration has created complex, multicultural societies” that have dra-
matically altered relationships between heritage and place, partly through generating a 
multiplicity of identities.  11   Citing Stuart Hall’s ideas about the fragmentations of belonging 
that emerge from “the construction of diverse multicultural societies,” Graham and his 
colleagues reiterate that identities “are never singular but [are] multiply constructed 
across different, often intersecting and antagonistic discourses, practices and positions.”  12   
Following this approach to heritage, the “normative and operational programmes” of 
organizations like UNESCO are eschewed in favour of “viewing heritage as the creative re- 
appropriation of the past, informed by the challenges of the present,” stressing the need for 
generative rather than conservative approaches in heritage and museum work.  13   In a sim-
ilar vein, Laurajane Smith discusses challenges to Authorized Heritage Discourse (AHD), 
which she claims is dominant in European policy and practice, concluding that there is 
“no such  thing  as heritage” because it is “a cultural performance […] a process or a perfor-
mance in which certain cultural and social meanings and values are identi ied, reaf irmed 
or rejected” rather than being “con lated with sites or places.”  14   Smith’s re- theorization of 
heritage as a performance places an emphasis on “the cultural ‘work’ that heritage does in 
any society.”  15   I suggest in this chapter that the work of theorizing heritage can be tested 
out and articulated in the crucible of performance practice, and new ideas and discoveries 
fed back into both ields. 

 One way of articulating a political critique of community involvement in museums 
and other heritage sites has been through generating a more “interactive” experience, 
with theatre and performance in particular becoming a popular way to generate this 
interactivity. Critics concerned with the place of theatre and performance in heritage 
sites accept heritage as “a site of struggle [where] narratives can be contradictory, con-
troversial and contested within and between cultures and communities.”  16   Theatre 

  9     Graham, Ashworth, and Tunbridge,  Geography of Heritage , 29.  
  10     Graham, Ashworth, and Tunbridge,  Geography of Heritage , 40.  
  11     Graham, Ashworth, and Tunbridge,  Geography of Heritage , 76.  
  12     Graham, Ashworth, and Tunbridge,  Geography of Heritage , 81.  
  13     Alivizatou, “Intangible Heritage,” 85.  
  14     Smith, “The ‘Doing’ of Heritage,” 69.  
  15     Smith, “The ‘Doing’ of Heritage,” 69.  
  16     Jackson and Kidd,  Performing Heritage , 3.  
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scholars have paid particular attention to the ways that theatre can be used to create 
“energy exchange, interaction, [and] signi ication”  17   in heritage sites. Foremost in this 
ield is the work of Anthony Jackson and Jenny Kidd, whose extensive study on perfor-

mance and heritage is articulated in  Performing Heritage .  18   Writing in this collection, 
performance scholar Baz Kershaw describes how theatre and performance in these sites 
“tends to dislocate normative epistemologies and ontologies, establishing creative envir-
onments” in which “contradiction and paradox” might set up “a radical dislocation of 
established knowledge.”  19   Kershaw is keen to stress the sense of “disorder” that emerges 
in which memory is triggered in unpredictable and possibly contradictory ways and 
suggests that the “novel performance ecologies” generated by the encounter between 
theatre and heritage “reposition spectators unavoidably as participants rather than (or 
as well as) observers,” thus destabilizing or revising their existing subject positions and 
epistemological certainties.  20   Jackson and Kidd discuss this as the “unsettlement of the 
audience”  21   in the moment of viewing theatre in museum settings. If we follow this line 
of thinking— that the experience of seeing theatre in a museum setting is inherently dis-
ordered, disruptive, and unsettling— then theatre performed in a museum setting by 
“refugee artists” serves to dislocate knowledge even further, possibly destabilizing what 
we think we know about ourselves as audience members, about refugees, and about the 
museum setting in which we are all located. 

 In the example of  Flying Carpets , the creative strategies of mixing myth, history, and 
current reality created dramaturgical and scenographic effects that served to dislocate 
the site’s knowledge and to prove the roles of the performers and audience members 
equally contingent. As I explain later in this chapter, the spatial dynamics of museum 
performance mean that the audience are often placed in a re lexive position, watching 
themselves watching the refugee performers, giving the performance what Kershaw 
describes as a “mirrors- within- mirrors quality.”  22   I am interested in the idea that, as an 
audience, the value of not quite knowing, of being uncertain about exactly who or what 
we are looking at in refugee performance, especially in a museum space, can be a source 
of potential authority or in luence for refugee artists and a useful corrective to a non- 
refugee audience whose assumptions and prejudices may thus be challenged. To under-
stand this more clearly within the framework of Smith’s “cultural performance,” I now 
turn to scholarship in theatre, performance, and cultural studies because this will help 
to unlock some of the complexities of identity that emerge when theatre is created by 
refugee artists in a museum setting.  

  17     Kershaw, “Nostalgia for the Future of the Past,” 135.  
  18     Jackson and Kidd,  Performing Heritage .  
  19     Kershaw, “Nostalgia for the Future of the Past,” 135.  
  20     Kershaw, “Nostalgia for the Future of the Past,” 135.  
  21     Jackson and Kidd,  Performing Heritage , 18.  
  22     Kershaw, “Nostalgia for the Future of the Past,” 136.  
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  Contingent Identities and the Value of Not Quite Knowing 

 Ghostly metaphors in connection to refugees are often invoked by campaign groups and 
by artists and writers. Church Action on Poverty, for example, set up the “Living Ghosts” 
initiative to draw attention to the links between refused asylum seekers and destitution. 
In their 2007 report, they suggest that “thousands of people refused asylum are living 
in the UK without any means of support— a ghost- like existence.”  23   Theatre critic Lyn 
Gardner’s review of  The Jungle  at the Young Vic in London called the refugee subjects of 
the piece “these living ghosts” in order to describe undocumented migrants living in the 
notorious Jungle camp in Calais.  24   Visual artist Arabella Dorman evoked similar feelings 
in her installation in St James Church, Piccadilly, London, in which she suspended 700 
items of clothing abandoned by refugees on the Greek island of Lesbos. Commenting on 
the work, she said: “There were thousands of items of clothing discarded by refugees. 
I was struck by the concept of the empty garment, evoking the hidden presence of the 
person who had worn that item. These clothes reveal what is now being forgotten.”  25   
These ghostly metaphors suggest that campaigners and artists are drawn to the “lim-
inal position between visibility and invisibility”  26   invoked by connections to ghosts. They 
suggest a strong sense of ambiguity— presence and absence, here and not here. 

 It may feel uncomfortable to use these ghostly metaphors in connection with refugees. 
However, metaphors around ghosts, spectrality, and haunting are arguably more respon-
sible than those more commonly used to evoke overwhelming bodies of water such as 
waves, tides, or lows of migrants. Even arguably more benign metaphors around hosts 
and guests are still unhelpful, described as “old metaphorical habits that have natural-
ized the resemblance between the host and the national, the migrant and the guest.”  27   
Mireille Rosello notes the shift of perception implied when a new set of metaphors 
emerges from iction (in this case the 2003 ilm  Dirty Pretty Things ) which helps us to 
consider relationships with refugees and migrants “according to a different grid” which 
“rewrites a familiar script without trying to erase it.”  28   We need to pay attention to the 
“continuing liveness” of metaphors because it is never immediately obvious how they are 
being used, and this keeps them within a constant process of thinking through and nego-
tiation.  29   In the context of thinking about refugees and performance in heritage sites, 
staying with metaphors and associations with ghosts particularly, and spectrality more 
generally, achieves three things: irstly, it draws attention to ideas about visibility in rela-
tion to refugees; secondly, it encourages attention to spatiality and spatial relationships; 
and thirdly, it focuses on questions of the contingency of identity connected to “refugee 
artists” and their audiences. 

  23     Church Action on Poverty,  Annual Review .  
  24     Gardner, “The Jungle Review.”  
  25     Sherwood, “Artist Hangs Refugees’ Clothing in London Church.”  
  26     Blanco and Peeren,  Spectralities Reader , 2.  
  27     Rosello, “Wanted,” 6.  
  28     Rosello, “Wanted,” 17.  
  29     Peeren,  Spectral Metaphor , 26.  
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 Taking these points in order and thinking irstly about questions of visibility brings 
me to the work of theatre scholar Sophie Nield, for whom theatre is a valuable frame 
through which to talk about “identity, politics and experience”  30   by thinking about the 
complex ways in which visibility and invisibility work in performance and beyond. 
Describing the Victorian theatrical trickery of Pepper’s Ghost, which was used to make 
people “disappear” on stage, Nield tells us that the trick lay in the fact that the disappeared 
person was still  present  on stage but that, through the use of mirrors, they were not  vis-
ible  to the audience. She uses this conceit to reveal the ways in which refugees can be 
made both visible and invisible, here and not here. In political discourse, for example, 
it is expedient  not  to see large numbers of refugees, perhaps when politicians are keen 
to stress the ef iciency of border controls or the system for removing “refused” asylum 
seekers. In other circumstances, a large number of refugees planning to travel across the 
English Channel from Europe, for example, may be  conjured  to in luence public opinion 
or gain resources for extra border protection. This is the negative side of contingency 
where refugees exist at the whim of public opinion, where a contingent identity is not 
helpful in gaining political agency or even in just surviving in a hostile place. However, 
I argue for the positive ways in which refugee artists can mobilize contingent identities, 
not only to express their own sense of identity but also to re lect back to audiences with 
apparently “stable” identities some sense of  their  own contingency as well; this brings us 
to the second advantage of paying attention to ghostly metaphors in relation to refugees 
and refugee artists in particular. 

 Spatiality and spatial relationships are emphasized in a theatrical setting which 
necessitates a focus on watching or viewing where “the space of the iction, the space 
of the stage and the space of the audience” are “present and absent in different com-
binations.”  31   For theatrical trickery such as Pepper’s Ghost to be effective, the spaces 
of viewing and the spaces of performing must be controlled. The audience’s sightlines 
must be managed by seating them in the ixed space of the auditorium, something which 
is possible in more traditional theatre settings but impossible to control in promenade 
performance, which moves around the museum building and where there is no strong 
demarcation of space. In the shifting spaces of a museum performance, where the posi-
tion of audience and performer cannot be taken for granted, performers often speak with 
audiences in inherently ambiguous spaces where “the distinctions between performance 
space and audience space become […] blurred and luid [as a performer] converses with 
and often mingles with the audience.”  32   The “energetics” of the performance— that is, 
“the interaction of living bodies and material site”  33  — are such that performers are often 
in close proximity to audience members. 

 I have already described the  Samedi Soir  scene in which the Congolese band beck-
oned the audience inside the Living Cultures gallery. The company had calculated that 

  30     Nield, “On the Border,” 63.  
  31     Nield, “On the Border,” 63.  
  32     Jackson, “Engaging the Audience,” 13.  
  33     Kershaw, “Nostalgia for the Future,” 133.  
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an audience of about thirty individuals would it comfortably in the entry to the gallery 
in front of the band, and this had been the case for the irst two performances of the 
takeover day. For the inal performance, however, a group of about 100 people began to 
follow the storyteller and musician and the planned spatial relationships were hastily 
abandoned by both performers and museum ushers. Instead of standing to face the band 
and watch the performance from the front, the audience members were guided down 
both sides of a large glass case positioned in the middle of the gallery, so that they were 
effectively standing behind the band members, who were visible, but with their backs to 
us and obscured by the display case. Eight female performers maintained their positions 
down each side of the central glass case, dancing to the music only steps away from 
the audience members. This strange sense of dislocation and surprise was unplanned 
but provided one of the most effective moments in the performance when audience and 
performers occupied the same space. Any sense of demarcation was further blurred by 
the presence of the loor- to- ceiling glass case in the centre of the gallery through which 
we could see the rest of the audience and dancers on the other side, at the same time as 
having our own re lections mirrored back to us. The visual disorientation of this moment 
was heightened by the contents in the case, elaborately carved masks and strangely pro-
portioned wooden igures, Japanese swords and armour, and, beyond that, rolls of cloth 
with intricate designs. The multiplicity of visual elements had the strangely destabilizing 
effect of immersing the audience into the action at the same time as distancing them 
from it by removing the intended visual stimuli of the band. We could imagine brie ly 
that we were gathered at the  Samedi Soir , swaying to the music and enjoying the atmo-
sphere provided by the dancers, but we were simultaneously prevented from participa-
tion by gazing at the dancers and musicians through the mass of objects in the cases and 
thinking about their ambiguous relationship with both the space and the descendants 
of the people from whose culture they were taken. We were also looking at each other 
and perhaps wondering, like me, if other audience members were experiencing similar 
feelings of spectatorial uncertainty. 

 What were we really looking at? Thinking about the third value behind the visual 
instability associated with ghosts and spectrality brings me directly to thinking 
about contingent identity and refugee artists by “working  with  the metaphor.”  34   Using 
spectrality to “call attention to and assign responsibility for social practices of marginal-
ization and erasure, and for cultural and historical blind spots,”  35   means that seeing ref-
ugee artists perform in a heritage setting like a museum provokes questions about some 
of those “blind spots” and leads to speculation around issues of ownership, perspective, 
and belonging. If, as Hall suggests, “those who cannot see themselves re lected in the 
mirror [of the national heritage] cannot properly ‘belong,’”  36   what exactly is happening 
when refugee artists stage the “takeover” of a major cultural institution and heritage 
site? If, indeed, the story of empire is “increasingly subject to a widespread selective 

  34     Peeren,  Spectral Metaphor , 7.  
  35     Peeren,  Spectral Metaphor , 13.  
  36     Hall, “Whose Heritage?,” 220.  
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amnesia and disavowal” and is “largely narrated from the viewpoint of the colonisers,”  37   
could it be that social memory which “foreshortens, silences, disavows, forgets and 
elides many episodes” has the potential to be seen from a different perspective as “the 
start of a different narrative”?  38   One of the exhibits in the Egyptian gallery is a modern- 
day life jacket, one of hundreds washed up on a beach which had been worn by refugees 
crossing the straits between Turkey and Lesvos. The life jacket exhibit was installed 
in 2017 along with a bag made from recycled life jackets. The objects are displayed to 
the public with the explanation that they are an example of “part of our new approach 
to collecting, to address current issues.” Visitors can ind out more about this partic-
ular exhibit and tweet their responses to a dedicated Twitter address at #MMlifejacket, 
and this might seem a practical and valuable way to start a different narrative around 
questions of migration and the role of museums in presenting present- day political and 
social challenges. 

 However, when I asked the artists whether they had been tempted to use this exhibit, 
Rajabi replied, “Honestly, no […] for me through making work as an artist I realize now 
that the most powerful thing is to give you a different point of view. […] I would like you 
to think differently.”  39   The signi icant place Rajabi chose for her performance was not by 
the life jacket, but beside a glass case full of paper cranes, origami birds representing 
the 1,000 paper cranes started by Sadako Sasaki, a victim of the nuclear bomb dropped 
on Hiroshima in 1945, and said to have been completed by her friends when she died of 
radiation sickness. Rajabi recounted how she became fascinated by this story as a girl 
and had continued this interest into adulthood: “I was performing beside the Sadako 
cranes and I was saying to myself, ‘This is a sign. I am performing beside a peace symbol 
in Manchester Museum after coming from Iran.’ I’ve had all sorts of journeys in my 
life— so you can imagine that I became even more attached to this space.”  40   The refugee 
life jacket would have told the sanctioned refugee story of vulnerability and crisis, the 
one the audience may have expected. As an artist, Rajabi was able to take inspiration 
from what interested and excited her more, intellectually and aesthetically, rather than 
respond to the expected object of the life jacket. Not only that, as an artist, she feels a 
responsibility to bring something new to the audience placing her in a position of power, 
an artist with something to offer rather than a suppliant refugee subject. Similarly, a 
different narrative allowed Mozaffari, an Iranian actor, to embody an ancient Babylonian 
princess who is angry “because she’s come back and she can’t ind her people, her money 
[is] gone, her jewellery [is] gone, everything [is] gone,”  41   taken by the very institutional 
structures now hosting this story of dissent. 

 It is perhaps here that the ghostly metaphor begins to reveal its limitations and 
must give way to more concrete and political thinking about identity and agency. Where 

  37     Hall, “Whose Heritage?,” 222.  
  38     Hall, “Whose Heritage?,” 211.  
  39     Rajabi, interview with author.  
  40     Rajabi, interview with author.  
  41     Mozaffari, interview with author.  
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refugees are most closely connected to images of ghosts they are either in states of crisis 
or are undocumented and otherwise living outside normal legal and social limits. This is 
not the case for those refugee artists who are removed from such experiences of crisis, 
possibly only by time, but who seek to pursue an artistic career in their new home loca-
tion: refugee artists struggling to reinvent themselves while still negotiating the dif i-
culties of working through a new identity and the complications involved in leaving one 
set of heritages and living in another. Both artists I spoke to were taking the opportunity 
to develop their practice away from restrictions in their home countries, where “you 
don’t have permission to express yourself, which includes freedom of speech, [which] 
includes art.”  42   At the same time, they were also wary of being “put in the box labelled 
‘refugee artist.’” Rajabi talked about theatre being part of her identity, but she is also 
aware of being “fully international and of being passionate about Japan  and  being a 
“Manchester artist.”  43   Mozaffari explained, “I want to be called an artist with a refugee 
background, or ethnic background, which is ine; it’s part of my identity, I can’t deny it.”  44   
The theatre piece allowed these women to emphasize their identity as artists, both using 
 and  playing down their refugee identity. At the same time, it enabled us as audience 
members to re lect on our own sense of contingency, perhaps destabilizing identities 
which are commonly perceived as, if not immutable, more “stable” than those of the 
refugee subjects performing. The inal part of this chapter brings the conversation back 
into heritage discourse and thinking about the ways in which the  Flying Carpets  project 
might enable us to think through the too- broad conceptualizations of refugee, heritage, 
and community.  

  “Our Refugee Communities” 

 I employ Waterton and Smith’s trenchant critique of the use of “community” in museum 
practice in order to re lect on the  Flying Carpets  performance and what it shows about 
the complexity of identity in heritage sites.  45   Arguing that the misunderstanding and 
oversimpli ication of community illustrates how “rei ied and unre lexive notions of com-
munity have been conveyed across the sector,”  46   Waterton and Smith argue that a “sim-
plistic and romantic idea of community has been pedaled and pushed” onto all groups 
regardless of “class, racial or ethnic hierarchies.”  47   As a result, “through the institutionali-
zation of the trope of ‘community,’ a range of people suffer from status inequality and are 
thus unable to interact on terms of parity with heritage matters.”  48   It is not uncommon 
to hear museum professionals using the phrase “our refugee communities” in informal 

  42     Rajabi, interview with author.  
  43     Rajabi, interview with author.  
  44     Mozaffari, interview with author.  
  45     Waterton and Smith, “Recognition and Misrecognition.”  
  46     Waterton and Smith, “Recognition and Misrecognition,” 5.  
  47     Waterton and Smith, “Recognition and Misrecognition,” 7.  
  48     Waterton and Smith, “Recognition and Misrecognition,” 10.  
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discussions around refugee arts. While we might be sympathetic to staff working in busy 
museums using a quick and easy shorthand, the lattening effect of thinking about “our 
community,” whether that is refugees, museum professionals, or anyone else, is detri-
mental to innovative practices that seek to create relationships on a more meaningful 
and equitable level. It could lead to “heritage discourse and practices [that have] ren-
dered communities, as much as their heritage, as subject to management and preser-
vation”  49   rather than questioning and generation. 

 Thus, the exhibition of a life jacket in the Ancient Worlds Gallery opposite the 
Egyptian mummy is a gesture towards inclusion and a way to bring about an encounter 
between the ancient and the contemporary, but perhaps its real value in this instance 
is that it can also be ignored. Rajabi, as a “refugee artist,” was not interested in telling 
the audience something they already knew, her choice instead being to select a site 
that interested her as an artist, to create a more poetic response to oppression, and 
to invite the audience to dance with her. For  Flying Carpets , the element of choice 
offered to the artists created a sense of agency because the artists refused to be 
“othered” by the possible oversimpli ication of including a life jacket in the Ancient 
Worlds Gallery, for example. The  lack  of importance attached to this object is key in 
understanding some of the ways in which the reading of identity and community in 
the contemporary museum is multiply complex. In the performance of  Flying Carpets , 
Mozaffari chose to confront the issues of appropriation and cultural acquisition head- 
on through assuming the character of the wronged goddess Ishtar. Rajabi chose to 
ignore the object most obviously attached to a “refugee narrative.” We, the non- refugee 
audience, were confronted by a plethora of images and bodily sensations of proximity 
and distance in Yogolelo’s  Samedi Soir  performance which served to destabilize our 
apparently stable identity. 

 A great many people are working very hard to move museum practice into a more 
dialogic relationship between the institution, the collections, and the public audi-
ence.  50   My goal in this chapter has been to both acknowledge and critique this work 
using the framework provided by critics in heritage, theatre, and cultural studies. 
I argue that performance in museum settings is one way to articulate, and possibly 
accelerate, understandings of the complexity of identity, heritage, and community. 
More speci ically, theatre made in museum settings by refugee artists, where the 
artists are given agency and control over the settings and objects used, illustrates the 
ways in which their contingent identities can be mobilized to highlight the contin-
gency of other apparently more stable identities, including the audiences who watch 
the performances and the institutions in which they are performed. Contemporary 
instabilities around identity and heritage are heightened by the numbers of people on 

  49     Waterton and Smith, “Recognition and Misrecognition,” 11.  
  50     The appointment of Esme Ward (who had been Head of Learning and Engagement) as the irst 
female director of the Manchester Museum in 2018 was seen as a move towards this kind of approach. 
 www.museumsassociation.org/ museums- journal/ news/ 16022018- esme- ward- appointed-  
 manchester- museum- director.  Accessed June 13, 2018.  
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the move across the globe. Those engaged in heritage sites are increasingly involved 
in critical self- re lection about the history of their institutions and their ongoing 
relationships with the communities in which they are located. Theatre is often seen as 
a valuable and accessible way to “animate” heritage sites and to engage a wide variety 
of communities. I have tried in this chapter to re lect on these material realities at the 
same time as opening up some of the complexities that arise from placing theatre in 
these settings. Although performances are usually thought to be staged for the advan-
tage of the audience, to educate or provoke them, they can also act as a positive expe-
rience for the (refugee) artists involved. On one level offering, of course, work and the 
opportunity for public creative expression, they can also be seen as a conduit for the 
exploration of personal identity as a refugee  and  as an artist. Furthermore, placing 
their performances in the unstable public space of the museum has the effect of unset-
tling the audience, who are perhaps led to re lect not just on the question of the ref-
ugee performer’s identity, which ultimately remains closed to them, but also on their 
own sense of identity and belonging. 

 To respond to the broader questions raised in this volume, I suggest that thinking 
about refugee artists working in heritage sites can provide valuable insights into 
relationships between migration and cultural heritage. The creative platform museums 
and other heritage sites offer provides a rich background against which dif icult questions 
of identity and belonging can be staged. The value of the instability of the museum space 
as a performance platform means that knowledge can be dislocated and apparently 
stable identities questioned for both performer and audience. The presence of refugees 
in the museum not as representatives of the “refugee community” but as independent 
artists with migratory backgrounds challenges not only authorized heritage discourse 
but also contemporary creative and political responses to it. However, while the museum 
can provide a site of sociocultural dialogue between migrants and local constituencies, 
conversations may prove dif icult as much as, if not more than, productive; new gestures 
of openness, cultural awareness, ownership, and interactivity will erode historical 
inequalities only slowly. Listening carefully to artists with migratory backgrounds is one 
way to enhance and develop the conversation so long as these artists are permitted suf-
icient freedoms to explore not only the con luences but also the contradictions and even 

the hostilities that may underpin their relationship to heritage sites.     
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   Abstract   This chapter examines the “takeover” of Manchester Museum as part of 
Journeys Festival International in 2017 to investigate some of the work that heritage does 
when refugee artists articulate questions of identity through performance in a heritage 
site. I investigate how a group of refugee theatre artists mobilized aspects of contingent 
identity, serving not only to explore their own identities as refugees and as artists but 
also to momentarily question the apparently stable identities of their audiences and 
of the heritage site in which they worked. The underpinning questions of this chapter 
concern holding open moments of surprise and uncertainty in the performance event 
and beyond: How can we acknowledge and accept levels of complexity and ambiguity 
engendered by creative work, while making artworks in heritage settings that explore 
delicate but urgent questions of justice, identity, and belonging? What can we learn 
about connections between migration and heritage when refugee artists “take over” a 
major cultural institution?     
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    Chapter 4  

 MUSEUMS, ACTIVISM, AND THE “ETHICS OF CARE”  : 
  TWO MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS ON THE REFUGEE 

“CRISIS” IN GREECE IN 2016    

   ALEXANDRA BOUNIA    

   Introduction 

 OVER THE PAST three decades, several cultural history museums in Europe and beyond 
have been trying to incorporate migrants and migration in their narratives, so as to 
include the history of migration in broader national stories.  1   The collections supporting 
these narratives usually consist of tangible and intangible evidence, objects such as 
travel and identity documents, certi icates of birth, marriage, or education, photos, 
books, clothes, and personal or domestic items,  2   along with stories: memories from lands 
left behind, accounts of travel, and earlier trials. Pieces of luggage have been emblem-
atic. Suitcases have become symbols of migration, of diaspora, of what it entails to leave 
home and go somewhere else, whether voluntarily or not.  3   The aim of such exhibitions 
is usually twofold: irst, they encourage or facilitate integration and inclusion by rec-
ognizing, highlighting, and appreciating newcomers’ contribution to their adopted land 
and society; second, they allow for the creation of new, more nuanced, and inclusive 
national histories. 

 Recent years have witnessed the publication of many works on migration and 
museums.  4   Some have been the result of research programs. Others represent the out-
come of a long- standing interest in the museum world, speci ically regarding how, as 
museums, we inclusively represent the “Other” within our institutions. Despite focusing 

  1     Naguib, “Collecting Moments of Life.”  
  2     Lanz, “Staging Migration.”  
  3     Poehls, “Europe, Blurred.”  
  4     Bodo, Gibbs, and Sani,  Museums as Places ; Poehls, “Europe, Blurred”; Basso Peressut, Lanz, 
and Postiglione,  European Museums ; Chambers, De Angelis, Ianniciello, Orabona, and Quadraro, 
 Postcolonial Museum ; Cimoli, “Immigration”; Cimoli, “Identity, Complexity, Immigration”; 
Gouri é vidis,  Museums and Migration ; Innocenti,  Migrating Heritage ; Whitehead, Eckersley, and 
Mason,  Placing Migration ; Whitehead, Lloyd, Eckersley, and Mason,  Museums, Migration and 
Identity ; Amal, Prenette, Lanouette, and P â quet,  Mus é es, Histoire, Migrations ”; Lanz, “Staging 
Migration,” 178– 92; Levin,  Global Mobilities and Museums ; Bailey,  Interpreting Immigration ; Labadi, 
 Museums, Immigrants, and Social Justice .  
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on exhibitions about the refugee “crisis,”  5   this chapter does not seek to add to the long 
list of publications. It aims to contribute to the discussion on museums as institutions 
that have social responsibility and that are activist institutions that cannot remain inert 
and numb to contemporary social issues. Of the many exhibitions organized in Athens 
and Thessaloniki in 2016, two are used to illustrate how museums are already trying to 
shed their sluggish, structured ways, to become agile, responsive, activist institutions, 
ready to collaborate with unconventional partners, like humanitarian nongovern-
mental organizations (NGOs). I argue that activism in museums needs to be put within a 
different framework to that which currently applies, suggesting instead that the “ethics 
of care” might provide a helpful theoretical framework for museums that would allow 
their activism to contribute to society in a real way. Therefore, this chapter is not about 
refugees and their inclusion in museums, but the author’s re lections on how museums 
and heritage institutions might expand their role by supporting and engaging people in 
need, to become a platform for heritage discourse that is more attuned to the demands 
of contemporary societies.  

  A Brief Background 

 From March 2015 to March 2016, when the EU– Turkey agreement was signed, almost a 
million migrants and refugees (mainly from Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, and 
Somalia) arrived in Europe by crossing the Aegean Sea, risking their lives in an effort 
to escape war, violence, and poverty.  6   Many died in the journey; others saw loved ones 
perish at sea. The human tragedies were recorded and disseminated across European 
media. Global and national humanitarian organizations and volunteers rushed to the 
Greek islands to offer help. For the irst time, international organizations, such as the 
Of ice of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), created stations 
on European soil. The low of people arriving on the Greek islands was directed irst 
to Athens, and then to the north of the country, to Idomeni, where they usually stayed 
for a few days before starting their journey via the “Balkan route” towards Northern 
Europe. In March 2016, the northern borders of Greece were closed to refugees and the 
journey onwards became almost impossible. To this day, nearly 65,000 refugees remain 
in Greece in often “unbearable” conditions.  7   The situation has created strain and discon-
tent amongst local communities, which has in turn generated negative responses on the 
local level, often supported by nationalist groups. 

 In this time, the role of NGOs became increasingly important. In September 2015, 
minor civil society actors who had been irst responders to the in lux of refugees in 

  5     This is the term used, in a rather Eurocentric way, to describe the increased movement of refugees 
mainly from Syria, but also from other countries, such as Afghanistan and Iraq, to Europe via the 
Greek islands and Italy over the summer of 2015 and the irst few months of 2016.  
  6     “Regional Refugee and Migrant Response Plan for Europe. Eastern Mediterranean and Western 
Balkans Route, January to December (update May 2016),” UNHCR, 2016 PDF, 45.  
  7     “Greece Factsheet, September 2018” (Greek version), UNHCR, 2018; Stubley, “Greece’s Moria 
Refugee Camp”; Nye and Sands, “UN Urges Greece to Act.”  
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Greece started being gradually replaced— at times in a tense manner— by larger and 
more professional organizations, such as UNHCR.  8   In February 2016, legislation was 
enacted limiting the role of volunteers and minor civil society actors (Law 4368/ 2016), 
and the hegemony of professional NGOs came to be the norm. Some considered this a 
much needed professionalization of relief operations and a sign of action and control on 
behalf of the authorities; others saw it as yet another form of top- down state control and 
exercise of hegemonic power.  9   In any case, the role of NGOs remains a source of contro-
versy and debate.  

  Museums, Migration, Refugees, and the “Ethics of Care” 

 Museum initiatives that address or respond to humanitarian phenomena like the refugee 
crisis usually start following the traumatic event, when the people involved have reached 
their inal destination and are in a position to start re lecting on their experiences. These 
initiatives usually overlook the complexity of the phenomena, which involve different 
actors: the people on the move, local receiving communities, humanitarian workers, civil 
society actors, and local and governmental authorities. The politics involved in these 
cases are often complicated. How can museums discuss, for example, the ambivalence of 
the state or other funding authorities in approaching social crises? How can museums 
respond to an  ongoing  phenomenon illed with traumatic personal situations? Should 
museums be involved in this process as it unfolds, or should they wait until it is in-
ished (has become history) so that it is a safer topic to discuss? Is documenting people’s 
experiences and memories as refugees as important as helping them? More impor-
tant, how can museums go beyond their position as “social mirrors”  10   re lecting past 
events, to become active participants in what is currently happening, that is, as “social 
commentators” but also “shapers.”  11   

 Museum professionals have started arguing that museums should take stronger 
positions: to use the power and trust they enjoy to take explicitly political stances, 
and to become “activist museums.”  12   An activist museum is an institution that does 
not just narrate, but also  creates  cultural realities, considering it a duty to expose and 
combat injustice. An activist museum goes beyond its usual participatory and inclusive 
practices, that is, representing the underrepresented and collaborating with communi-
ties. Schellenbacher  13   argues that activist museums need to consider four principles: an 
explicit agenda, re lection of activism across all aspects of their work, concrete offerings 
of action for their visitors, and space for opposing opinions, however controversial these 
might be. 

  8     Skleparis and Armakolas, “Refugee Crisis.”  
  9     For a description of the variety of actors involved during the crisis, see Papataxiarchis, “‘Being 
There.’ Part I”; Papataxiarchis, “‘Being There.’ Part II.”  
  10     Rhys and Baveystock,  Collecting the Contemporary , 15.  
  11     Cf. McFadzean, “Museums”; Rhys and Baveystock,  Collecting the Contemporary , 15.  
  12     Message,  Museums and Social Activism .  
  13     Schellenbacher, “Empowering Change.”  
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 In the case of refugees, international cultural associations and professionals are 
encouraging museums to become activist and take an explicitly pro- refugee stance. More 
speci ically, these actors are suggesting that museums act by: “Raising awareness within 
receiving communities and triggering responses; […] Enhancing conditions for refugees by 
providing venues for activities; […] Facilitating interaction and thus enhancing integration; 
[…] Becoming coordination hubs and collaborating with NGOs, government and non- 
government authorities to provide immediate support.”  14   In other words, museums are 
being urged to become spaces where relations can be built, support can be gathered, 
integration can be facilitated, and community cohesion and awareness can be raised. 

 I argue that this support also encourages museums to go beyond activism, to re lect 
harder on their role and place within society, and to recon igure them by taking a clear 
social perspective in line with the political and philosophical theory of the “ethics of 
care,” which is rooted in feminist political theory. The ethics of care is also connected to 
the concepts of trust, mutual consideration, and solidarity, as well as civil society and 
human rights.  15   Care, unlike interest, duty, or obligation, is an ethical practice and atti-
tude that requires a reaching out towards something beyond the self.  16   “To care” means 
to recognize histories of injustice, not only via empathy, but also by taking responsibility 
for injustice, as well as for the system that produces it and allows people to be treated 
differently. It therefore goes beyond “taking a stance,” and works on the whys and hows 
of injustice and anything that supports it.  17   The ethics of care has been developed as 
an alternative theory to dominant moral approaches. It focuses on “attentiveness, trust, 
responsiveness to need, and narrative nuance”; it is an approach that “fosters social 
bonds and cooperation.”  18   It gives centre stage to the community and not the individual, 
and values emotions such as empathy and shared concern, while allowing for a reconsid-
eration of the social and political institutions (such as museums) in society.  19   

 Tronto  20   identi ies four phases of care: irst, “caring about” someone or something 
means that individuals and societies recognize needs in others and offer them their 
attention and support. The object of care is important, as it de ines the caring entity. 
Second, “taking care of” someone or something means realizing that something can be 
done and acting on this realization. It elevates the notion of responsibility to a moral cat-
egory, and prioritizes it over those of “obligation” or “compassion.” Third, “care- giving” 
means to be practically involved in offering care and satisfying human need, and thus 
acquiring competence and con idence in caring. Fourth, “care- receiving” means making 
sure that the care work has been done, acknowledging the difference in perceptions of 

  14     NEMO,  Museums, Migration and Cultural Diversity.   
  15     Held,  Ethics of Care ; Koggel and Orme, “Care Ethics.”  
  16     Tronto,  Moral Boundaries ; Till, “Wounded Cities.”  
  17     Till, Kaufman, and Woodward, “Place, Memory, and Archive.”  
  18     Held,  Ethics of Care , 15.  
  19     See Held,  Ethics of Care , 130; Tronto, “Care as a Political Concept,” 145; Tronto, “Creating Caring 
Institutions.”  
  20     Tronto,  Moral Boundaries , 105.  
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care, and allowing for responsiveness, which often means recognition of difference and 
listening to others, as well as creating space for different views and ideas.  21   These four 
phases of care can be used to review and re lect on individual and institutional practices 
and, therefore, encourage an alternative way of looking at both social structure and power. 

 The ethics of care provides an interesting lens through which to analyze and under-
stand the work undertaken by museums in Greece, but also to re lect on how museums 
could move towards rede ining their role in society. I now present two exhibitions that 
took place in 2016 in Athens and Thessaloniki. These exhibitions alone do not neces-
sarily qualify the respective institutions as “activist museums,” as they did not affect all 
aspects of museum work or initiate a radical change in the museums’ approach to con-
temporary issues.  22   That said, I argue that they did encourage the development of the 
ethics of care, which ultimately helped trigger a new understanding of the institutions’ 
role and relationship to society. This was done, irst, by raising awareness of the need to 
“care about” refugees, by highlighting the fact that receiving communities had already 
“taken care of” those in need and encouraging the former to continue “giving care,” as in 
the case of the campaign exhibition by Amnesty International and Oxfam; and, second, 
by raising awareness of the fact that “giving and receiving care” is everyone’s responsi-
bility, as in the case of the exhibition of the Museum of Photography. These events con-
tinue to provide opportunities for museums and museum professionals to re lect and 
recon igure their role in society and their responsibility to act. 

 The refugee crisis of 2015– 2016 caught Greek museums unprepared. With the excep-
tion of the Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki— which had planned an exhibition of 
antiquities brought to Greece in 1922 by Greek refugees leaving Rhaidestos  23   and was 
therefore in a position to contextualize the exhibition with reference to current events— 
no institution could present an exhibition reexamining the stories of its collections 
or presenting them in a new light, as advised by the Network of European Museum 
Organisations (NEMO).  24   Nevertheless, in 2016, a number of temporary exhibitions 
opened across a number of Greek cities (e.g., Athens, Thessaloniki, Mytilene, Ioannina), 
primarily addressing two genres: irst, artistic installations, often incorporating iconic 
objects, such as the rafts or orange life vests; and, second, photographic exhibitions, 
using photographs by photojournalists closely following the crisis events in real life, as 
well as images by less well- known photographers, artists, or even amateurs. 

 The exhibitions discussed in this chapter belong to the second genre. They were both 
organized and presented in the period from May to December 2016, which came soon 
after the agreement reached between Turkey and the European Union (March 2016), 
encompassing a time in which the refugee issue was high up on Greece’s political and 
social agenda. Both exhibitions were based on an unconventional practice, speci i-
cally, collaboration between museums and NGOs— especially in a time when the role of 

  21     Tronto,  Moral Boundaries , 108; Till, “Wounded Cities,” 11.  
  22     Cf. Schellenbacher, “Empowering Change.”  
  23     Veleni, Tsangaraki, and Chatzinikolaou,  Rhaidestos– Thessaloniki .  
  24     NEMO,  Museums, Migration and Cultural Diversity .  
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NGOs was relatively controversial. Their aim and approach was explicitly activist, while 
encouraging different levels of the ethics of care.  

  The Campaign- Exhibition: “A Museum without a Home” 

 “A Museum without a Home— An Exhibition of Hospitality” was a campaign- exhibition 
organized by the Greek section of Amnesty International and Oxfam (November 11 to 
December 12, 2016). It consisted of a series of large- scale posters, each depicting real, yet 
ordinary, often mundane items (such as colouring crayons, a cup and a saucer, toys, a jacket, 
a shirt, or a drum) that Greeks had donated to refugees as an act of solidarity and friendship. 
The posters were displayed at bus and tram stops, inside metro stations, and on trains 
around Athens, “transforms[ing] the city into a ‘museum,’ acknowledging, showcasing, and 
celebrating the solidarity of the Greek people towards people leeing their country and 
calling on Greeks and people— as well as leaders— worldwide to pledge to support dig-
nity and safety for all.”  25   At the same time, real objects were displayed in museums around 
Athens: the Acropolis Museum, the National Museum of Contemporary Art, the Frissiras Art 
Museum, the Museum of School Life and Education, and the Stavros Niarchos Foundation 
Cultural Center. The posters also carried explanations regarding the donors and recipients 
of the items displayed on the posters. Short videos were made available on YouTube, 
providing testimonies and offering very personal insights into the process of giving and 
taking.  26   The exhibition and supporting resources encouraged viewers/ visitors to con-
tribute to the efforts of Amnesty International and Oxfam, whereas the exhibition’s website 
encouraged visitors to sign a pledge.  27   The exhibition went on tour in 2017 to Ioannina, 
Serbia (Mikser Festival— Migration 2017), and New York (72nd United Nations General 
Assembly), and even received a European Excellence Award in 2017 under the category 
“NGOs and Associations.” In June 2018, the exhibition was presented in Glasgow.  28      

 The exhibition was fully organized by the two NGOs, with the museums lending their 
names to the effort, thus supporting the campaign on a symbolic level. The word “museum” 
in the campaign- exhibition’s title, as well as the long list of supporting institutions, bol-
stered the gravitas of the initiative. The exhibition had all the characteristics of a “pop- 
up,” that is, a temporary installation of an experimental and ephemeral nature that aims 
to facilitate discussion around an important but dif icult topic.  29   Something between an 
exhibition and a form of experiential marketing,  30   this project aimed to communicate a 

  25       Press release, original in English, n.d. It was available online:  https://oxfam.org/en/refugee-
and-migrant-crisis/museum-without-home-exhibition-hospitality-goes-live-exhibits-all-around . 
Accessed September 30, 2018.  
  26     For a series of testimonies regarding the exhibits, see  www.youtube.com/ channel/ UCbP2O- 
2UJx61W_ RpbU0wJzg . Accessed February 2, 2019.  
  27     The website  www.museumwithoutahome.gr/ en  is no longer available.  
  28     See  www.youtube.com/ watch?v=O6YktvYMf2I&t=5s . Accessed February 2, 2019.  
  29     Grant, “Pop- Up Museums.”  
  30     Walhimer, “Pop Up Museum.”  
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 Figure 4.1.      “A Museum without a Home” exhibition poster as displayed on one of the metro 
trains in Athens. (Author image: Alexandra Bounia)  
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strong message about refugees to an audience not necessarily engaged with museum 
institutions— a message of commonality and immediacy, arguing that we are all people 
sharing the same needs, and that offering solidarity and support does not require a lot 
of effort. The initiative sought not only to raise awareness of events but also to inspire 
people to do something on an individual level, such as donating or volunteering. In other 
words, it sought to increase awareness about the need to “care for,” and to involve people 
in “care- giving.” In addition, by showing the acts of solidarity that had already taken place 
in Greece, this pop- up event aimed to create a positive feeling among the Greek audience 
to whom the exhibition was initially addressed, to offer praise for the support offered by 
the Greek people during the crisis, and to show that they had, in fact, already made efforts 
to “take care of” refugees. The museum partnership gave credibility to the exhibition, and 
provided a connection between the material world— the objects— and the ideas of giving 
and sharing, making this initiative more than just an advertising campaign. 

 From the perspective of the museums, experimenting with pop- ups and campaigns is 
an attempt to think differently about who they are and what they can do. The practice was 
not without its challenges, irst because the institutions were essentially campaigning 
for NGOs, second, because in doing so, they effectively questioned the primacy of their 
collections in exploring social issues, and inally because they were addressing a diverse 
audience. This pop- up museum alliance further offered the opportunity to bridge insti-
tutional and personal views, to memorialize small, everyday acts of kindness, and to thus 
“monumentalize,” celebrate, and elevate them to acts that deserve to be remembered. In 
other words, the use of the term “museum” to describe this campaign, but also the col-
laboration with institutions of various sizes, impact, and prominence, aimed to empha-
size the exhibition’s message about the importance of contributing and supporting. The 
project press release noted:

  The “Museum without a Home” is a tribute to the history that is being made by contem-
porary Greek citizens, who supported in a very dif icult period of time people who had to 
leave their country in search of safety and dignity. It is a “museum” dedicated to humanity 
and hope, two values that we cannot allow to fade.  31     

 The tone is emotional and strives to connect with history. Moreover, it highlights the 
historical importance of what is currently happening in the country to elicit as much 
support as possible. It offers the reassurance that the nation has done its best. Small 
acts of kindness are immortalized and the feelings of citizens of Athens or other Greek 
cities— i.e., exhaustion after such a long period of turmoil, dif iculties, and changes— are 
construed as natural and human, the result of a “good ight” which was both successful 
and deserving of celebration. The personal testimonies of those who had donated the 
items and the recipients were also meant to indirectly encourage further solidarity, 
support, and hospitality, by emphasizing the fourth dimension of the ethics of care— i.e., 
“care- receiving.”  32    

  31     Press release.  
  32     Poehls, “Europe, Blurred,” 337– 53.  
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  Awareness and Compassion Are Not Enough: Taking Responsibility 
through “Another Life” 

 The exhibition “Another Life: Human Flows, Unknown Odysseys” was inaugurated at 
the Thessaloniki Museum of Photography  33   in May 2016 (from May 31 to November 15, 
2016). More than 160 photographs by twenty- six photojournalists were on display. Some 
photographers were well known and celebrated,  34   while others were younger and less 
well known, but equally active in recording the refugee crisis as it unfolded in Greece. The 
exhibition was divided into two sections: the irst focused on the arrival of refugees on the 
Greek islands, and the second presented the start of their journey from northern Greece 
towards Europe, through what is known as the Balkan route. In addition, to show how 
long the phenomenon had been occurring in Greece, the exhibition included photographs 
taken before 2015. Photographs were also projected depicting the relationships of 
refugees with local society, groups, and collectivities dating from the visit of Pope Francis 
to Lesvos in April 2016 to the evacuation of the Idomeni camp in May 2016. 

 The curators’ text accompanying the press release for this exhibition focused on 
stirring emotion and empathy. The curators used emotive words such as “uprooting,” 
“deep pain,” “victims of a cruel war,” “poverty […] transmitted almost like a disease,” 
“broken people,” “despair of those who sleep exposed on a strange land,” “[people] 
trapped across fences of all sorts,” and “[people] that roll on the side of the road as 
unresolved suspense” to imbue the exhibition with a particular feeling.  35   The same text 
explained the rationale behind the chosen photographs: while they could be critiqued 
for displaying reality in a brutal form, they also highlighted the pain and distress expe-
rienced by refugees, therefore revealing the unequal power relations at play and giving 
voice to the underrepresented. The museum responded to criticism on the effectiveness 
of the medium used,  36   arguing that theoretical concerns about the use of photography do 
not diminish the power of the medium to give voice to those in need of help. In fact, the 
aim of the exhibition was to give such a voice. Other than professional photojournalism, 
the exhibition also included amateur photographs (sel ies, snapshots, and screenshots) 
by two young Syrian refugees, while on a second projection, images from social media 
(what is known as “citizen journalism”) were displayed, highlighting the solidarity shown 
by groups and individuals towards refugees. This is particularly relevant especially as 
the exhibition took place in the Museum of Photography, which is housed in an old ware-
house in the port of Thessaloniki and was at the time sharing its location with a refugee 
camp. As the curator, Penelope Petsini, observed: “It is very dif icult, very complicated to 
present something that is unfolding right now, while showing respect for the people who 
might come into the exhibition and see their lives on the wall; not a history that happened 

  33      www.thmphoto.gr.   
  34     For example, Alkis Konstantinidis, Aris Messinis, and Yannis Behrakis. A full list of participating 
photographers is available in the exhibition catalogue.  
  35     This text was disseminated together with the press release, and was also available on pages 12 
to 13 of the exhibition catalogue (Thessaloniki: Thessaloniki Museum of Photography, 2016).  
  36     Cf. Stylianou and Stylianou- Lambert,  Museums and Photography , 6.  
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elsewhere, to somebody else.”  37   The statement clearly re lects the ethical concerns around 
the exhibition’s curating practices and goals, which were further clari ied:

  A critical informed representation of the world can still maintain humanist values 
in common view, can contribute to stand by the weak, can artistically build an image 
which allows both  emotional identi ication  and  moral commitment for action , without 
concealing the workings of the media world or uncritically consecrating photography.  38     

 The museum uses the exhibition to highlight the public’s ethical responsibility, “ not just for 
solidarity reasons , but so that we know that the social issues, issues of social justice, do not 
have borders; they  create obligations  and ask each of us to take a stance, today” (emphasis 
added).  39   It is therefore not just a matter of taking a stance, but an issue of ethical responsi-
bility that goes beyond obligation. Accordingly, this exhibition in particular is not just about 
raising awareness. It is about creating commitment, encouraging action, making a political 
statement, and urging visitors to be not only aware but also involved. The political activism 
was also complemented at the time with a practical call for action. In fact, for the duration of 
the exhibition, the municipality of Thessaloniki collected supplies for distribution amongst 
refugees, whereas a list of required items could be found on the museum website.  

  Conclusions 

 The 2015– 2016 refugee crisis presented an opportunity and a challenge for Greek 
museums. It provided a real and urgent opportunity to rethink their role in society 
and to act, to overcome their reluctance to be involved in the contemporary context, 
and to respond in a socially responsible way. The social role of museums is multifac-
eted: curating human relationships, providing opportunities for discussion on diversity 
and re lection on social change, inviting audiences to present their views, to debate them, 
and to reach the point where they value and respect different ideas and approaches, pro-
viding spaces for sharing experiences and knowledge, and serving as spaces for human 
compassion and humanity. The exhibitions discussed aimed to do all of these. They had 
the common aim to raise awareness, to make people re lect on refugee issues, and to 
invite them to discussions and debates; to cultivate humanism but also to make a polit-
ical point; to curate views and not just collections; to take a stance and to invite others to 
share it. Both exhibitions had clear intentions: to inform, shock, and shame, but also to 
comfort and praise. Their purpose was to make people feel, empathize, remember, and, 
eventually, respond by donating items, money, and time, or by signing a pledge. 

 However, the exhibitions irst and foremost aimed at developing relationships of 
care: to foster and celebrate social responsibility, sentiments of solidarity, even affection 
and attachment. They aimed to go beyond the cultivation of respect and feelings of jus-
tice, to support the development of a deeply affective and caring relation between persons, 

  37     Interview given to TV100,  www.youtube.com/ watch?v=uKHD0i9G5fY . Accessed October 
12, 2018.  
  38     Original in English, Papaioannou and Petsini, “A World of Agony,” 138, emphasis added.  
  39     Andreas Takis, interviewed by TV100,  www.youtube.com/ watch?v=uKHD0i9G5fY . Accessed 
October 12, 2018.  
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regardless of their current status. They aimed to make people engage in common projects, 
to highlight similarities and a form of responsibility that had not previously existed.  40   In 
this sense, the exhibitions, albeit in different ways, aspired to stimulate the ethics of care in 
their audiences. The exhibitions acted as processes— their temporary nature reinforcing 
the process element— through which an ethical perspective towards the refugee crisis was 
built, one that relied on forming relationships between refugees and the receiving socie-
ties, based on their shared humanity. Views on social relationships were transformed by 
assigning responsibilities of care to visitors or pointing out that they were well placed 
to provide care, and that they had, in fact, already participated in such assignments. The 
exhibitions also intended to connect the personal and the political and to introduce a “care 
thinking” in the political decisions made on an individual as well as on a social level. 

 These exhibitions, albeit political, in the sense that they emphasized the care given 
or received as an ethical, political, and ideological position, also encouraged and culti-
vated the development of a different social structure. The museum, therefore, is not just 
a place of representation, inclusion, or exclusion. It is not just a place where affect is cre-
ated or put into action to develop compassion and understanding. It is not just a venue 
for activities, interaction, or integration. It becomes a place where a clear moral stance is 
adopted and cultivated. The ethics of care means taking not only action but also respon-
sibility for action, as well as responsibility for inertia. In this sense, the museum is real-
ized as deeply political, and not only an activist institution. It aims to restructure society 
through a discourse of care, by making it realize its own power, as well as the impor-
tance, interrelations, and complexities of acting and caring. Far from offering abstract 
moral suggestions, museums need to be practically involved in “care- giving,” while cre-
ating a space for “care- receiving.” 

 These exhibitions are examples of how museums and heritage institutions can 
respond to cultural, social, and political changes as they happen in the world. New 
partnerships can be developed and cultivated that would allow museums to learn from 
the practices of others, like civil societies and NGOs, and to experiment with different 
ways of advocacy. Museums can adapt their practices and discourses to be able not only 
to respond in a faster and more ef icient way to societal needs but also to recon igure 
their role in society, to critically re lect, encourage novel partnerships, and undertake 
daring initiatives. This might go beyond signifying a new role for museums and heritage 
sites, to also extend to a new cultural, social, and political reality around the world.     
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     Abstract  This chapter discusses the ways in which museums can support and engage 
(with) people in need, and thus become platforms for heritage discourses more attuned 
to the demands of contemporary societies. Two exhibitions, organized in Athens and 
Thessaloniki in 2016 on the refugee “crisis,” are examined using the concept of the “ethics 
of care.” Through exhibitions like these, museums can develop new partnerships that 
allow for learning from the practices of others, like civil society and nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs), while experimenting with different ways of advocacy. They can 
adapt their practices and discourses not only to respond to societal needs in a faster and 
more ef icient way but also to recon igure their role in society. This chapter presents 
such exhibitions as examples for museums and heritage institutions to follow so as to 
better respond to cultural, social, and political changes and challenges.    
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    Chapter 5  

 HERITAGE EDUCATION FROM THE GROUND  : 
  HISTORIC SCHOOLS, CULTURAL DIVERSITY, 
AND SENSE OF BELONGING IN BARCELONA    

   MARIA FELIU- TORRUELLA, PALOMA GONZ Á LEZ- MARC É N, 
and CLARA MASRIERA- ESQUERRA    

   The Background: Heritage Education in Europe 

 IN THE PAST thirty years, heritage education has gained prominence as a theoretical and 
practical/ methodological issue in the cultural and educational policies of an increasing 
number of countries and is the special concern of international cultural and professional 
institutions. This awareness among heritage professionals has arisen as a new concep-
tion of heritage policies aiming, as their primary objective, to ensure heritage conserva-
tion through the active involvement of the public. Consequently, since the 1980s, a irst 
set of educational programs was launched in order to make heritage visible at the school 
level, and to make European children of all ages aware of their historical and/ or cul-
tural values. New inputs from professionals involved in heritage education (educators, 
curators, historians, archaeologists, etc.) began to re ine the characterization of heri-
tage education with respect to methodological issues. This more detailed concept was 
inally ixed in the 1998 Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers of the Council 

of Europe.

  Heritage education means a teaching approach based on cultural heritage, incorporating 
active educational methods, cross- curricular approaches, a partnership between edu-
cation and culture and employing the widest variety of modes of communication and 
expression.  1     

 This methodological emphasis on heritage education came from the expansion in many 
European countries of heritage- oriented projects, mostly based on outdoor, hands- on 
activities and on direct contact with or experience of those heritage elements included in 
the school programs. In contrast to the traditional concept of history teaching, heritage- 
related activities were and are experienced by pupils and students as enjoyable, and 
from the point of view of the teachers, they are useful pedagogical tools. In this way, the 
objectives of heritage education seemed to have been ful illed because the programs 
allowed the students to better understand the different elements that constitute cultural 

  1     Council of Europe, Recommendation No. R(98)5 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States 
Concerning Heritage Education.  
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heritage by means of a positive educational experience. To be more precise— and from a 
heritage professional perspective— the signi icant learning success was the creation of 
a positive association between heritage and children, ensuring the creation of an active 
and responsible heritage public in the future. 

 While these wide ranges of educational activities were developed, other educational 
tools for heritage education began to take shape. In 1995, the Council of Europe orga-
nized a seminar entitled “Cultural Heritage and Its Educational Implications: A Factor 
for Tolerance, Good Citizenship and Social Integration.” In this context, two additional 
approaches to heritage education emerged: irst, the strategic role of schools as a place 
of encounter between communities;  2   and, second, the multiple— often con lictive— 
relation of the cultural background of the pupils and their families with the established 
concept of heritage.  3   

 This irst recognition of the role of heritage education as a potential political tool 
for fostering social integration and the transmission of values inally crystallized in 
the Council of Europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for 
Society signed in Faro (Portugal) in 2005. The document draws attention to the com-
promise to “ facilitate the inclusion of the cultural heritage dimension at all levels of 
education, not necessarily as a subject of study in its own right, but as a fertile source 
for studies in other subjects .” In addition, it presents three innovative values of cultural 
heritage: diversity, cultural rights, and peaceful and democratic coexistence. Cultural 
heritage is, in this sense, no longer simply an inherited richness to appreciate and 
enjoy, but rather is an expression of rights that must be acknowledged in any truly 
democratic society. 

 These three core ideas are also present in a 2006 report written by Tim Copeland 
for the Council of Europe,  4   containing a detailed argumentation of the positive relation-
ship between heritage and citizenship education. However, for our present purpose, we 
want to stress Copeland’s re lection on the relation between heritage, citizenship, and 
identity. Copeland suggests that there is a common trait in heritage and citizenship, 
a referential identity construction. However, he states that while heritage is focused 
on the remembrance of origins, citizenship, by contrast, deals with the construction of 
a future. 

 Copeland’s proposals are particularly appropriate as they have in mind a school 
population that, in Europe, is increasingly characterized by a diversity of cultural 
references.  5   Therefore, it is essential to substitute the monolithic and closed idea of heri-
tage, based on a narrative of origin and prefaced by ixed patrimonial elements, in favour 
of a dynamic and additive vision of heritage that responds to the role of school and her-
itage education in multicultural contexts.  

  2     Troisi, “Schools Adopt Monuments in Palermo.”  
  3     Copeland, “Whose Monuments Are They?”  
  4     Copeland,  European Democratic Citizenship .  
  5     Modood and Werbner,  Politics of Multiculturalism .  
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  The Challenge: Cultural Diversity and Heritage Education 

 Concern about the relation between multiculturalism and education irst appeared in the 
late 1960s and 1970s, associated with a new concept of the social and political role of the 
school that was critical of the traditional, monolithic, and instructional concept of schooling. 
These renewed educational proposals also coincided with the high point of the civil rights 
movements in the United States and the increasing immigration to Western and Northern 
Europe of populations from former colonies as well as from so- called Third World coun-
tries. In this context, education policies began to be regarded as an essential tool for man-
aging the new social and cultural landscape of Western societies. 

 Throughout the 1980s, a substantive change took place in the educational approach to 
multiculturalism. The growing intercultural tensions and the low academic achievements 
of ethnic minority children had shown the weaknesses of an educational model based 
exclusively on assimilation and integration, through emphasis on teaching the local 
language and cultural norms. At the same time, there was a signi icant change in the per-
ception of the culture of the children of immigrant families with an “increasing recognition 
that minorities, including migrant minorities, had the right to maintain their own cultural 
heritages.”  6   

 One of the irst assessments on this renewed approach to multicultural (or intercul-
tural, as it is labelled increasingly in Spain) education is James A. Banks’s  7   ive dimensions 
of multicultural education in which the concept of education is analyzed from a holistic, 
interrelated perspective. The ive dimensions are content integration, the knowledge 
construction process, prejudice reduction, equity pedagogy, and empowering school 
culture and social structure. 

 Heritage education no doubt can play a role in all ive of Banks’ dimensions, following 
the methodological and organizational guidelines offered by the aforementioned Council 
of Europe recommendations, seminars, and reports— that is, using inclusive heritage 
content, active classroom methodologies, and the promotion of school projects centred 
in heritage conservation. However, is this enough to solve cultural contradictions that 
arise from diverse perceptions of the meaning of this heritage? How are we to over-
come the existing gap between the school culture and that of each child’s family and 
community? 

 Research carried on in multicultural school contexts has stressed that a non- 
con lictive coexistence of school and family cultures ensures not only the academic 
success of the pupils but also the assumption of the social and civic values transmitted 
by the school. For example, in her studies on minority groups in U.S. school communities, 
Margaret Gibson  8   argues that this climate of mutual con idence between the cultural 
community and the school creates what she calls “additive acculturation,” by which she 

  6     Stradling,  Multiperspectivity in History Teaching , 11.  
  7     Banks, “Multicultural Education,” 2– 26.  
  8     Gibson, “Promoting Additive Acculturation in Schools.”  
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means the acquisition of new cultural competences while maintaining the family/ com-
munity identity.  9   

 For example, multicultural school policies are often characterized by the creation of 
permanent or semipermanent separate learning groups— based mostly on the degree of 
linguistic skill— without developing unbalancing strategies to create con idence in the 
students’ families. Consequently, families perceive school culture as having the primary 
aim of erasing minority cultural identities and/ or devaluating them. Instead, it seems 
crucial to create a solid link between school, families, and the community by means of 
common projects. Sharing common aims not only fosters compromise among all school 
agents but it also favours feelings of belonging to a wider community— the school 
community— and con idence in a better, shared future. 

 Why is heritage education especially appropriate for this kind of school project? It is 
assumed that heritage elements operate as symbols of collective identities and promote 
a sense of belonging to all those who recognize them as referential. From this premise, 
many educational experiences have chosen to circumscribe the concept of heritage at 
the local scale of quotidian life. The abstract idea of an externally established heritage 
shifts to the concrete and tangible experience of everyday landscapes. In this way, the 
educational action aims to ensure that this local heritage acquires an identifying value 
for the students beyond cultural background differences. In fact, various successful edu-
cational programs carried out in Europe recently— for example, the “School Adopt a 
Monument” scheme  10  — have followed this path, promoting common school projects for 
the conservation of speci ic local heritage elements and then disseminating their results 
to the wider, out- of- school community audience. 

 Undoubtedly, these projects have had a signi icant impact at the local level and have 
put heritage in the forefront of school– community relations. However, as we see in the 
case of the Historic Schools of Barcelona, heritage education, speci ically on this local 
scale, can go beyond the establishment of these essential school– community linkages, 
structuring heritage school projects on three main guidelines, in a similar sense as 
presented by Tim Copeland  11  : irst, the creation or reappropriation of heritage in 
terms of everyday life experiences; second, the implementation of inclusive teaching/ 
learning strategies based in the multiplicity of competences and skills that can be devel-
oped through heritage educational projects; and, third, the promotion of those cohe-
sive civic values, presented as cultural rights and duties, which are embodied in this 
reappropriated heritage.  

  The Setting: The Historic Schools of Barcelona 

 In the case of the so- called Historic Schools Barcelona, these three approaches to heritage 
education are intertwined: the fusion between historical heritage and lived experience, 

  9     Gibson and Carrasco, “Education of Immigrant Youth.”  
  10     Stampa, “Schools Adopt Monuments.”  
  11     Copeland,  European Democratic Citizenship.   
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the active educational methodology, and its conception as the generator of shared cul-
tural and civic values. 

 The Historic Schools of Barcelona are public schools created in the years before 
the Spanish Civil War, in the period that spans the decades of the 1920s and 1930s, in 
a context of institutional regeneration and intellectual debate, but also of social con-
lict and deep political turbulence during the Second Spanish Republic (1931– 1939).  12   

In Spain and Catalonia, institutional investment in the improvement of public educa-
tion had already begun in the irst decade of the twentieth century. Speci ically, in the 
city of Barcelona, where the population concentration was very high and the need for 
schooling was urgent, an ambitious plan of school construction began in 1917. Despite 
interruption between 1924 and 1931 during the dictatorship of Miguel Primo de Rivera, 
the building program culminated in 1936 with the beginning of the Spanish Civil War 
(1936– 1939). A dozen school buildings were constructed throughout the working- class 
neighbourhoods of Barcelona. To structure this initiative, in 1922, the so- called School 
Board of Barcelona (Patronat Escolar de Barcelona) was established, intended to pro-
mote municipal education policy and to enhance the schooling of children in popular 
neighbourhoods where public schools were practically nonexistent.  13   This Patronat 
Escolar de Barcelona, a consortium between the Barcelona City Council and the Spanish 
Ministry of Public Instruction, was led by pedagogue Manuel Ainaud and architect 
Josep Goday.  14   

 This kind of close collaboration between pedagogues and architects was one of the 
most striking features of the so- called New Education which characterized the Western- 
innovated pedagogical currents of the irst third of the twentieth century. New Education 
movements advocating an active, holistic, and secular pedagogy were inspired by 
educators such as John Dewey in the United States, Maria Montessori in Italy, and Ovide 
Decroly in Belgium. These approaches intended to change not only pedagogical prac-
tice but also the very school spaces themselves.  15   In Barcelona, this is clearly expressed 
in the school architecture associated with the buildings of Josep Goday, as well as in 
the rationalist architectural models of Josep Mestres, who designed the Mutua Escolar 
Blanquerna building— now the Men é ndez y Pelayo secondary school— in the 1930s. In 
a frequently cited Goday quotation, this approach is summarized as stating that schools 
should be “palaces” for childhood.  16         

 Nowadays, most of these buildings still function as public schools, preserving not 
only the architectural elements but also furniture, archives, educational materials, 
pupils’ notebooks, and photographs from their foundational period. However, these 
schools currently face a new set of problems, very different from those they confronted 
in their initial years, but equally complex. On one hand, their students are culturally 

  12     Rees, “Battleground of the Revolutionaries.”  
  13     Ca ñ ellas and Toran,  Pol í tica escolar de l’Ajuntament de Barcelona .  
  14     Dom è nech, “Una experi è ncia hist ò rica de transformaci ó  social.”  
  15     Jenkins, “New Education and Its Emancipatory Interests”; Escolano Benito, “School in the City.”  
  16     Cubelles Bonet and Cuixart Goday,  Josep Goday i Casals.   
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 Figure 5.1.      Building of the Pere Vila primary school, architect Josep Goday. (Author image: Enfo; 
Source:  https:// commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/ File:Grup_ escolar_ Pere_ Vila,_ pg._ Llu í s_ 

Companys_ - _ av._ Vilanova.jpg ), “Grup escolar Pere Vila, pg. Llu í s Companys— av. Vilanova,” 
 https:// creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by- sa/ 3.0/ legalcode )  

 Figure 5.2.      Building of the Menendez Pelayo secondary school, architect Josep Mestres. (Author 
image: Pere L ó pez; Source:  https:// commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/ File:IES_ Men é ndez_ y_ Pelayo.

jpg ), “IES Men é ndez y Pelayo,”  https:// creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by- sa/ 3.0/ legalcode )  
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diverse and frequently come from low- income backgrounds as a consequence of the 
migratory processes to Catalonia during the past twenty years.  17   On the other hand, these 
school buildings, with an exceptionally valuable tangible and intangible heritage, are 
in neighbourhoods with a high concentration of immigrants and are also located close 
to or in the centre of popular tourist areas of the city of Barcelona. This situation fre-
quently leads to a blurred and often contradictory identity for their young inhabitants.  18   
For this reason, the educational projects in these schools have the challenge— beyond 
developing basic skills and transmitting the speci ic knowledge of primary or secondary 
education— of creating a feeling of attachment to and identi ication with the living envi-
ronment and, ultimately, to support the construction of a new cohesive neighbourhood 
identity anchored in a material landscape loaded with Barcelona’s history. These schools 
demonstrate that it is precisely the active conservation of their material and immaterial 
pedagogical legacy which makes them an example of a lived, meaningful, and inclusive 
approach to historical heritage. 

 In addition, since 2010, a number of these Historic Schools have created a collabo-
ration network (Xarxa d’Escoles’ Hist ò riques de Barcelona, XEHB)  19   with the purpose 
of sharing educational methodologies, as well as promoting a common platform for the 
creation of cross- cutting actions. These are designed to encourage the local administra-
tion to maintain the buildings, their contents, and their history. In its mission statement, 
XEHB vindicates the educational value of the tangible (historic buildings) and the intan-
gible (historical memory of the progressive pedagogy of the Spanish Republic) heritage 
of the schools and views them as a tool for social cohesion and a more inclusive public 
education. 

 With this objective in mind, school projects have been developed following two main 
guidelines: the irst related to the projects’ contents, aimed at the research and discovery 
of the schools’ past, the second related to project methodology, so as to strengthen the 
link between the pupils and the school buildings along with their old artifacts and 
archival material. This methodological approach has been especially successful not only 
because it formally enhances the school– pupil relation but also because it has proved to 
be an invaluable source of information and re lection for the children. Once a school his-
tory has been established, based on the old material and archives, the project proceeds 
to make other discoveries about the neighbourhood, and these extend linkages beyond 
the school walls.  

  17     In 2017, 18 percent of the population of Barcelona was of non- Spanish nationality, but the dis-
tribution was uneven; the non- Spanish population reached 30– 45 percent in the districts in which 
most of the Historic Schools are located: Ciutat Vella and Sants- Montjuic (IDESCAT,  www.idescat.
cat , accessed January 27, 2019).  
  18     Ort í z, “Uso de los espacios p ú blicos y construcci ó n.”  
  19      https:// sites.google.com/ a/ xtec.cat/ xehbcn/ inici22 . Accessed August 14, 2018.  
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  The Strategy: From Discovery to Appropriation of the Past 

 The common scheme of the educational projects of the Historic Schools of Barcelona in 
relation to their singular heritage lies in four aspects: 

     1.     To discover the hidden aspects and to gain an in- depth knowledge of the building in 
which children spend an important part of their lives.  

     2.     To make use of the preserved historical elements (old educational material, archival 
documents, and notebooks and drawings of the irst pupils of the school) as primary 
historical sources so as to carry out guided research and to develop skills related to 
historical research.  

     3.     To generate, through these two processes, a feeling of identi ication in current 
students with the personal and material past of the school.  

     4.     To activate intergenerational and intercultural networks in the neighbourhoods 
using the school and school experiences as structural elements.    

 The irst phase of this process is based on systematic observation of the school buildings. 
In this way, a dynamic vision of the lived spaces is generated: they shift from neutral and 
meaningless spaces to principal actors in a story with a diverse and surprising person-
ality. An example of the discovery of school secrets can be found in the  À ngel Baixeras 
school and its geometric gymkhana. The main idea of this activity is to contemplate the 
architectural aspects of the school building from an artistic, creative perspective, looking 
for the geometric shapes hidden in the windows, the graf iti and engravings of the fa ç ade, 
the furniture, the wall paintings, or the loor tiles. By means of this detailed observation 
and, while working on the subjects of mathematics and geometry, students also discover 
the sophisticated nature of their school’s architecture.  20   As already mentioned, following 
New Education principles, buildings should be palaces for boys and girls, so architec-
tural and pedagogical projects must be united so that their construction will be fruitful. 

 A second phase of the research on the history of the school involves moving from 
observation of the building to the direct handling of preserved school materials. The 
model of progressive pedagogy of the beginnings of the twentieth century advocated 
active learning methodologies in which experimentation, hands- on learning, and cre-
ative writing were a structural part of the educational proposal. As a result, in some of 
these schools, as in the  À ngel Baixeras school itself, old instruments of school exper-
imentation for the teaching of science, school magazines edited by the students, and 
personal notebooks of each of the children have been preserved. These materials are 
introduced in the framework of the educational project on the history of the school as 
primary sources, but at the same time, they involve identi ication with and empathy 
towards the children of eighty years ago: they shared the same space and had very sim-
ilar school experiences.  21   In this way, systematic observation and research are fused with 
an emotional connection with the children.    

  20     Escola Baixeras, “La nostra escola, el Baixeras.”  
  21     Ca ñ ellas, “L’escola Baixeras.”  
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 In the school of La Farigola, in the Vallcarca neighbourhood, research activities on the 
school building are carried out by all the students, from four to twelve years of age. The 
discovery of the history of the building begins with the youngest ones searching in the 
courtyard for the foundation stone of the building laid in 1918. This process culminates 
with the students of the inal courses (eleven to twelve years old) developing a system-
atic in- depth investigation on different topics related to the school, for example, the 
architectural history of the building, interviews with former students, and collections 
of photographs, as well as invitations to historians and architects to hold talks about 
their school. Every year, the results of the research are incorporated in a blog about the 
history of the school  22   and in Wikipedia.  23   Additionally, during every academic course, 
older students operate as experts who explain to their younger colleagues elements of 
the building or other objects of the Republican years. 

 In the case of the Men é ndez y Pelayo secondary school, the celebration, in 2009, of 
its seventy- ifth anniversary provided the ideal setting for the creation of a historical 

 Figure 5.3.      Children of the  À ngel Baixeras primary school examining the school notebooks of 
the irst pupils of the 1930s. (Author image: Merc è  Garc é s)  

  22      http:// lafarigoladevallcarca.blogspot.com/   . Accessed August 14, 2018.  
  23      https:// ca.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ Grup_ escolar_ La_ Farigola . Accessed August 14, 2018. Rodriguez, 
“Quan la hist ò ria passa per l’escola.”  
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classroom.  24   The school is located in a rationalist building designed by architect Jaume 
Mestres (member of GATEPAC)  25   and built during the Republican years in order to host 
the Blanquerna school, also inspired by the New Education movement.  26   This historical 
classroom includes school furniture as well as books, maps, school writing material, etc. 
This space offers an ideal starting point to investigate the school’s history and the his-
tory of the neighbourhood where it is located, from the 1930s to the present day. The 
historical classroom allows students to become researchers of the history of the school 
and to ensure that, through their investigation, they become an active part of its histor-
ical trajectory. 

 The culmination of the rediscovery of the school’s history is to turn it into a spring-
board for community interaction. Most of the educational projects of the Historic 
Schools of Barcelona extend their activities and proposals beyond the limits of buildings 
to become central axes in the construction of personal landscapes and connect students 
with the social and cultural features of the neighbourhoods where they are located. 
Thus, for example, the Men é ndez y Pelayo secondary school carries out observa-
tion work projects in the surrounding areas incorporating both the built- up elements 
directly related to the school and the people who inhabit and use them. The students 
complement their research with oral sources based on interviews with alumni or other 
signi icant members of the neighbourhood, so that they create personal links with the 
older members of the community. Through these learning- service activities linked to the 
project, the students who have become by now experts, not only in the school history but 
also in the history and characteristics of the neighbourhood, oversee guided visits to the 
school during the frequent events and open days organized by the local community.  27      

 In the case of the  À ngel Baixeras school, located very close to the Roman wall of 
the Barcino, activities have been focused on understanding the urban elements of the 
Roman city and their in luence on the con iguration of the Gothic Quarter. This work has 
been supported by the History Museum of Barcelona. Recently, the school community 
(children, teachers, families, and neighbours) launched a campaign to demonstrate the 
compatibility of public uses of the urban space in heritage environments. The purpose of 
the campaign was to ask for the establishment of a school playground on a stretch of the 
Roman wall originally intended to be fenced off for exclusive touristic use.  28   

 In parallel, as we have seen in the case of the Men é ndez y Pelayo school, many of the 
schools in the network are working to dedicate a space inside the building to preserve 

  24     Ara Mestres, “Una escola amb molta historia.”  
  25     The Grupo de Arquitectos y T é cnicos Espa ñ oles para el Progreso de la Arquitectura 
Contempor á nea/ Group of Spanish Architects and Experts for the Progress of Contemporary 
Architecture (GATEPAC) brought together, between 1930 and 1936, the followers of modern archi-
tecture and urbanism in Spain, under the lag of European modernity, with Le Corbusier at its head 
(de las Rivas Sanz 2007).  
  26     Masab é u,  Alexandre Gal í  i la Mutua Escolar Blanquerna .  
  27     Institut Men é ndez y Pelayo, “Fem Mem ò ria.”  
  28     Escalas, “Un patio escolar bajar á  de un tejado a un jard í n p ú blico en El G ò tic”; Pastor P é rez, 
“Shaping Community Heritage Synergies.”  
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and exhibit all the elements of school heritage. While it is important to create optimal 
conditions for preserving heritage, there is also a desire to visualize these spaces, by 
converting them either into virtual museums or into museum- like spaces that can be 
visited in situ. The objective of these school museums goes beyond serving as showcases 
of the educational heritage of the schools to converting them into living, educational 
spaces. This allows the children to investigate their past and learn from the history of 
their schools.  29   One of the examples of this type of activity has been carried out in the 
Collaso i Gil school, where a museography has been created by the pupils making use of 
QR codes. Following the methodology of the “ lipped classroom,”  30   students have investi-
gated the stories of old objects and photographs focusing on the irst years of the school. 
Bibliographic and audiovisual resources have been used with the double aim of creating 
a product, in this case, QR codes, and producing material that will help students explain 
the school to their classmates, families, and visitors. Objects and old photographs 
acquire a value that they had lacked until then, since they become part of a museum 
that tells the history of the school and, at the same time, that of its surroundings. In the 

 Figure 5.4.      Students of the Men é ndez Pelayo secondary school during ield research in the 
neighbourhood. (Author image: Marta Ponti)  

  29     Yanes Cabrera, “Pedagogical Museums.”  
  30     Ozdamli and Asiksoy, “Flipped Classroom Approach.”  
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case of the Collaso i Gil school, this part of the project is especially signi icant because 
it is in a neighbourhood of the city of Barcelona with a very high percentage of immi-
grant students from different nationalities and cultural backgrounds. Thus, the school 
becomes the basis for shared experiences. What unites the children is their school, the 
building they use, and their common activities. Clearly, opening it to the public expands 
this involvement to the community.  

  Concluding Refl ections: From Historical to Lived Heritage 

 Since schools are the primary universal contexts of formal education, they offer an ideal 
setting for developing agency- oriented heritage projects. This has been recognized in 
European cultural policies and, indeed, a wide variety of initiatives have arisen in many 
European schools during the past two decades. However, European society, speci ically 
in Catalonia, is experiencing fast and profound social changes that directly affect cultural 
issues such as heritage and identity. When working in and with schools, it is essential to 
be aware of these general and local sociocultural problems. Schools become crossroads 
of macro and micro desires and policies, of communities and states, and of personal and 
collective identities. 

 In the case of the Historic Schools of Barcelona, emphasis was placed on a school 
historical building approach in which pupils become active participants in the short- , 
medium- , and long- term changes that have transformed their environment. The “sim-
ilarities” and “differences” that characterize the material environment and its human 
use allow children to re lect on the complementarity of these notions so as to better 
understand the changing relations between social and cultural contexts. The relation-
ship of the students of these schools evolves from a irst phase of observation and 
discovery to a second phase of research on primary sources (material, textual, and 
oral), and is crystallized in a feeling of belonging— the children belong to that school 
and are part of its history, and thus the school becomes their reclaimed heritage. 
The extension of this perception to the community, both family and neighbourhood, 
occurs smoothly, since schools are part of the everyday contexts of interaction. This 
is what Askins  31   refers to as “crucial scenarios” in the interpersonal relationships of 
the different groups that make up a community. For the staff and students, the most 
important aspects of the educational project are accessibility and visibility. These two 
aspects are related to the teachers’ mission of service to the educational community 
as well as to the students’ new sense of belonging and self- esteem. This idea is well 
expressed by Wood and Waite.

  Belonging is a dynamic emotional attachment that relates people to the material and 
social worlds that they inhabit and experience. It is about feeling “at home” and ‘secure,” 
but it is equally about being recognized and understood.  32     

  31     Askins, “Being Together.”  
  32     Wood and Waite, “Scales of Belonging.”  
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 Heritage reappropriation has the potential to provide added values that are not per-
ceived as con lictive, thus generating mutual con idence among school, teachers, and 
students. At the same time, it promotes the learning of critical intellectual skills and 
the acquisition of civic commitments for future personal identity. Certainly, heritage is 
about meaning, and new conceptualizations are needed to situate it in the forefront of 
discussion. A good example is found in the Historic Schools of Barcelona, which display 
a multilayered heritage by means of rigorously planned educational experiences. As Tim 
Copeland has pointed out, although heritage is often linked exclusively with past and 
conservation, in fact, the collective meaning acquired by heritage elements has much 
more to do with expectations and the construction of futures. Perhaps this is the most 
valuable idea to be retained, in the context of the future of the relationship linking heri-
tage and local communities. 

 Undoubtedly, the theory and the practice of multicultural and citizenship educa-
tion involve more complex issues than are presented here. They are, in fact, probably 
among the most crucial challenges faced by Western and non- Western societies face in 
the twenty- irst century. But as professionals involved in the theorization, research, and 
management of cultural heritage and therefore concerned with its educational dimen-
sion, we think that it is necessary, for a sustainable cultural world, to base our proposals 
on heritage education. It is important to be aware not only of our own disciplinary 
concepts of culture and heritage, but also of the socio- educational research projects 
dealing with multicultural contexts and the promotion of democratic rights and duties. 
Interesting, the case examined in this chapter is a clear example of how the elaboration 
and re- elaboration of the concept of heritage in current Western multicultural societies 
escape professional and expert discussions in order to locate ourselves in what we could 
call bottom- up approaches as distinct from the circuits of academic publication. It is 
from this work of teachers, social services, or cultural mediators where we can see the 
construction of inclusive, focused, and democratic heritage concepts. This means using 
their theoretical and practical expertise from which we have much to learn. 

 We began this chapter discussing the Faro Convention and how it has modi ied the 
concept of cultural heritage and its relationship with people and communities. However, 
the educational projects that we have presented should not be understood as an appli-
cation of the new guidelines and practices promoted by the Council of Europe— quite 
the contrary. In fact, experiences like those of the Historic Schools of Barcelona are the 
kind of activities that inspired the need to displace the de inition of cultural heritage 
from what Laurajane Smith  33   calls “authorized heritage discourse,” and to understand 
it as a dynamic and, above all, signi icant practice built around shared experiences and 
common values. 

 School memories do not need and, in fact, do not have to be caged in academic texts 
or in unreachable showcases to be labelled as heritage. Their heritage value lies in their 
capacity to propose childhood and learning as a meeting place and a common factor in 
our multicultural societies.     

  33     Smith,  Uses of Heritage .  
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   Abstract   The aims and procedures of heritage education have changed significantly 
in recent years, both from the point of view of educational methodologies and 
objectives, and from the emergence of a new concept of heritage. This concept is based 
on a more open, dynamic, and meaningful approach to the different communities 
and persons that form today’s multicultural societies, as opposed to the traditional, 
conservation- oriented perspective. In this redefinition of the concept of heritage and 
the aims of heritage education, the role played by the 2005 Faro Convention of the 
Council of Europe is of key importance. To illustrate this new heritage education 
model, this text details the educational projects carried out over the past ten years 
in the so- called Historic Schools of Barcelona. In these schools, built in the 1920s and 
1930s following the principles of the pedagogical currents of New Education, school 
heritage and memories are used as tools for the creation of a sense of belonging 
amongst their students and within the school community.     
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    Chapter 6  

 HERITAGE PROCESSES FOLLOWING RELOCATION  : 
  THE RUSSIAN OLD BELIEVERS OF ROMANIA    

   CRISTINA CLOPOT    

  THE CALL FOR increased Europeanization was challenged by the admission of countries 
from Eastern Europe in the European Union. Post- socialist countries, once accepted in 
the European “club,” sought the opportunity to reframe their national heritage narratives, 
make room for post- socialist heritage  1   in the European heritage narrative, and challenge 
the West– East divide.  2   On the surface, this should be the ethos of embracing multicul-
turalism, as the European Union’s old adage “united in diversity”  3   suggests. However, as 
researchers have observed, although “[t] he accession of Eastern and Central European 
countries was justi ied in the EU of icial discourse as a ‘return to Europe,’”  4   it also “made 
[it] necessary to re- think and re- design the EU’s discourse on European cultural iden-
tity.”  5   It brought increased attention to the inner complexity of the European Union and 
increased the need for integration. 

 As a number of academic studies  6   have shown, the analysis of the EU adage has not 
led to a clearer view of that these words might purport. Equally confusing is the very 
notion of Europe, as “concepts of Europe differ widely, depending on social as well as 
geographical location.”  7   As Sassatelli aptly put it more than ten years ago: “‘Europe,’ as 
I shall try to illustrate, is becoming more and more like an icon, if not a totem, whose 
ambiguous content seems to reinforce the possibilities of identi ication with it.”  8   This 
complicates the situation for countries such as those from Eastern Europe. 

 The building of a European identity (or identities), in turn, would happen in par-
allel with the strengthening of new forms of supranational governance that weaken the 
power of the nation- state  9   and enhance the hold of EU governance on social and polit-
ical issues across EU territory. Delanty and Rumford,  10   for instance, critique Castells’s  11   

  1     L ä hdesm ä ki, “European Capital of Culture Designation.”  
  2     Clopot and Strani, “European Capitals of Culture.”  
  3     L ä hdesm ä ki, “Rhetoric of Unity.”  
  4     Calligaro, “From ‘European Cultural Heritage’ to ‘Cultural Diversity’?,” 73.  
  5     Calligaro, “From ‘European Cultural Heritage’ to ‘Cultural Diversity’?,” 73.  
  6     See, for instance, the critiques in Sassatelli, “Imagined Europe”; L ä hdesm ä ki, “Rhetoric of Unity.”  
  7     Kockel, Nic Craith, Clopot, and Tjarve, “Heritages, Identities and Europe.”  
  8     Sassatelli, “Imagined Europe,” 436.  
  9     Delanty and Rumford,  Rethinking Europe .  
  10     Delanty and Rumford,  Rethinking Europe .  
  11     Castells,  Rise of the Network Society .  
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view of the European Union as a network, emphasizing that increased globalization and 
mobility as conceptualized in his notion of the “space of lows”  12   can bring forth both 
integration and separation: “the tendency in the literature to focus on the contradictions 
between a Europe of places and a Europe of lows (which assumes the integration of 
Europe) masks more fundamental dynamics which reveal the complex and contra-
dictory nature of Europeanization.”  13   Other researchers agree that Europeanization is 
further complicated by overlapping and sometimes contradictory processes of “new 
localisms and globalization.”  14   

 Existing European policy supports integration on different levels. As Calligaro 
comments, the attention paid to minority cultures serves as “a further attempt to ‘decen-
tralize’ European heritage.”  15   In this spirit, instruments such as the 1995 Framework 
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, “the irst legally binding multi-
lateral instrument designed for the protection of minorities,”  16   were prepared. A new 
notion of cultural diversity was embraced which “increasingly integrated [the] subna-
tional diversity of regional and minority cultures.”  17   It is in this intricate and complex  18   
system that this chapter inds its footing, by bringing the discussion of ethnic groups’ 
heritage to one of the most challenging EU members, post- socialist Romania. 

 In their efforts to support identity work and heritage preservation, ethnic groups 
across Europe develop speci ic narratives around their heritage. To strengthen group 
identities, they often emphasize difference and uniqueness.  19   This chapter focuses on 
one such faction, one of Romania’s smaller ethnic groups, the Russian Old Believers. 
Morris aptly observed in relation to Old Believers from Canada that they “have con-
sistently maintained a we/ they boundary between themselves and surrounding 
populations, justi ied by rules within their religion, as well as by the threat of outsiders 
towards them.”  20   The same can be maintained for the Old Believers in Romania, as I dis-
cuss later in this chapter. But irst, I brie ly present the group and its history, in order 
to contextualize the discussion of its heritage and narratives and how these re lect or 
refract Europeanization and other processes. 

  A Brief History of the Old Believers 

 The Romanian group of Old Believers traces its lineage back to seventeenth- century 
Russia, a time that brought signi icant changes in the course of history of both state 

  12     Castells,  Rise of the Network Society , xxxii.  
  13     Delanty and Rumford,  Rethinking Europe , 122.  
  14     Sassatelli, “Imagined Europe,” 439.  
  15     Calligaro, “From ‘European Cultural Heritage’ to ‘Cultural Diversity’?,” 69.  
  16     Calligaro, “From ‘European Cultural Heritage’ to ‘Cultural Diversity’?,” 71.  
  17     Calligaro, “From ‘European Cultural Heritage’ to ‘Cultural Diversity’?,” 71.  
  18     Urry, “Complexities of the Global.”  
  19     Cocq, “Traditionalisation for Revitalisation.”  
  20     Morris, “Problem of Preserving a Traditional Way of Life,” 361.  
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and religious life.  21   The events that triggered the Old Believer movement resulted from 
the Russian Orthodox Church’s attempt to realign its practices with Greek Orthodoxy.  22   
This followed a period of barbaric invasions  23   as the authorities saw the opportunity to 
advance the project of the Third Rome.  24   This realignment was led by newly appointed 
Patriarch Nikon,  25   who, as Stricker observes, “with no regard for church members or 
traditions, […] imposed reforms at the 1653– 54 council.”  26   The implemented changes 
touched on different aspects of religious life such as religious texts,  27   but also included 
changes of rituals.  28   As expected, this resulted in a widespread rejection from some of 
the believers, who perceived these changes as alterations of the pure faith, the faith prac-
tised since the Christianization of the territory (around the eleventh century). As several 
researchers have noted,  29   although united in their rejection of the innovations proposed 
by Nikon, the Old Believers did not form a united single group; rather they separated 
across different hierarchies and groups. Responses varied in strength.  Bezpopovtsy  
(priestless)  30   denominations believed they lived in apocalyptic times and reacted 
through self- immolation. Milder reactions were recorded for the  Popovtsy  (priestly) 
communities, which at irst relied on fugitive priests, then recreated new hierarchies 
that would allow them to continue the practice of Old Belief.  31   The widespread reaction 
of the Old Believers posed problems for the church and the monarch, which of icially 
banned the practice of Old Belief in 1666, labelling devotees as schismatics ( raskolniki ).  32   

 With conditions harshening continuously, the Old Believers were forced to retract 
towards the outer edges of the territory and gradually moved across borders to different 
parts of Europe (such as the Baltic States, Romania, and Moldova) but also outside of 
Europe, in North America or Australia. Today, they form what Lee Silva describes as 
“a diaspora, although they are a loose ‘federation’ of distinct, mutually- exclusive com-
munities.”  33   The groups that have arrived on the current territory of Romania, mainly 

  21     See, for instance, Michels and Nichols, “Russia’s Dissident Old Believers”; Crummey,  Old 
Believers .  
  22     Lupinin,  Religious Revolt .  
  23     Stricker, “Old Believers.”  
  24     Lupinin,  Religious Revolt .  
  25     Pascal,  Avvakum et les d é buts du Raskol .  
  26     Stricker, “Old Believers,” 26.  
  27     Such as changing the spelling of the name Jesus (Iisus) to Isus.  
  28     From the basic way that believers cross themselves, to the manner in which they should pros-
trate during prayer, as well as the length and content of services. For a detailed discussion of the 
proposed changes, see Pentik ä inen, “What Is Old Belief?”  
  29     See, for instance, Naumescu, “End Times and the Near Future”; Pentik ä inen, “What Is Old Belief?”  
  30     Such communities maintained that since the proposed innovations were heresies, the religious 
hierarchy was therefore compromised.  
  31     Naumescu, “End Times and the Near Future”; Scheffel,  In the Shadow of Antichrist .  
  32     Scheffel,  In the Shadow of Antichrist .  
  33     Lee Silva, “Unsettling Diaspora,” 14.  
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 Popovtsy , migrated from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries to different 
areas that at the time were organized into principalities  34  . As Naumescu has aptly 
observed: “For those who survived those times, the apocalyptic expectation was deferred 
and eventually translated into a duty to preserve the old Orthodox rite against a world 
in constant change.”  35   With the formation of modern Romania, the Old Believers pre-
served their ethnic background and, following the reorganization of the state after the 
collapse of the communist regime, the Old Believers created an of icial representative 
body, a nongovernmental organization (NGO) named the Comunitatea Ru ș ilor Lipoveni 
din Romania (Community of Lipovan Russians in Romania) (CRLR). The NGO aims to 
advance the preservation of Old Belief culture and heritage. Since 2006, the NGO has 
been recognized as an of icial member of the Russian diaspora. This diversion into the 
history of Old Belief usefully underscores the fact that the Old Believers present an inter-
esting case study to re lect on the effects of current global processes on this group that 
has created “a unique fusion of religious and social experience.”  36   

  Mobility and Resistant Identities 

 Sociologists  37   and heritage studies specialists  38   have outlined the changing landscape 
of contemporary societies where migration and globalization bring forth changes not 
only to the structure of societies but also to the inner workings of identity processes. 
Castells proposes a compelling approach to re lect on mobility and interconnectivity in 
the “network society” through the notion of the “space of lows: the material support 
of simultaneous social practices communicated at a distance.”  39   Urry develops similar 
ideas to those of Castells, but presents instead the concept of “global luids” as “entities 
that are somehow not simply networked.”  40   His work reinforces the idea of the local, 
while drawing on the notion that the complexity of interactions and processes  41   can pro-
duce effects in different places. Castells proposes several types of identities as a result of 
the different observed processes; the most pertinent for my enquiry is that of

   Resistance identity : generated by those actors who are in positions/ conditions devalued 
and/ or stigmatized by the logic of domination, thus building trenches of resistance and 
survival on the basis of principles different from, or opposed to, those permeating the 
institutions of society.  42     

  34     The modern Romanian state did not exist at that time; the territory was divided into three main 
principalities— Moldova,  Ț ara Rom â neasc ă , and Transylvania— some of the territory forming part 
of the Ottoman and Austro- Hungarian Empires.  
  35     Naumescu, “End Times and the Near Future,” 3.  
  36     Naumescu, “Old Believers’ Passion Play,” 92.  
  37     Urry,  Global Complexity ; Castells,  Rise of the Network Society ; Castells,  Power of Identity .  
  38     Colomer, “ICH and Identity,” 205.  
  39     Castells,  Rise of the Network Society , xxxii.  
  40     Urry, “Complexities of the Global,” 247.  
  41     Urry,  Global Complexity .  
  42     Castells,  Power of Identity , 8.  
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 Although most of the examples provided in Castells’s work relate to hard forms of 
resistance (e.g., religious fundamentalism), there is scope, I believe, for softer forms of 
resistance, such as those exhibited by the group of Old Believers discussed here. These 
types of identities, argues Castells, “are, at the outset, defensive identities that function 
as refuge and solidarity, to protect against a hostile, outside world.”  43   I ind these ideas 
compelling to understand and re lect on the situation of Old Believers.   

  Heritage Practices and Processes 

 In a previous publication, I have discussed the Old Believers’ need to negotiate their 
identities between different levels of belonging (inner group, national, diaspora).  44   
Perceived in the light of the aforementioned framework, forms of resistance identity 
crystallized at the beginning of the Old Believers’ migration and have been preserved 
until today. As I discuss further in what follows, the current complex processes taking 
place at the national, European, and global levels have strengthened the need for bound-
aries in order to preserve heritage. The limitations of this chapter do not allow me to 
expand on multiple issues related to Old Believers’ heritage,  45   so I concentrate on two 
interrelated aspects of their intangible cultural heritage, respectively: religion as a living 
tradition and language as intangible cultural heritage (ICH).  46      

  Challenges Encountered in the Old Belief 

 Given the history presented here, it is clear that the practice of the Old Belief is essen-
tial for Old Believers’ identity,  47   and community members reinforce time and time again 
that it is their duty to preserve this faith. This is framed in terms of a duty towards the 
ancestors who defended their belief, sometimes at the cost of their lives.  48   Yet the com-
munities I visited in my ieldwork exhibited both continuities and changes in the manner 
in which they practise their beliefs. 

 One point that seemed challenging related to the practice of Old Belief was that of 
the calendar. As Old Belief is based on the Julian calendar, it has a thirteen- day difference 
from the mainstream Gregorian calendar used in the country. The use of this old calendar 
is particularly problematic during the winter holidays, when children are exposed to 
celebrations of Christmas on December 25, school festivities, and the coming of Father 

  43     Castells,  Power of Identity , 68.  
  44     Clopot, “Liminal Identities within Migrant Groups.”  
  45     See, for instance, Clopot and Nic Craith, “Gender, Heritage and Changing”; Clopot, “Ambiguous 
Attachments”; Clopot, “Weaving the Past in a Fabric.”  
  46     In conceptualizing language as ICH I draw on scholarship such as Nic Craith, “Intangible Cultural 
Heritages.”  
  47     Clopot, “Liminal Identities within Migrant Groups.”  
  48     Clopot, “Ambiguous Attachments.”  
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Christmas.  49   Parents have to negotiate with themselves and their children whether they 
will allow a double celebration in order to prevent the children feeling excluded. 

 The practice of Old Belief includes speci ic diets and rituals observed regularly. Thus, 
for instance, the ritual calendar is punctuated by periods of fasts, when animal products 
are not permitted. Moreover, weekly fasts, which not many of my informants held, 
include Wednesdays and Fridays as days of fasting. During these days, Old Believers 
should refrain from certain activities, including listening to music, for instance. This 
poses problems for the regular activities of some singing groups, as I discuss elsewhere.  50   
The ritual calendar also regulates major ceremonies such as christenings, weddings, 
and funerals. Weddings, for instance, need to be held outside of fasting periods, while 
christenings should be performed on the eighth day after a birth. 

 Apart from the rites of passage, the calendar year is also marked by cyclic rituals. 
The two main points of focus of the calendar are Easter and Christmas, with devotees 
celebrating for each three days. Christmas is structured around attendance at church, 

 Figure 6.1.      Religious service for the blessing of the fruits. (Author image: Cristina Clopot)  

  49     As I discuss elsewhere (Clopot, “Liminal Identities”), Old Believers do not traditionally believe 
in Father Christmas or Santa Claus, but have an alternative character: Father Frost.  
  50     Clopot, “Ambiguous Attachments.”  
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family meals, and visiting relatives. The children play an important part in the cele-
bration, as after the Christmas morning service, with the blessing of the priest, they 
go around the village or town to announce the birth of Christ with a carol, “ Hristos 
rajdaetsa ”/ “Christ is born,” derived from liturgical hymns. This tradition has been revi-
talized recently, and girls and women now participate as well.  51   Before 1989, only men 
went carolling. 

 The second major event is Easter, the focal point of the year in Orthodoxy, a moment 
of great spiritual signi icance marking the death and resurrection of Jesus. The intensity 
of this religious event is marked by its preparation too, as the longest fasting period in 
the year leads up to Easter—forty days without meat and other animal products, at its 
most extreme excluding even oils. In preparation for the Lenten fast, requiring bodily 
and spiritual purity, some Old Believers ask forgiveness from those they have wronged 
in the past. Following this trying fast, the main event is the Old Believers’ Easter cele-
bration formed by a series of connected services, separated by just a couple of hours of 
sleep, from 10 p.m. to 9 a.m., similar to those Rogers observed.  52   Some of my informants 
made concessions for Easter, such as allowing the children to eat some sweets from time 
to time or not keeping them at the service for the whole night, but this was not the case 
for the most devoted.   

  Language as ICH 

 When discussing the Old Believers’ language, one needs to account not for one language 
but for two. One is the daily Russian language spoken in communities across the world; 
the other is the scriptural and liturgical Old Slavonic. The CRLR makes full use of the 
European instruments mentioned earlier to advance the learning of Russian in schools 
with a signi icant population of Old Believer students. However, a general lack of struc-
tural support emerged at the national level for Old Slavonic. 

 Old Slavonic is essential for religious practice, as the Old Belief relies heavily on 
the rendition of religious texts during services, by both the clergy and the laity.  53   The 
situation encountered during ieldwork echoed Naumescu’s studies in documenting 
a community in crisis.  54   To support the transmission of these linguistic skills, ad hoc 
informal learning structures were created in some villages and towns, led by priests, 
monks, or knowledgeable elders. These classes most often focus on correct reading 
and pronunciation, and are often gendered, although I have encountered in my ield-
work young women who studied as well.  55   These classes, reliant on localized efforts,  

  51     Clopot and Nic Craith, “Gender, Heritage and Changing Traditions.”  
  52     Rogers,  Old Faith and the Russian Land .  
  53     Naumescu, “Le vieil homme et le livre.”  
  54     Naumescu, “Le vieil homme et le livre.”  
  55     Clopot and Nic Craith, “Gender, Heritage and Changing Traditions.”  
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do not however support the sustainability of linguistic skills across the country. In some 
of the towns I visited, informants mentioned that very limited linguistic support is avail-
able, and sometimes the only persons with knowledge during the services would be 
members of the clergy.    

 As mentioned earlier, opportunities exist for learning Russian in schools. However, 
students learn modern Russian rather than the pidgin Russian that older Old Believers 
speak, which has developed to include borrowings from Romanian, Ukrainian, or 
Bulgarian. The increased tendency to migrate from rural to urban settlements, a change 
of working patterns, and migration are often signalled as culprits:

  As the traditional structure of community life is becoming less and less stable and the use 
of Russian is generally restricted to use in the family, or possibly in the village, the young 
are losing their interest in maintaining the traditional ways.  56     

 The researcher’s considerations were echoed by my informants, who noted declining 
linguistic skills in the younger population. One elderly woman mentioned that efforts 

 Figure 6.2.      Men reading in Slavonic during the Christmas service.  
(Author image: Cristina Clopot)  

  56     Crasovschi, “Russian Old Believers,” 51.  
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at school should be paired with efforts at home to get optimal results: “This is where 
education is at fault. Where does the irst education take place? In the family. The family 
is not speaking Lipovan, Russian; they have an aversion towards it.” Other informants 
expressed their lack of con idence in children’s linguistic skills as well. “Children no 
longer speak in Russian with their families and the sense of language is lost,” said a 
middle- aged Old Believer. Others shared his view, and it was linked with a loss of tradi-
tion and nostalgia. Whereas in the past younger children would irst learn Russian and 
only when starting school acquire Romanian, the trend is now reversed. Moreover, the 
most recent census results suggest this: although the majority of Old Believers (18,121) 
still declare Russian as their mother tongue, a growing number of Old Believers (5,340) 
claim Romanian instead.  57    

  Migration and Local Responses 

 The Old Believer communities also have an unsettled relationship with migration 
outside Romania. Immigration has become part and parcel of everyday life in many 
communities. Some of the Old Believers from the Danube Delta area, for instance, 
have used their ishing skills to gain jobs in other countries with strong ishing indus-
tries. Others have followed the Romanians’ migratory trends, settling in countries 
such as Spain, Italy, the United Kingdom, or Denmark, becoming embedded in the 
“space of lows,” as discussed earlier. Migration is sometimes perceived as an easily 
available solution to poverty. It was often discussed in my ieldwork with informants, 
who felt that these processes impact the sustainability of community customs in 
the country. In one article in the ethnic publication  Zorile , an author lamented: “I 
listened with pain how localities become smaller[;]  traditions tend to disappear if 
measures are not taken.”  58   A study in the village of Carcaliu in Dobruja (by Capo ţ i and 
colleagues)  59   recorded the results of such recent migrations, especially to Torino in 
Italy, and showed that while the attachment towards the Russian language became 
diluted from generation to generation, the commitment to retain traditions within the 
community remained strong. 

 In the absence of churches abroad, people sometimes resort to bringing priests 
over for different ceremonies, such as marriages and christenings. Sometimes, Old 
Believers return home to perform the traditional ceremonies, as was the case of the 
christening I observed. Adaptations are sometimes accepted as a result; in this event, 
the child was four months old rather than the customary eight days. As the parents lived 
in Spain, they had to wait for the child to be able to travel back home for the ceremony. 
Moreover, the mother was present for the ceremony, another change to the traditional 
practices, which do not allow the mother to participate as she is still considered impure 

  57     National Institute of Statistics et al., “Romanian Population and Homes Census 2011.”  
  58     R.Z., “ Ș i a Trecut Un an … /  [A Year Has Passed],” 4.  
  59     Capo ț i et al., “Carcaliu— Sat de Vacan ț  ă .”  
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from birth.  60   These changes were accepted as natural, given the logistical challenges of 
the distance. 

 In her study of third- culture children, Colomer observes that “[p] articipants in 
my research feel distant (or excluded) when ICH mainly values and conveys national 
(past) narratives.”  61   This seemed to apply to Old Believers who return home for visits. 
Informants mentioned, for instance, in the context of language, that children coming 
back to their villages spoke Italian, Spanish, and other languages rather than Russian. 
Such remarks were often infused with nostalgia.  

  Conclusion 

 Considering the resurgence of recent migration lows, which have in luenced identity 
discourses and weakened references to national frames (as discussed at the begin-
ning of this chapter) Anastasova has proposed the new label of “Euro- Old Believers,” a 
term that emphasizes religious identity rather than any national attachment.  62   While 
her ideas are interesting, and may well re lect the migrants’ point of view, in my 
study I have found limitations to its application. The analysis presented here shows 
that, while Old Believers form part of wider processes taking place at a societal level, 
they exhibit a resistance identity, keeping the community focused inwards rather 
than outwards. 

 In this vein, Old Believers’ rhetoric often emphasizes the ixed nature of their her-
itage where “customs, traditions as well as the religious belief of Lipovan Russians, 
preserved unaltered, represent a living remnant, not negligible, of the old Russian 
culture.”  63   Re lected as such, identi ication with a Russian culture that has long 
disappeared posits Old Belief as “relics or survivals signalling the distance of the pre-
sent from a lost life- world.”  64   The example of the Old Believers presents similarities 
to Cocq’s study of S á mi discourses online, where de ining traditions as unchanging 
“contributes to the strengthening of S á mi culture and identity.”  65   It reinforces the 
assertion that Old Believers emphasize a “resistance identity” that aims to protect 
itself by strengthening the boundary with the outside world. Change is part and parcel 
of everyday life in subtle, often unacknowledged ways. But then again, as Colomer and 
others have emphasized, this is one of the strengths of ICH— its capacity for renewal 
and adaptation. 

  60     For a more extensive discussion of Old Believers’ purity rules, see Clopot and Nic Craith, “Gender, 
Heritage and Changing Traditions.”  
  61     Colomer, “ICH and Identity.”  
  62     Anastasova, “Les Vieux Croyants de Bulgarie,” 20.  
  63     Chiril ă , Feodor, and Filat,  Comunitatea Ru ș ilor Lipoveni Din Rom â nia , 47.  
  64     Noyes, “Tradition: Three Traditions,” 240.  
  65     Cocq, “Traditionalisation for Revitalisation,” 90.  
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 Although Old Believers discuss cultural diversity  66   and make use of existing 
European frameworks available for ethnic groups across Europe, they present an 
example of the importance of resistance against massive forces such as those men-
tioned here. Migration and globalization, although perceived from the point of view 
of the homeland, heavily impact the future of ICH and Old Believers’ heritage more 
generally. 

 As Castells notes, resistance identities provide an “alternative for the construc-
tion of meaning in our society.”  67   These often resist wider narratives such as those 
driving Europeanization, which primarily emphasize commonality rather than diffe-
rence. Depending on what these new ideas and meanings are, they can lead to subver-
sive movements, as growing nationalism and right- wing populist factions in different 
areas of Europe have recently shown. They can, however, drive positive change, and 
this “stubbornness” and these inward- looking attitudes help communities root them-
selves to a place and support the preservation of intangible cultural heritages that oth-
erwise would be lost by intensifying globalization and migration processes. With ICH 
practices disappearing at alarming rates across the globe, such processes are important 
to re lect on. Moreover, the case study presented here reinforces Urry’s ideas on com-
plexity,  68   where processes such as Europeanization do not happen uniformly and do not 
go unchallenged by some, where the local remains their point of focus.     
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   Abstract   This chapter problematizes the effects of long- term migration. Grounded in 
the theory of migration and globalization proposed by sociologists such as Urry and 
Castells, the enquiry focuses on the complexity of responses to the patterns observed 
by researchers. The case study put forward is that of Russian Old Believers in 
Romania, a group whose heritage narratives echo the notion of “resistance identity” 
proposed by Castells. The analysis considers the heritage narratives, tendencies, and 
tensions observed in the community in its efforts to preserve intangible cultural 
heritage practices.     
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    Chapter 7  

 DOING THINGS/ THINGS DOING  :   MOBILITY, 
THINGS, HUMANS, HOME, AND THE 

AFFECTIVITY OF MIGRATION    

   LAIA COLOMER-SOLSONA    

   In short, we need to show how the things 
 that people make, make people. 

 Daniel Miller,  Materiality , 2005, 38  

  What we don’t feel, we forget. 
 Siri Hustvedt,  Living, Thinking, Looking , 2012, 248  

 MATERIAL CULTURE THEORISTS engaged in understanding materialities have long 
explored the ways in which people depend on objects. From this dependence, objects 
have been mapped in terms of subsistence, technology, social relations, structures of 
meaning, ideologies, and embodiments, and therefore as artifacts, commodities, tools, 
belongings, tokens, and material signi iers. In this framework, anthropologists and 
archaeologists have explored “travelling objects,”  1   the “biography of things,”  2   and the 
“meaning of things.”  3   From the late 1990s there has been an increasing attempt to move 
away from subject/ artifact dichotomies and to understand this relationship in entangled 
terms, that is the embedded collective sets of dependences and dependencies between 
humans and things.  4   In luenced by the works of Bruno Latour, entanglement focuses 
irst on human and nonhuman interaction through a process of mediation, and second 

turns into a scholarly interest on nonhumans as active actors (actants, in Latour’s 
words): on the being of the thing, on how things manifest themselves, and on how things 
are active agents of social life.  5   Under this perspective things do not solely exist thanks to 
human subjectivity, but act and have performative potential in constructing the subject. 
Following this course of “thingi ication,” I analyze things that move along with people 
when they are dislocated from their original homes, voluntarily or involuntarily, and 

  1     Clifford, “Travelling Cultures”; Hahn and Weis,  Mobility, Meaning and Transformations of Things .  
  2     Appadurai,  Social Life of Things ; Meskell,  Object Worlds in Ancient Egypt ; Dobres,  Technology and 
Social Agency.   
  3     Miller, “Artefacts and the Meaning of Things”; Shanks and Tilley,  Social Theory and Archaeology.   
  4     Hodder,  Entangled.  See also Malafouris,  Creative Thinging ; Miller,  The Comfort of Things.   
  5     Olsen, “Material Culture after Text”; Doma ń ska, “Return to Things.”  
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how the humans– thing entanglement operates during mobilities.  6   The things here are 
common and available objects that are taken rather than just carried by a migrant as 
“salvaged- object souvenirs”;  7   they serve a role of embedding memories, creating new 
present experiences, and triggering future mobilities and/ or stillness. Most of the liter-
ature on migrant objects acknowledges objects’ roles in remembering past experiences, 
as nostalgic souvenirs,  8   as testimonies, or as representations of a mobile past. Instead, 
this chapter explores the entangled relationship between mobility, things, and migrant 
subjects, focusing on travelling salvaged objects as performers because of the emotional 
features embodied in them. I suggest that this acting of the thing is a source of affective 
materialities,  9   identity construction,  10   and place- making for those who move along 
with them. 

 In recent years, affect and the emotions have become a major theme in cultural 
studies, from philosophy to human geographical research and cultural anthropology.  11   
More recently, affect has also been a focus of interest in memory studies, especially 
when exploring the interface between collective memory and trauma (such as the 
Holocaust), but also the social construction of group identity, patriotism, and nation-
alism discourses in sites of memory and commemorative monuments.  12   Work in critical 
heritage studies has recently focused on visitors’ emotional responses when engaging 
with (or detaching from) museum exhibitions and heritage sites, as well as on the devel-
opment of cognitive and emotional competences when interacting with places of heri-
tage.  13   All of these studies emphasize the historical and cultural dimensions of affect.  14   
Here, instead, I focus on its phenomenological dimension: both on the emotional mem-
ories embodied in travelling salvaged objects, and how these emotions affect (and are 
affected by) people to the point of performing a particular social activity, that of facili-
tating migrations and relocations. In this context, the affectivity maintained by the thing, 

  6     Cresswell,  On the Move ; Hannam, Sheller, and Urry, “Editorial: Mobilities.”  
  7     Digby, “The Casket of Magic.”  
  8     Pearce,  Museums, Objects and Collections.   
  9     Anderson, “Affective Atmospheres”; Haldrup, “Souvenirs.”  
  10     Sva š ek,  Moving Subjects.   
  11     Affect and emotions are not viewed here as those qualities beneath the faculties of thought and 
reason, that is, as those affecting one’s judgment (see Garry and Pearsall,  Women, Knowledge, Reality , 
for a feminist critique on the gendered basis of traditional epistemology). Affect takes here its signi-
ication as a social and cultural force from Benedict Spinoza’s notions of  affectus  and  affection , that 

is, as the capacity of being affected by, and that of acting to. The explorations of these two notions 
further made by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari are the common basis for developments on affect 
and emotions in cultural studies. See Ott, “Affect,” Anderson “Affect and Emotion,” and Thrift,  Non- 
representational Theory ,  chapter 8.  
  12     Starzmann and Roby,  Excavating Memory.   
  13     Tolia- Kelly, Waterton, and Watson,  Heritage, Affect and Emotion ; Smith, Wetherell, and Campbell, 
 Emotion, Affective Practices.   
  14     Pruchnic and Lacey, “Future of Forgetting.”  
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as a travelling salvaged object  chosen  to be taken when relocated, arises from the entan-
glement of emotions and memories invested in, embodied, and performed by it. That 
is, the affect stuck to them,  15   because memories and emotions of the past do not merely 
represent the past but  coexist  in the present through the object. 

 To illustrate these arguments, I use some of the objects posted by their owners 
in a social media project called  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life:  a stone, a collection 
of VHS tapes, a framed picture, a teapot, and a porcelain igure. These things illus-
trate the power of affect and entanglement while mediating object and people, home/ 
homeland and migration, mobility and stillness. Through them I explore the entangle-
ment between the travelling salvaged objects, their owners, and the migrant narrative 
behind them, and show how this entanglement still articulates today’s life experi-
ence of homing in different ways depending on mobility/ mooring conditions in the 
past and in the present. David Morley de ines “home” both as the physical place (i.e., 
the domestic household) and as the space of belonging and identity at different geo-
graphical scales (local, national, community) in which people think of themselves as 
“at home.”  16   In addition to the physicality of home, the notion of  homing processes  (or 
 homemaking )  17   refers to people’s affective performances in engaging (or not) emotion-
ally with both the people and the things of departing and those of arriving, and how 
this is visualized in homely things. Home thus, and more particularly being at home, is 
a matter of affect, as the presence, absence, and performance of particular emotions 
(such as coziness, security, familiarity, well- being). Understood in this way,  home  is a 
verb rather than a noun, a state of being, and it is not necessarily bounded by a phys-
ical location  18   but de ined by the interactions operating between things, people, and 
places. Accordingly, homing processes are beyond mere actions of making dwellings, 
but are also processes of identity agency through negotiated practices of placeness 
and belonging, positioning the self and the things accompanying it, as well as the 
emotions tuning these performances. 

  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life 

  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life  is a social media project on Facebook that welcomes 
users to post “those objects that we take with us when we move, so we do not forget 
where we come from or who we are, and help us to make a new place to feel like at 
home.” It invites everyone with a transnational migration experience to post a picture of 
a relevant object and write a short text describing what it is and why it is signi icant in 
their mobile life (e.g., the emotions associated with homemaking). This Facebook group 
was set up by the author of this chapter as an informal meeting place for those people on 
the move willing to share and explore their personal experience of selecting and taking 

  15     Ahmed, “Happy Objects.”  
  16     Morley, “Belonging.”  
  17     Ahmed, Casta ñ eda, Fortier, and Sheller,  Uprootings/ Regroundings , 8– 9.  
  18     Ahmed, “Home and Away”; Fortier,  Migrant Belongings .  
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particular objects when they move onwards.  19   The group is still open, new members 
arrive, and new entries are posted. This circumstance makes it dif icult to analyze the 
overall cultural creative dynamics of the social network site using digital ethnography,  20   
discourse analysis,  21   or any other qualitative analysis. Therefore, and with the only aim of 
exemplifying my arguments, three posts have been selected. All those who have posted 
at  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life  have a migrant past, but only in some cases is it pos-
sible to elucidate whether their mobile experience was under the condition of trans-
national  22   or multiple migrant.  23   These mobility conditions are important here because 
they de ine how the semantic of “home” is perceived and experienced, and therefore 
its entanglement with the thing travelling along. For transnational migrants, home is 
that place constructed, maintained, and reenergized both in the country of origin and in 
the country of migration.  24   Onwards/ serial or multiple migrants are those who, after a 
irst transnational move, move to another country and adapt to new cultural landscapes. 

Along with this high mobility, cultural deterritorialization  25   is experienced, to the point 
that “home” and “homing” are performed lacking both the materiality and geography 
of the household. Being at home is a matter, at least in part, of affect or feeling, as the 
presence or absence of particular feelings,  26   and where the emotional agency of things 
has a relevant role. In the following section, the selected travelling salvaged objects 
have been organized into three different narrative sections: the “past here,” the “present 
here,” and the “future here.” These temporalities are not analytical categories but frames 

  19     Originally, the idea of establishing this social media meeting place arose in March 2016 after 
discussing with participants at the Family in Global Transition 2016 Conference about how Third 
Culture Kids’ “sacred objects” might be considered personal archaeological objects. In the world 
of Third Culture Kids, “sacred objects” are objects that children take along (or parents encourage 
them to do so) when they move to a new home (see Pollock and van Reken,  Third Culture Kids ). 
Since these children move several times to highly variable international locations, they tend to, irst, 
grieve over every familiar object, place, and friend left behind, and afterwards, to ind themselves 
lost in each new relocation before they adapt to a new culture, landscape, language, customs, and 
traditions. In this serial relocation and adaptation process, “sacred objects” help them to position 
themselves both in relation to a recent past (“it is part of my (hi)story,” as they de ine them) and in 
relation to the present (“this represents who I have been and who I am”), but they also act as a medi-
ator in place acquisition (“by putting this object here, this space becomes my new home”). “Sacred 
objects” thus connect worlds, as much as they remind their owners of the travels, moves, places, 
homes, and people they have crossed in their life. They serve alike as an anchor and as a kite of the 
mobile dwelling. See more in Colomer, “Heritage on the Move.”  
  20     Horst and Miller,  Digital Anthropology.   
  21     James and Nahl, “A Discourse Analysis”; Bouvier, “What Is a Discourse?”  
  22     Levitt and Glick Schiller, “Conceptualizing Simultaneity”; Glick Schiller, “A Global Perspective”; 
Vertovec,  Transnationalism .  
  23     Ossman,  Moving Matters ; Oishi, “Multiple Migrations.”  
  24     Boccagni, “Rethinking Transnational Studies”; Boccagni, “What’s in a (Migrant) House?”  
  25     Papastergiadis,  Turbulence of Migration ; Colomer, “Heritage on the Move.”  
  26     Ahmed, “Home and Away.”  
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to show how entanglement not only operates in the past (that is, in origin) but also both 
luxes and acts in the present and fosters plausible futures. 

  The “Past Here” 

 On April 5, 2016, Abdi- Noor Mohamed posted two objects: a simple stone from the 
surroundings of his home in Somalia, and some VHS recordings of his family living in 
Somalia before they led. He described these objects as follows:

  I post my irst photo. It is a stone I still hold as a memory and an identity for me and 
my family. I brought it from Somalia and have been keeping it all the years I have been 
running away from war in the bush and in the neighbouring countries, from Hargeisa in 
Somaliland, Djibouti and Ethiopia. It is the only item I managed to pick as the rockets 
were landing close to our house, forcing us to leave in [a]  rush. My wife managed to pick 
a bag of family VHS Cassettes [second object posted] which travelled with us all the way 
from Mogadishu to Sweden over a period of three years and which we watch today in our 
new home of Bra å s.      

 The “past here” talks about those travelling things the emotional signi icance of which 
is related to the past. They  come  from the past, as they originally existed in the past, and 
their present signi icance  remains  in the past. They mainly represent the emotions and 
events experienced in the past, recalling our  origins  under the narratives of “who we 
were,” “where we were,” “what we did/ were,” and mostly “where we come from.” Their 
emotional power lies in their capacity of telling (recalling) us, in today’s transnational or 
multicultural encounters, who we  were  and where we  came  from, in a way to sustain our 
original identity. These are salvaged objects that people carry with them and use to reas-
semble memories, practices, and even landscapes in their varied sites of dwelling.  27   We 
may understand them as a kind of past memento on the basis of selecting and arranging 
personal material memories to create what might be called an object autobiography,  28   as 
(re)presenting distant places in people’s homely environment. These objects are used 
thus in the present to remember particular events and/ or our past lives and identity 
before we move. They encapsulate the representation of a past time, place, and identity. 
Furthermore, in some cases, as this past is lost or impossible to restore (such as in the 
case of war or natural disaster), these particular travelling objects “authenticate a past 
that is personal”  29   as much as they “authenticate” the life of the possessor, especially in 
the case of refugees and undocumented migrants, and they help to reestablish or rede-
ine personal and collective origins after resettling. David Parkin states that transitional 

objects carried by peoples in crisis both inscribe people’s personhood in light, and offer 
the possibility of refugees’ own de- objecti ication and re- personalization afterwards.  30   
Actually, Parkin argues that the great leveller of forced displacement is not the nature 

  27     Lury, “Objects of Travel”; Miller, “Migration, Material Culture and Tragedy.”  
  28     Pearce,  Museums, Objects and Collections.   
  29     Pearce,  Museums, Objects and Collections , 72.  
  30     Parkin, “Mementoes as Transitional Objects.”  
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of a refugee’s national or ethnic identity, or whether this comprises ideas of ixed or 
multiple provenance, but whether “he or she has the time to gather together enough 
of what is needed for practical uses as well as for perpetuating a personal and thence 
cultural identity.”  31   The transitional object, encapsulating the social personhood before 
departure, is what will give her/ him the opportunity of personal and family recovery 
from trauma when suitable conditions of resettlement allow both for the retelling of the 
stories that these objects contain, and for a distinctive personhood to provide for future 
continuity. This kind of travelling object recalls thus a tangible sense of home, physically 

 Figure 7.1.      Travelling salvaged objects moving along with Abdi- Noor Mohamed’s family, and 
posted by him at  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life  Facebook group. (Author image: Abdi- Noor 

Mohamed; Source:  www.facebook.com/ groups/ 1767502343538014/   )  

  31     Parkin, “Mementoes as Transitional Objects,” 312.  
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and temporally ixed, and occasionally both venerated and grieved. The memory and 
imagination embedded in this thing can help to sustain emotional relationships with 
distant relatives, friends, and places, triggering sometimes nostalgic stories as well as 
evoking feelings of homesickness.  32   In classic migration and diaspora literature, these 
narratives of home have been broadly explored, as they come to be associated with sym-
bolic and nostalgic images of homeland and ancestries, origins and past roots, as well as 
with long- distance nationalism.  

  The “Present Here” 

 On April 25, 2016, Paloma Gonz á lez Marc é n posted an image of a picture from her mother’s 
homes, which is now hanging in her own house, and described it as follows:

  My parents married in Madrid in 1951 and the day after the wedding they moved to 
Birmingham where my father was staying with a Ph.D. grant in the department of Physics. 
He had already rented and decorated some weeks before a small apartment for both and 
at the entrance he had hung this picture. During the next 60 years, my mother always 
hung this picture at the entrance of the more than 15 different houses (9 cities and 3 
countries) she lived! She said that no matter which other pictures or furniture were in 
the house or how the house looked like, she only needed this picture at the entrance to 
feel at home. They are already some years that this picture hangs at my house entrance— 
for the moment, I have no plans to move.      

 The “present here” talks about those travelling objects the emotional signi icance of 
which is related to the present— things that travelled along to different homes (maybe to 
different countries), and that help the owner to make a place  feel like home  in each reloca-
tion. Even though these are objects from the past, the emotions embodied and their agency 
refer to present realities, necessities, expectations, and desires, rather than exclusively to 
past realities. In this sense, these kinds of objects are here not only to remind the owner 
where she  comes from , but especially who she  is  after several transnational moves. These 
things embody the sense of home the owner has experienced, created, recreated, and 
embedded in along the different dwellings she has lived in, and they are now acting in the 
present, making the new home a welcoming place. 

 Michael Haldrup de ines souvenirs standing still in people’s homes as “actants,”  33   
living with us rather than for us, objects representing a past action or life, but also cre-
ating or imposing on us particular emotional atmospheres, and therefore actively inter-
vening in our present, “making it come about.”  34   Paloma’s mother’s use of her framed 
picture mediates in enabling the narrative construction of identity in her home. It 
recalls past dwellings and brings the stories and emotions of those past times to her 
new present. The thing is thus tuning her to a particular affective atmosphere, to a 

  32     Colomer, “Managing the Heritage.”  
  33     Haldrup, “Souvenirs.”  
  34     Haldrup, “Souvenirs,” 59.  
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space “pregnant with a mood,”  35   and “from which subjective states and their attendant 
feelings and emotions emerge.”  36   By doing so, the object has the power to articulate a 
new dwelling by triggering past experiences and memories. When the time comes 
to move to another home, the thing will add another layer of embedded experiences 
and affections and pass them into a new house in order to reenact its affective atmo-
sphere. Across this journey, the object will thus gain new ways of becoming, mediating 
new experiences and inducing new affections. Similarly, Andrea Witcomb  37   describes 
Madeira souvenirs bought by an Australian- Portuguese family as “carriers of memory,” 
objects embodying a lived experience rather than a nostalgic desire for an authentic 
experience of the homeland, or as metonyms of a touristic trip to the homeland. They act 

 Figure 7.2.      Travelling salvaged object moving along with Paloma Gonz á lez Marc é n, and posted 
by her at  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life  Facebook group. (Author image Paloma Gonz á lez 

Marc é n; Source:  www.facebook.com/ groups/ 1767502343538014/   )  

  35     B ö hme, “The Theory of Atmospheres,” 93.  
  36     Anderson, “Affective Atmospheres,” 78.  
  37     Witcomb, “Using Souvenirs.”  
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like heirlooms, triggering memories of experiences before and beyond the moment of 
purchase. They represent something that has happened around their presence, and like 
Paloma’s mother’s picture, recall all the memories of homemaking and of remaking her 
life in the country of migration. The object itself is not relevant; it is neither a piece of art 
nor a craft product, and it has no cultural connections with her home country. Rather its 
signi icance is both embedded in it by the owner and embodied by the thing every time it 
accompanies her to a new home. Its existence, mobility, and stillness ensure both a past 
and a present. Therefore, if these things are to be explored for the way they realize sen-
sory forms of memory, then “the signi icance of these objects lies in their affective power, 
rather than in a straightforward form of representation.”  38    

  The “Future Here” 

 In March 24, 2016, while living in London, Amy Clare Tasker posted a picture of a teapot and 
a porcelain igure and described it as follows:

  Here is my mother’s yellow teapot. She collected loads of teapots, and last time I vis-
ited my sister, I brought this one back with me, very carefully in my transatlantic hand 
luggage. It was a family favourite when I was growing up, and it even got painted into 
a mural in our kitchen in California— our ginger cat sitting next to this teapot, looking 
out a window at the Yorkshire Dales. The teapot has only been in my possession for 
about 18 months— I noticed recently it says “made in England” on the bottom, so it has 
come full circle (for now). Also pictured is a little statue Mum gave to me when I went 
to college. It says “angel of courage” on the bottom. I’ve had this about 12 years. Both of 
these keepsakes are going to travel with me to all my future homes.      

 Here the selected travelling salvaged thing comes from the past, embodies sev-
eral home experiences in the present, and basically exists to secure future moves 
already imagined and projected. It acts similarly to the thing described before, but in 
this case the power of entanglement lies more in the future, in a prospective mobile 
future, than actually in the settled present. The thing ensures a life designed to expe-
rience several relocations, permits emotionally several moves to different countries, 
and potentially empowers the possibility of successful cultural integrations. Basically, 
it secures the possibility of a future because it embeds the continuity of past and pre-
sent moves. Piotr Szpunar and Karl Szpunar argue that to remember and form bonds 
through memory depends not only on a “presentists focus” (i.e., how memory and the 
past are constructed in and for the present) but also on how a future is envisioned.  39   
Humans extract and recombine elements of previous experiences in order to stimu-
late or imagine future episodes, happenings, and scenarios. In an entangled process, 
present visions of an imagined future also construct and reconstruct the remem-
brance of the past so that the imagined future has a possible existence. Using Nora’s 
notion of  lieux de m é moire , Szpunar and Szpunar de ine past monuments and places 

  38     Witcomb, “Using Souvenirs,” 42.  
  39     Szpunar and Szpunar, “Collective Future.”  
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of remembrance as “ lieux or milieux du futur ,”  40   as catalyst elements aiming to envi-
sion particular constructed images of the future, either as utopian or dystopian visions. 
Using this metaphor, Amy Clare’s travelling salvaged things act similarly as  choses du 
futur  (aka things of the future) because they project a future for her, and this cataclysm 
is happening through remembering past relocations and providing a sense of conti-
nuity of these relocations in the present.   

  Conclusions 

 This chapter has explored travelling salvaged things as a collection of appropriated 
things that people take rather than only bring with them, when they move. It has 
focused on things as actants in new home landscapes, embedding experiences and 
memories of moving and therefore creating new experiences, emotions, and memo-
ries on the move. Travelling salvaged things accompanying migrants help people to 
transition between relocations by embodying feelings of hominess. The thing on the 

 Figure 7.3.      Travelling salvaged object moving along with Amy Clare Tasker, and posted by 
her at  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life  Facebook group. (Author image: Amy Clare Tasker; 

Source:  www.facebook.com/ groups/ 1767502343538014/   )  

  40     Szpunar and Szpunar, “Collective Future,” 385.  
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move conveys the sensory and affective means of a past experience of mobility, and has 
an active emotional role in the process of homemaking. Of relevance here is not only 
the action of the owner of putting meaning- rich objects in place but also the agency 
of these things in providing meaning, both to each new space and to those inhabiting 
it. This agency of the thing permits migrant subjects to explore past, present, and 
future cultural identities and place affections, and by doing this, to self- explore new 
ways of place, negotiate belongings, and culturally self- position in each new reloca-
tion. I have explored the potential of human– thing entanglements for understanding 
narratives of mobility, identity construction, and place- making occurring during 
migration. I argue here that through exploring the affective entanglement of things 
travelling along with migrants, it is possible to add new dimensions for understanding 
the mobility experience. 

 The materialities selected from  The Archaeology of a Mobile Life  have exempli ied the 
distinctive quality of mobility conditions between people dislocating once and those dis-
locating several times, between those forced to lee and those who plan to move. These 
conditions create differences in the way salvaged objects in transit de ine the entangle-
ments of people and things, in the experience of “being at home” in the world, and the 
“doing of emotions” in homing. It results in different ways of negotiating identities and 
performing the migrant condition: connected to origins, mediating presents, envisioning 
futures. These conditions are not perpetual or ixed, but in lux, and interchangeable 
depending on different personal situations, new mobilities circumstances, and socio-
cultural surroundings, as the subjectivity and identity of migrants are always in forma-
tion rather than predetermined by place of origin, mode of mobility, and place of arrival. 
The examples have also shown that affect is a relevant compositional element in tuning 
the entanglement operating during relocating/ homing processes. People on the move 
embody travelling salvaged objects with memories and emotions, and they expect that 
these features are (re)performed when placing them in new home scenarios. Travelling 
salvaged things are thus loaded with emotions, memories, experiences of moving, 
transiting, and relocating, as well as of being and living in transition. When settling in a 
new home, the thing mobilizes these qualities so the homing process can start again, and 
the owner can de ine his/ her position (identity) in the new home, territory, or cultural 
landscape. This chapter has disclosed this action of things as a construction of reality 
rather than its representation, and replaced concepts of migrant identities as de ined by 
cultural essentialities, by the affects of homing and moving. It argues that there is much 
to be gained from understanding, perceiving, experiencing, constructing, and enacting 
belonging from examining things as affective materialities, as facilitators of people’s 
mobility, and as agents of place and belonging. 

 I would like to inish this chapter by adding some early re lections— to be followed 
up on in the future— on how the experience of migration might be conceptualized and 
rendered in museums of migration from the entanglement thing–  people perspective. 
My research in heritage and mobility aims to move away from the narrative of cultural 
encounters (as understood under methodological nationalism), a narrative commonly 
found also in museums of (im)migration: cultural groups in diaspora moving and 
encountering other normative and static cultural groups, which are then integrated/ 
assimilated/ accepted in more or less welcoming societies. My aims are to emphasize 
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the human experience of moving, encountering differences, and dealing with diver-
sity as “cultural human beings,” understanding being cultural as a luid performance, 
always changing, growing, and adding. The entangled thing – people performance as 
discussed earlier adds a dimension, that of the  affectivity of migration , which helps 
to disclose cultural beings on the move. Following these thoughts, museum curatorial 
practices might focus both on the experience of migration as a human narrative, and 
on the role of things as affective materialities in this scenario of human encounters. It 
is obvious that museums of (im)migration have a clear social role in disclosing cultur-
ally made human encounters. The key, though, is how the constellation of encounters 
is set and performed, from a representational or performative angle. Andrea Witcomb 
says that museums aiming to engage with diversity need to enact it, instead of teaching 
it: “Diversity in this scenario is not something outside the mainstream, but something 
within it.”  41   Similarly, museums dealing with migration need to situate mobility as the 
central scenario, not only as an accidental circumstance to those who move but also 
as something that affects those who remain and those who receive, and to those who 
arrived recently and those who did decades or century ago. Curating mobilities means 
exploring both people’s memories, affect, and experiences of mobility, and the role of 
things (tangible and intangible) as performative actants in memory–  affect embodi-
ment, identity construction, and place- making processes. Museums of migration 
exploring these alternative narratives might help better to sustain and engage with an 
increasing number of visitors embodying diverse cultural identities, experiencing sev-
eral relocations and sense of belongings, and living in post- multicultural societies.  42       
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   Abstract   This chapter explores the implications of the human– thing entanglement in 
the interdisciplinary fields of mobilities, affect, and migration, focusing on the ways 
in which it may help to reconsider material culture, notions of homing and belonging, 
and cultural identity. I introduce and explore three case studies of salvaged objects 
moving along with people when they have been dislocated from home, voluntarily 
and involuntarily. Through them I disclose how the entangled relationship between 
mobility, things, and migrant subjects might provide new perspectives on the 
conception of migration today. A key element in this entanglement is affect: how 
things on the move play along with emotions, performing, and acknowledging 
homing processes and mobility. The resulting reflections are intended as a stimulus 
to explore new forms of exhibiting the material culture accompanying mobile 
subjects in museums on migration.     
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    Chapter 8  

 STAGING MUSICAL HERITAGE IN EUROPE 
THROUGH CONTINUITY AND CHANGE    

   AMANDA BRANDELLERO    

   Introduction 

 THIS CHAPTER CHARTS a journey through the staging of musical heritage in Europe. It 
draws from the experience of programmers of world music festivals and performances 
who work across the continent. These programmers engage with music acts from 
diverse heritages and contemporary expressions thereof, from rural folk in Germany 
and Slovakia, to ritual and ceremonial sounds from Uganda and Thailand. They also 
work with the hybrid tunes emerging from serendipitous creative encounters that urban 
living facilitates between musicians coming from different traditions. 

 I argue that these programmers through their activities are pioneers in creating and 
fostering an understanding and practice of heritage that is sensitive and deferential to the 
complexity of contemporary societies. More speci ically, they are enacting superdiverse 
heritage. The concept of superdiversity coined by Vertovec has enhanced our analytical 
and methodological tools when it comes to the study of contemporary urban societies 
and the people who inhabit and low through them.  1   Firstly, it offers a lens to explore the 
changing composition of our societies from a perspective of ever- growing complexity. 
Secondly, it gives us an instrument that allows for an in- depth exploration of how under-
lying and existing structural and cultural dynamics combine in different superdiverse 
settings, where previous categorical distinctions and classi ications of social groups 
become blurred. As we see in what follows, this analytical and methodological perspec-
tive is very helpful when re lecting on the daily practices of world music programmers. 
Indeed, their perspectives and experiences allow for a privileged viewpoint from which 
to explore what heritage comes to mean, and what practices are associated with it, 
against the backdrop of superdiversity. 

 Building on interviews with the music programmers and on secondary document 
content analysis (mission statements, work plans, and past activities), my analysis 
reveals how these organizations work at the boundary of cultural, symbolic, economic, 
and social values in preserving folk traditions and stimulating continuity and change 
in contemporary music practices in Europe. In so doing, these organizations and their 
cultural programmers relate with the intangible cultural heritage of superdiverse urban 
(and rural) settings on a daily basis, through their practices of music discovery and 
renewal, through music staging, and through engaging in memory work.  

  1     Vertovec, “Super- Diversity and Its Implications.”  
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  The Work Heritage Does 

 In order to understand how world music programmers work  with  heritage, we irst need 
to clarify the “work” heritage does in a community or society.  2   Beyond the domain of mate-
riality, buildings, and landscapes, de initions of heritage have come to embrace its dynamic 
and intangible side. The reciprocal relationship between tangible and intangible heritage 
is at the core of an approach that seeks to bring notions of heritage in closer proximity to 
its everyday life use  by  and  for  people and communities.  3   The metaphors of process and 
social action used to qualify heritage  4   capture the idea that heritage is embodied not only 
in objects and practices, but it is also a resource for identity building, reproduction, and 
change. This dynamic understanding of heritage allows us to envision it as co- constituted 
by a coming together of communities, materiality, and practices, and the “meaning making” 
that emerges from their interaction.  5   Meaning making binds communities to materiality 
and practices. It contributes to the legitimation and valuation of the practice at hand, while 
keeping it alive and in motion.  6   Heritage, thus, requires doing work,  7   foregoing any essen-
tializing or reifying view of heritage as static or immutable. 

 When thinking about heritage as an active process, the role and agency of communi-
ties in doing heritage work and creating meaning around heritage and its value is placed 
under scrutiny. Scher alerts us to “competing narratives” of a heritage expression.  8   The 
protection— or in his words, “copyrighting” of heritage— might serve to authenticate cer-
tain practices and discard others. This touches upon the political nature of heritage work, 
whereby the claims to recognition and legitimacy of one group might affect the status 
another.  9   Who is entitled to represent a particular culture or heritage? Who is to grant 
such entitlement? Such questions lead into debates on cultural appropriation and whether 
it should ever be viewed as acceptable.  10   Indeed, Ziff and Rao purport a number of nega-
tive reverberations of appropriation, from damaging the integrity of a group, to distorting 
the nature of a cultural practice, or compromising a claim to ownership.  11   At a time when 
global cultural lows open up opportunities for exposure to cultures and traditions from the 
world over, the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable forms of appropriation 
are becoming ever more complex. 

  2     Byrne, “Heritage as Social Action.”  
  3     Munjeri, “Tangible and Intangible Heritage.”  
  4     Byrne, “Heritage as Social Action.”  
  5     Smith, “Intangible Heritage,” 140.  
  6     Smith, “Intangible Heritage,” 140.  
  7     Byrne, “Heritage as Social Action.”  
  8     Scher, “Copyright Heritage,” 453– 68; see also Ashworth, Graham, and Tunbridge,  Pluralising 
Pasts , on inclusionary and exclusionary borders in heritage mobilization.  
  9     Smith, “Intangible Heritage”; Ashworth, “Pluralizing the Past.”  
  10     Scher, “Copyright Heritage,” 453– 68.  
  11     Ziff and Rao,  Borrowed Power , 6.  
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 Traditionally, the recognition of claims to heritage has predominantly been the 
domain of experts.  12   While identity might be conceived as increasingly complex and lay-
ered, heritage on the other hand has a tendency to remain, in the words of Ashworth, 
“stubbornly in the singular.”  13   Hereby distinctions between authorized heritage dis-
course (AHD) and dissonant heritages emerge.  14   Such a dichotomy is increasingly 
challenged by the multiplication of entities and groups preserving and safeguarding 
(alternative forms of) heritage,  15   often dissenting from a predominant valuation of her-
itage that is anchored in the past.  16   Let us think for instance of grassroots and institu-
tional efforts preserving popular and contemporary cultural forms as heritage.  17   The 
discourse of dissonance, as opposed to universality, helps to better account for how 
individuals and communities accept heritage differently, and how it appeals to them to 
different degrees.  18   Understanding the underlying power structures in heritage work 
requires a more ine- grained analysis of power differentials within a society, and the role 
core values and cultural expressions play therein.  19    

  Music Heritage in an Era of Superdiversity 

 The concept of superdiversity challenges extant models of authorized heritage dis-
course in multiple ways. Vertovec introduced the notion of superdiversity to capture 
the growing complexity of immigrant and ethnic minority populations in contempo-
rary cities.  20   Moving beyond the metaphor of the multicultural society, with its imagi-
nary of collectivities characterized by relatively internally homogeneous communities 
and identities, superdiversity opens up new epistemological and ontological horizons 
for understanding the differentiated nature of the migrant and ethnic af iliation and 
experience. Vertovec also noted a lag in policy approaches to diversity, as a prevailing 
community- centric approach fails to come to terms with the strati ied nature of socio-
economic and cultural factors that make individual opportunities and challenges 
unique.  21   In this sense, superdiversity calls for a “re- tooling” of our analytical and meth-
odological lens for the study of societies;  22   rather than taking diversity as the lens to 

  12     Smith,  Uses of Heritage , 87– 114; Smith, “Intangible Heritage,” 140.  
  13     Ashworth, “Pluralizing the Past,” 13.  
  14     Smith,  Uses of Heritage , 88.  
  15     Brandellero, Janssen, Cohen, and Roberts, “Popular Music Heritage.”  
  16     Hall, “Whose Heritage?,” 3– 13.  
  17     Brandellero, Janssen, Cohen, and Roberts, “Popular Music Heritage”; Van der Hoeven, “Narratives 
of Popular Music Heritage.”  
  18     Smith,  Uses of Heritage , 82; Smith, “Intangible Heritage,” 140.  
  19     Ashworth, “Pluralizing the Past.”  
  20     Vertovec, “Super- Diversity and Its Implications.”  
  21     Vertovec, “Super- Diversity and Its Implications.”  
  22     Meissner and Vertovec, “Comparing Super- Diversity.”  
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study the interaction between communities or cultures, we are triggered to explore the 
diversity of diversity, introducing cosmopolitanism, hybridity, and creolization as pri-
mary concepts and starting points, rather than end results of synergetic processes. The 
notion of superdiversity thus sets a challenge to heritage professionals: how to contem-
plate and take stock of the range of diverse af iliations denizens have, and foster policies 
that are attuned to their hyphenated pro iles? 

 Exploring music heritage practices offers an interesting theoretical and empirical 
angle through which to address this question. Music is widely seen as a resource for 
identity construction and articulation.  23   At the same time, “the inaccuracy of memories 
and narratives” can lead to a regressive approach to the music heritage of a particular 
time or place, favouring certain voices and silencing others.  24   Thus, understanding how 
music heritage is mobilized and articulated in particular places and events requires an 
integrated approach that is sensitive to the political struggles for representation, and 
where alternative public spheres that allow for dissonant cultures and identities to 
become manifest take centre stage.  25   The conditions through which music gets produced 
and reproduced are crucial to ensuring its continuity.  26   Moreover, due attention should 
be paid to music’s sociality, particularly as it is expressed in the encounter of musicians 
and audiences during performances, given the important role it holds in co- creating and 
preserving the value of music.  27   

  Methodological Approach and Data Collection 

 This chapter is based on the collection and analysis of multiple data sources pertaining 
to the working practices of the members of an informal European platform for music 
diversity, which brings together private and nonpro it cultural organizations from many 
countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, 
Lithuania, Slovakia, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom. The programmers work with 
musicians of immigrant or minority backgrounds as well as of local origin, all of whom 
share the pursuit of music rooted in tradition, generally supported by the use of acoustic 
instruments played in traditional styles. Such music is widely referred to under the broad 
umbrella term “world music.”  28   Yet the term is contested in practice, often receiving the 
critique that its origination in Western music industry marketing circles might serve 
to pigeonhole musicians as “other” or “exotic.” Indeed, my respondents chose to refer  
to themselves as advocates of a variety of musical styles— and not just music that is not of 
Western tradition. In so doing, they aim to treat music in a nonhierarchical way, shunning 
an “us versus them” dichotomy which places certain Western traditions at the centre. 

  23     Stokes,  Ethnicity, Identity and Music ; Guilbault, “Interpreting World Music.”  
  24     Van der Hoeven, “Narratives of Popular Music Heritage,” 219.  
  25     Keith,  After the Cosmopolitan?  58; Brandellero and Pfeffer, “Making a Scene.”  
  26     Van Zantem, “Constructing New Terminology.”  
  27     Taylor, “World Music, Value, Memory.”  
  28     Anderson, “World Wars.”  
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 I analyzed the mission statements, work plans, meeting minutes, and yearly reports 
of the activities of the platform between 2015 and 2017. Moreover, ive members of the 
platform completed a questionnaire in 2016, and I followed up with an interview with 
four members of the network located in Germany, Greece, and Slovakia. The interviews 
took place in December 2017 and January 2018 over Skype. Interviews lasted on average 
one hour. During the interviews, I asked respondents to tell me about the aims and object-
ives of their activities to stage and promote world music; re lect on the meaning and 
applicability of the concept of intangible cultural heritage to their work; offer insights 
into their practices of researching, promoting, and safeguarding musical heritage; and 
explain how they work with locally residing or visiting musicians, whether of migrant 
background or not. They were transcribed, coded and analyzed following the qualitative 
analysis approach.  29   The emerging themes focus on the advocacy role programmers play 
in their respective locations, the opportunities and constraints that the terminology of 
intangible cultural heritage presents, and how music offers a prism through which to see 
and explore the growing complexity of contemporary societies. I turn to these themes 
in the next sections. My analysis reveals how world music programmers understand the 
very notion of heritage and how it gains meaning in their liminal heritage work, at the 
crossroads of continuity and change.   

  Advocating for a World of (Music) Diversity 

 The stated ambition of the music programmers in this research is twofold. First, they are 
committed to making the richness and diversity of immanent music cultures of Europe 
(and the world) visible, shining a light on the musical speci icities of the cities and regions 
where they are based, but also on those from farther a ield. Such speci icities spring not 
just from the migratory background of local residents; indeed, increasing attention is 
also devoted to local music histories and oral traditions, embedded in the memory of 
places and in the ways of living of yesteryear. The World Music Festival Bratislava is an 
example of a relatively new event which caters to this purpose: showcasing the richness 
of local music traditions of Slovakia and the Central European region, while also pro-
moting encounters and panel discussions with and about sounds from farther a ield. 
More practical sessions also cover useful tips and skills on how to get by in today’s music 
industry, making full use of social media and online promotional channels.  30   Thus, the 
diversity of world music is often found very close to home, and programmers support 
individual musicians and communities to express themselves with music (respondent 2). 

 The journey into music diversity is paved with as many serendipitous as planned 
encounters. One common feature of my respondents is they understand their jobs as 
an endless voyage of discovery, combining meticulous research and cataloguing with 
chance breakthroughs. What makes this journey endless is the fact that diversity is not 

  29     Salda ñ a,  Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers , 1– 28.  
  30     World Music Festival Bratislava 2018 Programme.  https:// worldmusicfestival.sk/ en/ program- 
festivalu- 2018/ .  Accessed February 20, 2019.  
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an endpoint or a static condition, but rather an evolving process. The diversity of music 
traditions and styles goes hand in hand with the diversity of Europe’s population. In 
other words, world music is inextricably linked to superdiversity, as it not only accom-
panies it but evolves with it as proximity, travel, and the media among others spark 
new sonic encounters and developments. Keeping abreast of these developments is a 
boundless task, which makes the world music programmers important gatekeepers in 
directing attention to particular musicians or styles. 

 The second stated ambition is to create a dialogue across cultural and national 
borders. Music is a very powerful vehicle to “introduce other concepts, other images 
of the other […] other views of the world” (respondent 2). It can trigger curiosity in the 
other, helping to overcome lingering stereotypes or hackneyed ideas that no longer it 
with the lived experiences of communities. This is well captured by the mission statement 
of alba KULTUR, the international of ice for global music based in K ö ln. “Dealing with 
both one’s own music and with foreign music cultures helps to establish openness, toler-
ance, respect, self- awareness, sensitivity and the ability to give and receive criticism— all 
valuable criteria for a peaceful living together and the development of a vibrant civil 
society.”  31   Central to their music advocacy role, programmers understand their activi-
ties as contributing to greater mutual respect and equality in their respective societies. 
Sharing information and knowledge about various music traditions, as well as bringing 
people of diverse background together through music performances, is an entry point 
to understanding each other’s values. In that sense, concerts are indeed co- creation 
moments, where mutual “giving and receiving” are strongly intertwined (respondent 1). 
Performances and concerts are not only about playing and listening to music: there is a 
whole affective dimension which manifests itself through “body and soul” expressions 
and connections (respondent 4). The affective dimension of their work means that sta-
ging concerts or programming festivals is just one part of their core business.  

  Changing Role of Music in a Superdiverse Society 

 Superdiversity has shaped the practices of these cultural programmers in more than one 
way, as experienced in particular by those active for a number of decades. We can see 
this from how these world music programmers view the relation between music and the 
changing demography of Europe in their joint mission statement.

  The plurality of local musical expressions from here and everywhere goes hand in hand 
with the plurality of multi- ethnic identities that have created the new type of “multiple 
music professionals,” combining simultaneously three or more professional activities 
and workplaces, while at the same time operating locally and globally .   32     

 The diversi ication of urban populations has led to a refocus of activities of many of these 
programmers— from bringing diversity “from outside in” to building bridges across 

  31     Alba KULTUR homepage.  www.albakultur.de/ .  Accessed February 20, 2019.  
  32     Birgit Ellinghaus, email to author, April 20, 2017.  
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communities living side by side, and exploring, in the words of one respondent, the “mul-
ticultural carpet of music” (respondent 1) .  

 Besides the physical co- presence of diverse cultural groups, all respondents men-
tioned the growing experience of what Straubhaar would call “sedimentary identities.”  33   
Distant realities and music traditions come to populate the imaginaries of local residents 
through the media, Internet, and digitization ,  changing the level playing ield for many 
of these organizations. 

 While twenty years ago, their role was to introduce audiences to music from outside 
Europe which would otherwise be inaccessible, now their role is much more about medi-
ating and giving meaning to the encounter between cultures and social groups.  34   Given 
the abundance of music available online and the competition for attention in the live 
music circuit, they emphasize their role as guarantors of quality standards and shared 
knowledge and respect in diverse musical encounters. Diversity per se is not a value if 
not combined with a musical journey, of shared understanding and technical knowledge. 

 Indeed, the term “world music” tends to blur the understanding of the work that 
goes on in these organizations. In fact, world music tends to draw attention to cultural 
differences, while cultural programmers focus much more on the technical qualities of 
the work, and how these stretch our knowledge and understanding of music as a com-
munication and cultural expression as a whole. The focus on quality re lects an appreci-
ation of different ways of understanding musical mastery and standards. In sum, often 
conceptualized in terms of a ight or struggle, the role of world music programmers is not 
just about showcasing the mosaic of musical diversity in Europe; it is also, on a deeper 
level, about expanding our understanding and acceptance of other music canons and 
standards as a cultural expression and intercultural communication tool. This role goes 
hand in hand with a commitment to broadening the listening skills of audiences: ini-
tiating and familiarizing spectators to sounds they are unconversant with is at once a 
social and cultural mission, but also a necessity in terms of developing and sustaining 
their activities inancially.  

  Staging Intangible Cultural Heritage 

 In the highly commercialized and competitive ield of live music, world music is arguably 
relatively niche. This poses a number of challenges: irst, there is pressure to ill the room 
and to appeal to a wider audience and develop wider market shares. Given its inherent 
variety, a world music program is likely to attract varying levels of attention, and having 
at least some degree of familiarity with the music tends to guarantee a higher level of vis-
ibility and attendance. Indeed, programmers notice how part of the audiences share an 
ethnic or national bond with the musicians on stage, often making visible local commu-
nities and groups which were previously unnoticed (respondents 1 and 2). Programmers 
engage in the study and dissemination of information and background knowledge of  

  33     Straubhaar, “Mapping ‘Global.’”  
  34     See Brandellero and Kloosterman, “More Than Just Bytes.”  
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the musicians they work with, guiding their audiences though a culture switch that will 
allow for deeper understanding of the musical form and experience. 

 Second, programmers feel the squeeze from more mainstream genres, which are 
“safer bets” for venues looking for higher ticket sales and consumptions. As a result, 
there is a perception that the number of venues is getting sparser, while commercial 
pressure is getting higher, including on public spaces, where the need to pay for permits 
and rents is now the rule rather than the exception. 

 To respond to this “double pinch” of sparser venues and commercialization, cul-
tural programmers have over the years developed their own meeting points, events, 
collaborations, and festivals. Festivals such as WOMAD provide opportunities to meet 
kindred spirits and network. Unlike other music genres, such as jazz or classical music, 
world music is not highly institutionalized. A lack of infrastructure means that initiatives 
such as joint tours of festivals are mostly planned from the bottom up. Fostering and 
supporting artistic mobility across Europe through programmes of exchange gains 
twofold relevance. Firstly, it is a way of broadening the public and visibility for spe-
ci ic music forms. Secondly, it is a way of stimulating encounters and cross- fertilization, 
which in turn can light a spark of creativity engendering novel hybrid sounds, or simply 
new contexts in which music can be appreciated under a new light (respondent 2).  

  Dealing with Continuity and Change 

 World music cultural programmers often ind themselves in a liminal position, at the 
boundary of continuity and change, as they work with traditional music, folk, and con-
temporary musical expressions of the world, helping to create new sounds along the 
way. The terminology of intangible cultural heritage opens up opportunities to signal 
an “extra” layer of value of certain musicians and traditions, yet it also poses certain 
dilemmas. Indeed, when explaining how the notion of intangible cultural heritage comes 
to shape their own daily practices, two aspects emerge: on one hand, there is the formal 
notion of music that has been granted recognition by UNESCO. While programmers do 
work and stage such music traditions, they are by no means the only form of music they 
deal with and might even be marginal to their practices. Moreover, UNESCO recognition 
might entail a certain level of institutionalization that counters the grassroots nature 
of much of the programmers’ work. More broadly speaking, therefore, programmers 
work with notions of intangible cultural heritage that consider music traditions as a 
living practice (as opposed to a preserved ixed cultural form). Staging living practices 
requires an understanding of how people are using cultural expressions in their daily 
lives, so that a performance does not result in a spectacle void of meaning and emotive 
attachment. Programmers see their role as one of supporting and facilitating the living 
manifestation of music traditions in the communities’ own terms and in the terms of 
those communities with which such traditions resonate. In particular, one programmer 
noted a thirst for roots, particularly among urban dwellers: “a lot of people in the big 
cities are looking forward to inding these ways back to the roots. It’s amazing how many 
people are making instruments or how many people learn to make some or […] use 
these products in a new way” (respondent 3). 
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 The notion of “own terms” in fact comes with a caveat: ownership is a disputed 
concept in this circle. The Greek organization En Chordais, for instance, sees its work 
as focusing on the musical traditions of the Mediterranean region, from the southern 
Balkan countries to Persian and Armenian traditions.  35   While this modal music has roots 
in Greece, its historic trans- local in luences and exchanges with the wider region are 
undisputed. This emphasis on long- standing contacts and exchanges between music 
traditions results in an approach to traditions which places emphasis on their relations 
and their past and contemporary dialogues, rather than on their distinctions and 
separations. Music traditions are acknowledged as being hybrid, the result of centuries 
of contacts and exchanges. Such curiosity and exchange is also a prerogative of contem-
porary artists. “The artists are curious, they want to try out new stuff, they should do it! 
[…] Culture and music is living, it’s a living tradition, it has to expand, exchange, we have 
to meet musicians, musicians have to meet. That’s what we try to have to achieve intan-
gible music” (respondent 2). 

 Moreover, the notion of ownership places the onus of preservation onto speci ic 
communities, who are not always in a condition to support the continuity of their 
own tradition, due to wider political turmoil or dwindling attention among younger 
generations. Van Zantem writes that culture “can only have continuity if people enjoy the 
conditions to produce and re- create it.”  36   Yet is it clear that conditions play only a part in 
this process: re lecting on the continuity of certain traditions also calls us to re lect on 
the meanings attached with kindling traditions and how such meanings might change 
through time and generations. As a result, one programmer also questioned the implicit 
value bias towards more static music styles: “so people in Papua New Guinea they have 
new video and mobile phones […] they listen to music from all over the world if they like. 
So [protecting traditions], it’s somehow putting something under glass […] of course 
they should be proud of what they are doing but they should also be able to if they are 
interested in exchanging with others, getting to know other concepts of music […], giving 
and passing over the richness to others” (respondent 2). 

 Working with the concept of intangible cultural heritage thus results in a different 
set of practices. The irst relates to approaches to supporting living music traditions. 
Cultural programmers make sense of their own daily practices by keeping memories 
of knowledge and identities alive through music, poetry, or oral traditions, for instance. 
Most respondents are sure to state clearly that they include new musical forms that give 
identity and engage with aspects of the daily life of communities. They understand the 
protection and preservation of music as a practice that does not attempt to freeze a prac-
tice in time. Indeed, one metaphor described tradition as a moving line stretching from 
the present to the past and into the future, a line on which it is practically impossible to 
stand still. This seems also crucial in attracting younger generations to the practice and 
transmission of cultural practices in a way that is relevant to contemporary society. 

  35     En Chordais.  www.facebook.com/ pg/ En- Chordais- %CE%95%CE%BD- %CE%A7%CE%BF%C
F%81%CE%B4%CE%B1%CE%AF%CF%82- 231723267948/ about/   . Accessed February 20, 2019.  
  36     Van Zantem, “Constructing New Terminology,” 37.  
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 At the same time, even when a tradition line is broken and it is no longer practised or 
being kept alive, dialogue and exchange can help to reactivate a cultural form. Another 
powerful metaphor was used in one of the interviews to describe this process: let us 
think of the forest loor, where from past trees and leaves, new shoots and plants can 
lourish. In this metaphor, the role of passing the baton and bringing back to life a tradi-

tion does not always and necessarily take place within the original social group. Indeed, 
musicians and communities whose music and spirit resonates with the lost or dying tra-
dition have played an important role in bringing it back to life. 

 The work programmers themselves do in terms of cataloguing and recording tradi-
tion is paramount to a deep understanding of place and its history. But preserving the 
memory of music is not the ultimate goal for the programmers I spoke to. One respon-
dent said he was not “the one looking back” (respondent 2). Efforts to record and clas-
sify music, such as the work done by the Smithsonian with its Folkway recordings and 
magazines, are seen as extremely laudable. Yet that is only one part of the process.  

  Conclusions 

 Superdiversity challenges us to ind new ways of conceptualizing heritage in contempo-
rary urban society, taking into account the complex state of continuous multi- layering of 
existing and newly arriving populations.  37   

 From their— as they state— privileged position at the hub of a network of world-
wide music lows, world music programmers are increasingly engaged with the pro-
duction of hybrid sonic expressions of a superdiverse European population.  38   Based on 
their own knowledge and network, the programmers function as makers and enactors of 
superdiversity, by actively encouraging and promoting encounters across social groups 
and musical exchanges between musicians with different skills and practices, that in 
turn might result in hybrid new sounds, musical experiences, or recordings. While not 
wanting to instrumentalize culture, these musical encounters offer good examples of 
how peaceful and respectful cohabitation of different cultures can happen and can lead 
to deep connections between groups, working together to achieve something that is 
unique and innovative. Their work offers insights into how to “pluralize” heritage of con-
temporary urban societies.  39   

 By striking a balance between a deep respect of traditions and their potential for inno-
vation and relevance to present- day societies, the practices of world music programmers 
offer insights and learning points on how to resolve the tension between continuity and 
change. In the way these programmers tell us about the sounds of Europe and the world, 
they also tell us about the story of our contemporary society, how it connects to its past 
and what the future might hold. They are an embodiment of the goals of bringing people 
together, strengthening the ties between people and societies.     

  37     Grzymala- Kazlowska and Phillimore, “Introduction: Rethinking Integration.”  
  38     Brandellero and Pfeffer, “Multiple and Shifting Geographies of World Music.”  
  39     Ashworth, “Pluralizing the Past.”  
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   Abstract   This chapter addresses the challenges and opportunities faced by promoters 
of festivals and performances when staging music acts from diverse musical heritages 
in Europe. I explore the working practices of world music programmers, exploring 
their role as makers and enactors of music superdiversity in Europe. In their daily 
practices, they actively encourage and promote encounters across social groups and 
musical exchanges between musicians with different skills and traditions. Building 
on interviews with the organizations’ directors and on secondary document content 
analysis (mission statements, work plans, and past activities), my analysis reveals 
how these organizations work at the boundary of cultural, symbolic, economic, and 
social values in preserving folk traditions and stimulating more contemporary world 
music. This chapter concludes with some directions on how the tension between 
social, cultural- symbolic, and economic values can be resolved in order to support 
music’s empowering role in diverse communities, as well as its catalyzing function 
in bringing people together.     
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    Afterword  

  SUPERDIVERSITY AND NEW APPROACHES 
TO HERITAGE AND IDENTITIES IN EUROPE: 

THE WAY FORWARD    

   SOPHIA LABADI    

  THIS VOLUME IS rich in its diversity of themes, including museum theatre by refugee 
artists, museum activism, heritage and multicultural education, musical heritage, and 
individual cultural identity. In covering such a variety of areas, this book has pushed 
boundaries and contributed to our understanding of how superdiversity encourages 
new approaches to cultural heritage and identities in Europe. This afterword cannot 
cover all the diverse themes in this volume. Instead, I concentrate on a critical discussion 
of some issues raised here that resonate with my own research on the topic of cultural 
organizations and (im)migrants and some of my work in the ield.  1   

 Several chapters in this volume have detailed the need for cultural organizations to 
reform themselves in order to re lect more comprehensively the concept of superdiversity 
and its effect on cultural identities and heritage. The chapters by Bounia and Jeffers clearly 
articulate a way for cultural organizations and museums to engage more effectively with 
contemporary societal issues. Manchester Museum, as explained in Jeffers’s chapter, has 
successfully embraced a model of active engagement with current affairs through regular 
work with refugee and migrant artists, including the staging of refugee theatre plays in its 
galleries. However, the willingness of some museums to engage fully with current affairs 
does not mean that all institutions have adopted such a stance. In my research, I have 
documented the reluctance of some cultural organizations to engage with such topics, 
especially sensitive political issues such as those relating to refugees and (im)migrants. One 
example is the National Museum on the History of Immigration in Paris (Mus é e National 
de l’Histoire de l’Immigration), which considers (im)migration a historical phenomenon 
rather than a contemporary one. It aims to be “apolitical” and neutral in order to attract 
as wide a public as possible.  2   These examples re lect differing models, with Manchester 
Museum being a free and popular museum whilst the Paris museum is a fee- paying insti-
tution with reduced public funding and a limited audience. The Paris museum is perhaps 
careful to curate an apolitical narrative in order not to alienate its already small audience. 
Current affairs can lead to heated debates, because of their increased temporal proximity 
and emotional resonance when compared with historical events. Many museums would 
therefore see an engagement with current affairs as undermining their credibility, even 
their very de inition, as temples of “objectivity” and “neutrality.” These institutions need to 
rethink their role in society and, if they take their role as agents of social change seriously, 
they do need to engage more actively with ongoing societal issues. 

  1     Labadi,  Museums, Immigrants, and Social Justice ; Labadi, “National Museum.”  
  2     Labadi,  Museums, Immigrants, and Social Justice , 53.  
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 Cultural organizations can re lect superdiverse societies more fully if they orga-
nize programs beyond their physical boundaries and thus become “institutions without 
walls.” Bounia’s chapter illustrates how this could happen, with exhibitions in the form 
of posters displayed at bus and tram stops, inside metro stations, and on trains around 
Athens, to celebrate the solidarity of the Greek people with refugee and migrant com-
munities in 2016. Working beyond their walls enables cultural institutions to target not 
only their existing audience, who might already have positive views on immigration phe-
nomena, but also a broader audience who might have negative opinions of (im)migrants 
and refugees. These innovative approaches should be multiplied to ensure that cultural 
institutions have a wider impact on public opinion regarding the xenophobic narratives 
that an increasing number of public igures promote in different European countries. 
Such an approach, as explained by Bounia, can also increase awareness about the bonds 
of solidarity that can be created between host communities and (im)migrants. Becoming 
institutions without walls will certainly help museums to rede ine themselves and have 
a greater role in social change. 

 Of course, solidarity with and hospitality towards (im)migrants and refugees are 
necessary, especially for individuals who have just arrived in a host country. However, 
this is far from enough. Indeed, solidarity and charity establish power relations, 
rather than being benign actions. In the words of Mauss, “the unreciprocated gift still 
makes the person who has accepted it inferior, particularly when it has been accepted 
with no thought of returning it.”  3   The image of refugees and migrants as targets for 
charity perpetuates the dichotomy of us/ European citizens versus the (im)migrants/ 
the Other. Hence the importance of the idea of the “capacity to aspire” developed by 
Arjun Appadurai,  4   used here in Catalani’s chapter and found as a recurring theme 
throughout the volume. The capacity to aspire is the ability of a person to use her cul-
ture and past as resources to create a better future for herself. This idea is quite close to 
the understanding of one’s culture and heritage as part of a capability set that includes 
the different tools and skills possessed by individuals to achieve what they want to be 
and do.  5   The “capacity to aspire” or “capability approach” are important in rede ining  
(im)migrants and refugees as having the same aspirations as any other citizen. Colomer’s 
and Catalani’s chapters detail how personal heritage and culture help people to navigate 
through change and give them a sense of personal direction, resilience, courage, and a 
way of envisioning the future(s). 

 My own research has clari ied how heritage and culture can be essential in helping 
(im)migrants and refugees to learn the language of the host country and to acquire 
employable skills. The intensive work I have conducted with immigrant populations 
in Denmark, England, and France has revealed that learning the language of the host 
country and getting some form of employment are their two major preoccupations. 
These skills are, as far as I am concerned, essential for these individuals to create a better 

  3     Mauss,  The Gift , 85.  
  4     Appadurai,  Future as Cultural Fact.   
  5     Sen, “Capability and Well- Being,” 277.  
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future and to exercise their capacity to aspire. Of course, it is important to discuss the 
cultural identity and heritage of immigrants, but it is also essential to ind ways in which 
cultural institutions in the host country can assist these individuals in realizing what 
they want to be and do. This is, for me, the only way in which refugees and (im)migrants 
will be considered equal to any other European citizen and will stop being seen as the 
exoticized Other. My research details that museums have a key role to play in providing 
opportunities for immigrants to learn the language of their host country and to gain 
employment skills.  6   

 The chapter by Feliu- Torruella and colleagues is particularly relevant at a time 
when discriminatory practices and racism in education have been denounced in sev-
eral countries. This has included unfair grading for students from ethnic minorities, 
predominantly white curricula, and a lack of opportunities for minority teachers and 
researchers. The chapter demonstrates the need for greater integration of heritage 
(both tangible and intangible) in citizenship and multicultural education from a very 
young age. It is only through such a radical change of mind- sets, starting from the youn-
gest age, that discrimination and racism can be ef iciently combatted. Most importantly, 
introducing young children to multicultural heritage from different periods can help 
to deconstruct the widely held belief (for example, in the Brexit campaign) that migra-
tion is a recent phenomenon in most countries. However, recent research has revealed 
how heritage- based teaching currently reinforces an exclusionary approach to ethnic 
identity (Goodwin, in prep.). This exclusionary construction of ethnic identity has been 
explained in Clopot’s chapter on the Russian Old Believers in Romania. Groups still build 
their identities on difference and uniqueness around their heritage in order to maintain 
an us/ them dichotomy. As Clopot explains, this happens for both majority and minority 
ethnic groups and might relate to the (unfounded) fear of one’s own heritage and culture 
disappearing if diversity and external in luences are better taken into account in the con-
struction of individual and collective identities. The chapter demonstrates that efforts 
still need to be made to construct alternative understandings of heritage and identities 
that are inclusive of external in luences and that can be used for multicultural education 
and to ight against racism and discrimination. 

 Considering these bleak uses of heritage for exclusionary identity construction, 
Brandellero’s chapter explains that “world music” has the power to create hybrid forms 
of heritage and culture, and can be used to teach tolerance and multiculturalism. For 
instance, when I worked for the Grenoble Jazz Festival (France) in 1995, we organized 
masterclasses in schools with the Afro- Americans David Murray and David Irving III 
and the Senegalese Doudou Ndiaye Rose. Students from different music schools had 
the opportunity to learn to play some of the tracks from Murray’s album  Fo Deuk Revue  
(1997). However, as Brandellero admits, world music is a niche and overshadowed by 
Western and commercial pop music. In addition, multicultural music projects like the 
one I coordinated have been massively cut during the recent public funding crisis. 

  6     Labadi,  Museums, Immigrants, and Social Justice.   
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 I would like to inish with the need for self- awareness and criticism of widely 
accepted notions. The authors of this book have carefully used the term “refugee crisis.” 
This phrase was de ined in Bounia’s chapter as “a rather Eurocentric way to describe 
the increased movement of refugees mainly from Syria, but also from other countries, 
such as Afghanistan and Iraq, to Europe via the Greek islands and Italy, over the summer 
of 2015 and the irst few months of 2016.” I have always been wary of this phrase, not 
so much for its Eurocentric dimension as for its distortion of reality. The latest migra-
tory wave is undeniably the biggest of the past thirty years, but the igures should be 
put into context. The majority of refugees or asylum seekers do not come to Europe. 
In 2015, out of the 60 million refugees or asylum seekers in the world, only 4 million 
came to Europe. Not a single European country is in the top ten that welcome the most 
refugees or asylum seekers. These people tend to go to neighbouring countries, as is 
the case, for instance, with 95 percent of all Syrian refugees.  7   For me, the current migra-
tory phenomena are not a crisis in Europe because of the relatively small number of 
refugees and asylum seekers hosted there (although some countries are more impacted 
by these phenomena than others, for instance Greece, Italy, and Spain as often the irst 
point of arrival of refugees and asylum seekers, but not their inal destination). The use 
of the word “crisis” in this context therefore indicates more a political transformation 
and reappropriation of reality than the truth. The word is also used to hide a lack of 
political willingness to apply the basic values of the European Union: respect for human 
dignity, freedom, equality, nondiscrimination, tolerance, solidarity, and human rights. As 
researchers, we need to do more to question and contest these biased, political, and 
Eurocentric accounts of migratory phenomena.    
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  86  ,    89  –     90   ,   91  ,    92  –     93   ,   94  ,   104   
  affective materialities,      84  ,   93  ,   94   
  alba KULTUR,      104   
  artifacts/ antiquities,      25  ,   32  ,   43  ,   59  ,   83   
  aspiration      see    “capacity to aspire”  
  asylum seekers,      12  ,   27  ,   30  ,   31  ,   114  

       see also    displaced individuals  ; 
  migrants  ;   refugees         

  “Balkan route,”      40  ,   47   
  belonging, sense/ feeling of,      18  ,   19  ,   20  , 

  21  ,   28  ,   32  ,   36  ,   56  ,   64  
  cultural,       11  –     12   ,   16   
  social/ community,      1  ,   2  ,   73  ,   85  ,   93    

  border controls/ closures,      31  ,   40   
  Brexit,      113         

  “capability approach,”      112   
  “capacity to aspire,”      11  ,   15  ,   21  , 

   112  –     13    
  coexistence/ cohabitation,      54  , 

   55  –     56   ,   85  ,   108   
  coloniality,       32  –     33   ,   55  

  cultural robbery,       25  –     26     
       see also    postcoloniality   

  commonality,       44  –     46   ,   79   
  community (as museum concept),   

    34  –     35   ,   36   
  cosmopolitanism,      1  ,   102   
  Council of Europe,      55  

  “Cultural Heritage and Its Educational 
Implications” (1995),      54   

   European Democratic Citizenship  
(Tim Copeland, 2006),   
   54  ,   56  ,   65   

  Framework Convention for the 
Protection of National 
Minorities (1995),      70   

  Framework Convention on the Value of 
Cultural Heritage for Society 
(Faro, 2005),      54  ,   65   

  Recommendation of the Committee of 
Ministers (1998),      53    

  creative strategies,      29   
  cultural rights/ appropriation,      54  ,   55  ,   56  , 

   100  –     101          

  dance,      26  ,   32  ,   35   
  diasporas,      2  ,   39  ,   71  ,   72  ,   73  ,   89  ,   94   
   Dirty Pretty Things  (Stephen Frears),      30   
  displaced individuals,       1  –     2   ,    11  –     21   

  Afghani,      17n26  ,    19  –     20   ,   40 and 
n. 5  ,   114   

  Congolese,      12  ,   14  ,   17n26  ,   25  ,    31  –     32    
  Iranian,      33  ,   40   
  Iraqi,      3  ,   40 and n. 5  ,   114   
  “Living Ghosts,”      30   
  longing,      13  ,   14  ,   18  ,   19   
  as newcomers/ “guests,”      3  ,   11  ,   13  ,   30  , 

  39  ,   112   
  Pakistani,      3  ,   40   
  possessions/ objects/ garments,      30  , 

  33  ,   35  ,   39  ,   43  ,    83  –     94   ,   88ill  , 
  90ill  ,   92ill   

  Rhaidesti (Bisanthean),      43   
  sea crossings    

  Aegean,      40   
  English Channel,      31    

  Senegalese,      3  ,   113   
  Somali,      40  ,   87   
  Syrian,      12  ,    16  –     17 and n. 24   ,   19  , 

  40 and n. 47  ,   114   
  Thai,      99     
  Ugandan,      99   
       see also    asylum seekers migrants  ; 

  refugees   
  displacement,       11  –     18   ,   21  

  forced,       87  –     88    
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  levels of,       1  –     2    
       see also    displaced individuals   

  diversity,      28  ,   46  ,   48  ,   54  ,    57  –     59   ,   59n17  , 
  94  ,   102  ,    103  –     5   

  cultural,       55  –     56   ,   70  ,   79   
  “superdiversity,”      99  ,    101  –     2   ,    104  –     5   , 

  108  ,    111  –     14    
  “united in diversity,”      69          

  education      see    heritage: education  ;   New 
Education movement  

  emotions,       84  –     87   ,    89  –     90   ,   91  ,    92  –     93    
  En Chordais, Greece,      107   
  “entanglement,”       83  –     85   ,    86  –     87   ,   91  ,   93   
  “ethics of care,”      40  ,    42  –     44   ,   46  ,    48  –     49    
  Europe      see    host communities  
  European Union,      3  ,    69  –     70   ,   114  

  post- socialist countries,      69   
  Turkey agreement (2016),      40  ,   43    

  Europeanization,      69  ,   70  ,   79         

  ghostly metaphor,       33  –     34;           see also  
  displaced individuals: “Living 
Ghosts”  ;   spectrality   

  “global ethnoscapes,”      2   
  globalization,      2  ,   3  ,    69  –     70   ,   72  ,   79;          see also  

  Europeanization   
  “glocality,”      1  ,   2   
  governance      see    host communities: 

Europe  
  Greek islands,      30  ,   40 and n. 5  ,   47  ,   114   
  Grenoble Jazz Festival,      113         

  heritage    
  absence/ death of,      3  ,   11  ,   12  , 

   13  –     14   ,   16  ,   20   
  “absence– presence,”       13  –     15   ,   16  ,   18  ,   20  , 

  21  ,   30  ,   31  ,   32  ,   85  ,   86     
  Authorized Heritage Discourse (AHD),   

   28  ,   101   
  education,       53  –     65   ,   113  

  Historic Schools of Barcelona,   
    56  –     65   ,   58ill  ,   59n17  , 
  61ill  ,   63ill  

  architecture of,      57  ,    60  –     62   ,   62n25   

  history of,      57    
       see also    practices: education   

  memory,      59  ,   65   
  progressive pedagogy,      59  ,   60   
  systematic observation method,      60    

  “meaning making,”      100   
  music,      25  ,    99  –     108   

  folk/ local traditions,      99  ,   103  ,   106  , 
  107  ,   108   

  memory of,      99  ,   108   
  programmers,      1  ,    99  –     100   ,    102  –     8    
  “world music,”       99  –     100   ,    102  –     8   ,   113   
       see also    alba KULTUR  ;   En Chordais  ; 

  Grenoble Jazz Festival  ; 
  practices  ;   WOMAD   

  overcoming hardship, as a means of,   
    16  –     18   ,   19  ,   20   

  ownership,      32  ,   36  ,   89  ,   100  ,   107   
  as performance,      28  ,   99  ,   102  
   Performing Heritage  (Jackson & 

Kidd),      29    
  resilience of,       11  –     12   ,    14  –     15   ,    16  –     18   , 

  21  ,   112   
  revaluation of,       2  –     3   ,   11  ,   12  ,   14  ,   15  , 

  18  ,   20  ,   21   
  shared,      11  ,    13  –     18   ,   20  ,    56  –     57   ,   60  ,   64  , 

  65  ,   105   
  tangible/ intangible,      18n28  ,   21  ,   39  ,   56  , 

  59  ,   73  ,   94  ,   100  ,   113  
  intangible cultural heritage (ICH),   

   11  ,    13  –     14   ,    15  –     16   ,   73  ,    75  –     79   , 
  99  ,   103  ,    105  –     6   ,   107    

  tourism,      15  ,   59  ,   90    
  Hiroshima, paper cranes of,      33   
  homing processes,      85  ,   86  ,   93   
  host/ local communities,       12  –     13   ,   13n9  , 

  18  ,   27  ,   36  ,   41  ,   42  
  Denmark,      77  ,   102  ,   112   
  donations,      44  ,   46   
  Europe (generally),       2  –     3   ,   11  ,    16  –     17   , 

  21  ,    40  –     41   ,   104  ,   105  , 
  108  ,    111  –     14   

  Central,      69  ,   103   
  Eastern,      3  ,   69   
  governance of,      69   
  Northern,      3  ,   40  ,   55   
  Southern,      3    

displacement (cont.)
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  Western (and the West generally),      3  , 
  55  ,   57  ,   65  ,   102  ,   113  

       see also    “Balkan route”  ; 
  European Union   

  France,      16  ,   102  ,   112   
  Germany,      99  ,   102  ,   103   
  Greece/ Greeks,      40  ,    44  –     46   ,   49  ,   102  , 

  103  ,   107  ,   112  ,   114  
  Athens,      40  ,   43  ,   46   
  Thessaloniki,      48    

  Italy,      40n5  ,   77  ,   78  ,   102  ,   114   
  outside Europe,      114   
  Romania/Romanian      Old Believers,   

    70  –     79   ,   71n28  ,   74ill  ,   113  
  Community of Lipovan Russians 

in Romania (CRLR),      72  ,   75   
  history,       70  –     72   ,   72n34     
  language,       75  –     78   ,   76ill     
  rituals/ beliefs/ ceremonies,   

    73  –     75   ,   74n49  ,    77  –     78        
  Slovakia,      99  ,   102  ,   103  

  World Music Festival Bratislava,      103 
and n. 30    

  Spain,      77  ,   78  ,   114   
  Sweden,      87   
  United Kingdom,      12  ,   16  ,   19  ,   25  ,   26  , 

  77  ,   102  
  England,      112  

  London,      30  ,   91   
  Manchester,       12  –     13   ,    25  –     36   
  Community Arts North West 

(CAN),      26 and n. 2       
  humanitarianism           see    nongovernmental 

organizations  ;   workers         

  ICH      see    heritage: intangible cultural 
heritage  

  identity,      19  ,    26  –     28   ,   59  ,   60  ,   70  ,   73  ,    87  –     88   , 
   100  –     101   ,   107  ,   113  

  collective,      56  ,   64  ,   113     
  (re)construction of,      28  ,   54  ,   65  ,   84  ,   89  , 

   93  –     94   ,    100  –     102   ,   113     
  contingent,      27  ,    29  –     36   ,    72  –     73   ,   93     
  cultural,       1  –     3   ,   17  ,   20  ,   21  ,   56  ,   69  ,   88  ,   93  , 

  94  ,   111     
  reassertion of,      13     
  rede inition,      14  ,   15  ,   17  ,   21     

  resistant,       72  –     73   ,    78  –     79    ;  
  “sedimentary identities,”      105     
       see also    refugees   

  India,      15   
  integration,      2  ,   21  ,   39  ,   55  ,    69  –     70          

  Julian calendar,       73  –     74          

  language,      13n9  ,   55  ,   73  ,    112  –     13   
  creolization,      2  ,   102   
       see also    host communities: Romania/

Romanian Old Believers         

  magic,      25   
  materiality,       13  –     14   ,   20  ,   31  ,   46  ,   59  , 

  72  ,    83  –     94    
  memory/ memories,      14  ,   17  ,    19  –     21   , 

  20n38  ,   39  ,   41  ,    84  –     85   ,    89  –     94   , 
  103  ,   107  

  absence of,      12   
  collective/ shared/ social,      14  ,   20  ,   33  ,   84   
  as comfort,      16  ,   19   
  constructed,      20  ,   87  ,   91   
  selective/ inaccurate,      14 and n. 18  ,   15  , 

  20  ,   29  ,   102   
       see also    heritage: education  ; 

  heritage: music   
  migrants/ immigrants/ migration,   

    2  –     3   ,   12  ,   26  ,   30  ,   55  ,   77  ,   79  , 
   84  –     95   ,    111  –     14   

  economic,      2   
   en masse,       28   
  forced,      2  ,   3  ,   11  ,    12  –     16   ,    16  –     17n24   ,   18  , 

  20  ,   21  ,   87   
  internal,      3   
  multiple,      86   
  transnational,      85  ,   86  ,   87  ,   89   
       see also    asylum seekers  ;   displaced 

individuals  ;   heritage: 
education  ;   heritage: music  ; 
  host communities: Romania/
Romanian Old Believers  ; 
  museums  ;   refugees   

  mobility,      3  ,   70  ,   72  ,   84  ,   85  ,   86  ,   91  ,    92  –     93   ,   94  
  artistic,      106    

  multiculturalism,      3  ,   21  ,   28  ,    54  –     56   ,   65  , 
  69  ,   87  ,   101  ,   105  ,   113   
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  museums,      3  ,    25  –     36   ,    39  –     49   ,   84  ,    94  –     95   , 
  111  ,   113  

  as activists or as historians,       41  –     44   ,   48  , 
  49  ,   111   

  Athens exhibitions,      40  ,   43  , 
   44  –     46   ,    48  –     49   

  “A Museum without a Home”     
  (Amnesty International/ Oxfam),      43  , 

   44  –     46   ,   45ill  ,   112    
  Belgrade (Mikser 

Festival— Migration),      44   
  Glasgow (Refugee Festival 

Scotand),      44   
  Ioannina (Exhibition of 

Hospitality),      43  ,   44   
  New York (72nd United National 

General Assembly),      44     
  Barcelona History Museum,      62   
  Manchester,       25  –     36   ,   111  

  Ancient Worlds Galleries,      35   
  Egyptian Worlds Gallery,      33   
  Living Cultures Gallery,      25  ,    31  –     32    
  theatre,       25  –     36   ,   35n51  ,   111  

   Flying Carpets,        25  –     27   ,   26n2  ,   26n4  , 
  29  ,    34  –     35    

  interactivity,       28  –     29   ,   31  ,   32  ,   35   
   Samedi Soir,       25  ,   31  ,   32  ,   35     

  Mytilene exhibitions,      43   
  Paris Musée National de l’Histoire de 

l’Immigration,      111   
  Thessaloniki exhibitions,      40  , 

  43  ,    47  –     49   
  Archaeological Museum,      43   
  Museum of Photography,      43  ,   47    

       see also    practices: museum   
  music           see    heritage: music   
  mythical igures/ superstitions,   

    25  –     26   ,   33  ,   35          see also    host 
communities: Romania/
Romanian Old Believers         

  Network of European Museum 
Organizations (NEMO),      43   

  “network society,”      72   
  New Education movement,      57  ,   60  ,   62   
  nongovernmental organizations 

(NGOs),       40  –     41   ,   42  ,    43  –     44   , 
  46  ,   49  ,   72         

  Old Believers      see    host communities: 
Romania/Romanian Old 
Believers        

  postcoloniality,      1  ,   2          see also    coloniality   
  practices    

  cultural,      11  ,   12  ,   14  ,   18  ,   19  ,   100  ,   106  ,   107   
  education,      65  ,   113   
  embodied,      21   
  heritage,      11  ,   16  ,   18  ,    20  –     21   ,   28  ,   35  , 

   73  –     75   ,   87  ,   99  ,   100  
  intangible cultural heritage 

(ICH),      79    
  museum,      35  ,   41  ,   43  ,   48  ,   49  ,   94   
  music,       99  –     100   ,   102  ,   103  ,   104  ,   106  , 

  107  ,   108   
  of placeness,      85   
  religious,       73  –     75   ,   77   
  social,      32  ,   72   
  traditional,      18  ,   77          

  racism,      113   
  refugees,      2  ,    11  –     21   ,   28  ,    30  –     31   ,   42  ,    44  –     46   , 

   87  –     88   ,    112  –     14   
  artists,       25  –     27   ,   26n2  ,   29  ,   31  ,   32  , 

   33  –     36   ,   111   
  “community,”      12  ,    16  –     17   ,   18  ,    34  –     35    
  “crisis,”      2  ,    39  –     41   ,   40n5  ,   43  ,    47  –     49   ,   114   
  identity,      27   
  Pepper’s Ghost (analogous theatrical 

device),      31   
  restrictions in home countries,      34   
       see also    asylum seekers displaced 

individuals migrants   
  Russian Orthodox Church,       71  –     72   ,   75         

  Sámi (Laplanders),      78   
  social media,      2  ,   47  ,   103  

  “The Archaeology of a Mobile 
Life” Facebook status,   
    85  –     94   ,   86n19    

  solidarity,      1  ,   42  ,   44  ,   46  ,   47  ,   48  ,   73  , 
  112  ,   114  

  “solidarity cities,”      17n25    
  spatiality,      30  ,   31   
  spectrality,      30  ,   32  ,    34  –     35           see also  

  displaced individuals “Living 
Ghosts”   
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  stories,      11  ,   12  ,   14 and n. 18  ,   18  ,   19  ,   21  , 
  33  ,   39  ,   85  ,    88  –     89   

  storytellers/ oral tradition,      25  ,   32  , 
  103  ,   107          

  transit camps, Greece    
  Idomeni,      40  ,   47   
  Thessaloniki,      47    

  “travelling objects” (salvaged),       83  –     94   , 
  88ill  ,   90ill  ,   92ill;          see also  
  displaced individuals: 
possessions         

  United Nations    
  Educational, Scienti ic and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO),   
   28  ,   106   

  High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR),       1  –     2   ,    40  –     41    

       see also    museums: New York   
  “unwanted,” feeling of being,      18         

  workers, humanitarian,      41   
  World of Music, Arts and Dance 

(WOMAD),      106        
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